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I N T R O D U C T I O N 
The stu^ jr of Phytonematology is aow attracting attention in ma^ 
coantries. This science has been gi-ren impetus \sf the growing realisa-
tion that nematodes can probably cause as much damage to plants as 
either fongi or insects. It has been introduced in India only recen'Uy. 
Indian Phytonematologists have mainly concemed thenselves with recording 
nematodes associated with the plants and the soil around "Uiem; with the 
obvious result that veiy little is known of idie damage caused by these 
tiny woriBS, and their possible methods of control. This situation brings 
home additional stress upon the need of a thorough knowledge regarding 
the nature and dis^ibution of these worms unearthed as a result of their 
wide-^cale and well-planned siurvey in this country* It is also do&aading 
of due x^cognition and importance to be given to the taxonoaic aspect of 
this group of worms. 
The work presented in t^is thesis is an outcome of attempts to 
fulfill, the need of faunistic stut^ of plant and soil nematodes of this 
country, started in the summer of I960* Coverii^ both the cultivated 
land and the jxmgle soil, the survey has been spread over hills as well 
as in plains. A variety of nematodes belonging to the various families 
of both the IDoiylaimid and ^ lenchid groups has been recovered. Some 
specimens received for stud|y from other countries have also been included 
in this work. 
For the sake of convenience the present work has been divided into 
two parts. Paift one deals with the nematodes of the order Tyienchida 
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and part two includes the nematodes of the order Dorylaimida, To sum up, 
the work included in both these parts contains the descriptions of the 
following: (i) Order lyienchida - Two new faadlies, four new sub-
families, five new genera, nineteen new species and eleven new combina-
tions, and in addition a new report of an important nematode species 
from this couptiy, (ii) Order Doiylaimida - One new genus, twelve 
new species and seven new combinations. Thus, in all the present 
thesis comprises of the descriptions of two new families, four new 
sub-families, six new genera, thirty one new species, and a proposition 
of eighteen new combinations and one new record. 
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MATERIAL AND METHOD 
The autfeor has been associated with the general survey of the 
plant and soil nematodes of India i^ich is being made Isgr the Department 
of Zoology of IMs UniversiV ffota September, 1960 to September, 1965. 
During this sunroy the present author was able to collect a large 
•arieV of samples from plants including grasses, weeds, vegetables, 
crop-plants and fruit trees as well as jungle plantations* The major 
part of this collection is from U»P, and M«P. 
Samples of roots and soil were collected bgr digging around the 
plant roots upto a depth of about 8 inches. These sai^les were put 
in polythene bags \diich were later sealed for checking evaporation and 
tagged with information regarding the i»me of the host and locality 
etc. The soil sanples were processed for the recovery of nematodes by 
making their suspension in a bucket fall of water a M then screening 
it twice or thrice through sieves wil^ meshes of 120 and 66 microns. 
The residue on both the screens was then washed under a running tap, 
and the clear nematode suspension was collected in a ^ass tfcou^ and 
examined for the nematodes under a sterioscopic microscope. The root 
sasqples were chopped into small pieces and sub-murged in water in 
glass troughs over ni^t. The nematodes that left the roots were later 
ccdLlected, killed and processed for examination. 
For, 'Uie present stuefy the nematodes were relaxed Isy gentle heat 
and fixed for ut least 24 hours in Franklin* s F,A* 4:10 (Formaline 
10 parts. Acetic acid 10 parts and distilled water 80 parts). The worms 
ihus fixed were processed gradually into dehydrated ^^ .jtefd'a®' and 
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momted in the same rnedlm. Pieces of glass wool of adequate thiclmess 
were alus^s placed betveea the slide and the cover glass to check the 
preasure on the specimens. ^^ face studies were made cutting the 
nematode head acc(x-ding to Basir's (1949) technique* 
The measurements and sketches were made under camera lucita:. 
as suggested b^^ Thome (1961) • The n^asurements of the nematodes are 
represented in the formula ased bsf de Ifan (1884)* 
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P A R T I 
Order 'lyienchida {FHipJev, 1954) Thcxrne, 1949 
^ri: Heteroderata (fllipjev, 19S4) Skarbilovlch, 1957 
Diagnosist Secerneatea: A protrusible buccal slylet present. 
Oesophagus usually consisting of a valvular loedian bulb and a basal 
portion forming a bulb or extending in the form of lobes over the 
intestine and containing the oesc^hageal ^ and nuclei, 
K^, to the super-fanllies of ^ ^lenctdda * 
Duct of dorsal oesophageal gland openii^ into oesc^hageal lumen 
near base of sjpear — 
lyienchoidea (Pilipjev, 1954) Ghitwood and Ghitwood, 19.1f7 
Duct of dorsal oesi^ageal .gland c^ etiing into oesophageal lumen 
in median oesi^ jhageal bulb - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
Aphelenchoidea (Fuchs, 1957) Thorne, 1949 
Super-family !iyienchoidea 
M-agnosls; Hyienchida; Dorsal oesophageal glaM opening into lus^n 
of oesophagus l>etveen spear base and median bulb or in that position 
when the median bulb is absent. 
Two new fiamilies and four new sub-families have been erected 
in an att^pt to remove the existing discrepancies in the classification 
of the super-family lyienchoidea. One of these, Not^oV^^^ohidae n. fam,, 
has been erected with an en^hasis (m the hexaradiate structure of the 
head framework as in contrast with the octaradiate framework in the 
members of the family Heotylenchidae Thorne <1949), both being closely 
related to each other in the absence of the median oesophageal bulb 
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wi-^ i its sclerotlzed structures* Till now the uemtodes of these 
groups were put together under the fasdly Neol^leachidae. Macrotrophuridae^ 
another new faMly, is separated from the faaily !^leachidae Filipjev, 
19S4» on the character of the slit-like amphids which are located well 
behind the lateral lips. On the basis of shape and size of spear 
and bursa, the maibers included in this new family have been sub-
grouped in two new sub-faiailies namely Psilenchinae and Macrotrophuriziae. 
A new sub-faudly, Anguininae, is being proposed to include the 
genera Anguina and Paranguina, so far classified under the sub-family 
lyienchinae, but forming a disUnct group in having the gonad cells 
in bo-Ui the seses arranged in multiple rows aroxmd a rachis* Another 
new STib-family,, RoVlenc^inae, is being erected under the family 
Hoplolaimidae to contain the genera Helic otar lenchus and Rotrlendius 
which have sb^.1 pore-like phasmids in contrast to liie scutilla-like 
phasmids in the genera Hoplolalmus. Aorqlalaus, Scutellonema and 
I^ el'^ amigratas. 
Five new genera namely Atetylenchus. Psilenchoides. Telo-ty-
lenchoides. ^ Icja and Notoolyleachoides have been described in the 
super-family lyienchoidea. 
K.egr, to tt^ e ,families of ^ Brlenchoidea 
!• Peiaale a stw^en reproductive sac, the single gonad greatly 
enlarged, oesophagus and gut degenerate - - - - - - - - - - - -
. . . AUantonematidae Chitwood and Chitwood, 1937 
Fences mostly vermiform, with oesophagus and gut not degen^ate - - 2 
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Z, Median oesophageal bvilb wildi sclerotized structures absent « » - -3 
Median oesophageal bulb witia sclerotized valvular apparatus 
present - - 4 
5, Head ft-amework octaradiate - - — - Neotylenchldae Xhorne, 1949 
Head framework hexarsuJiate - - - - - Notho^lenchidae n, faa« 
4* Ifatare feiKiles sub-spherical, bursa ia males absent - - - - - - - 5 
}&ture females not sub-spherical| except in Nacobbus. Gaeopaurus 
and Roiylenchulus. bursa in males present except in Eulylenchus. 
Mcxaencht;^ and occasionally ia sob^ meiobers of criconematidae - 6 
5» Female gonads paired, male tail short, rounded Heteroderidae Skarbilovich, 1947 
Female gonad ,-Single, male tail elongate - - - - - - - - - - - -
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - lyienchulidae Kirjanova, 1955 
6. Cuticle generally heavily annulated or squamose, median 
oesc^hageal bulb amalgamated with procorpas, isthmc^ shrart - - -
- Criconematidae Thorne, 1949 
Cuticle not heavily annulated or squamose, median oesophageal 
bulb small to moderately developed, isthmus narrow elongate - - - 7 
7« Internal head sclerotization well developed, spear robust -.... Hpplolaimidae Itteser, 1955 
Internal head sclerotization absent or slight!^ developed,spear 
moderately developed or delicate - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 8 
8. Amphids small, pore-like, located in lateral lips lylenchidae Filipjev, 1934 
Amphids slit-like, located well behind lateral Hps 
- - - . - - . . - - - - - - - - - - - Macrotrophuridae n* fam* 
Family lyieai^dae Filipjev, 1954 
Ls: !i^ leachoidfie: Both sexes l^fdcally active nematodes. 
Spear delicate to moderately developed. Head sclerotizaticsi absent to 
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only slightly developed* Ifedlan ossoi^ iageal bulb small to aodarataly 
do-Tsloped, not distinctly offset, with internal sderotizod^ crescentie 
-valve plates, its masctilatttre not strongly developed* Bursa in males 
present except in Ealylenehus and t^crdenchta« 
fype sub-fanLly t lyienohinae Filipjev^ 1954 
Key to sub-fand,lies of Tylenchidae 
1. Isthimis not forming basal oes(^hageal bulb, oesophageal ^ands 
free in bo(^ cavity Telolylenchinae Siddiqi, 1960 
Isthmus forming basal oesophageal bulb enclosing oesoi^ageal 
glands 
Head beari^ ag four setae . . . « - Atylenchinae Skarbilovich, 1959 
Head not bearing setae - - - - - - . - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 5 
3« Gonads having a multiple series of c^ls arranged about a rachis -
- Anguininae n* sub-fam* 
Gonads having cells not arranged about a rachis 
jyienchinae Fllipjev, 1954 
Sub-fami!^ Telo^lenchinae Siddiqi, 1960 
Diagnosis (enpnded) i lylenchidae: Body elongate, <^linder, similar 
in length and she^ in botih sexes. Transverse striae interrupted by 
lateral fields marked by incisures. Lip region six amalgamated 
lips, \d.th or without lip cap* Stylet well-developed and variable in 
length* Median oesc^hageal bulb well-developed, with distinct 
valvular apparatus* Oesophageal glands contained in a lobe overlapping 
the intestine. Female with gonad single or paired, outstretched. 
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(^posed* Tail of botJi sexes more than one anal-bo^-vidth long* 
Splctila and gribemactLLtm l^lenchoid* Fhassiids located on tail* 
lype genus: Telolarlenehtis Siddiai. 1960 
Key to ttie genera of Telotyleqchinae 
1* Ovary single, biH-sa not enveloping entire tail - - - - - - - -i 
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - Psettdhalenchus Tarjan, 1958 
Ovaries paired, bursa enveloping entire tail 
2* Lip region with a lip cap; stylet long, procorpus short, 
annulation follovdng the contour of tail - - - - - - - - - - -
- Telotylenehoides n*g* 
Lip region without a lip cap; stylet short; procorpus a 
(^lind^ tube about 1/3 of total neck length, annulation not 
following the contour of tail - - - Telotylenchus Siddiqi, 1960 
Genus Telotylen^^des n.g* 
Fisher (1964) described soae aale and femle nematodes from 
the material ct^lected in the Kangaroo Island, as Telolylenehus jMtri* 
Re mentioQed in the diagnosis that his species differed from all 
the other species included in the genus felotylenchus ty possessing 
a longer stylet and a lip cap* This species did not fit w^l in 
Telotyleacdius* Fisher emended the diagnosis of the genus to render 
it in favour of the inclusion of his species* In •ttie opinion of 
the present author the specimens mentioned above represent an altogether 
separate genus for uhich the name Telotylenchoides n*g* has been 
proposed. This genus comes dose to Telotylenchus, but differs trom 
it in having 
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the lip region with a lip cap, a long s-fylet, a procoirpus, 
short and swollen, esjpeclally when the s-fylet is retracted 
/ and the annulation following the eontoor of tail* 
Diagnosis : TeloVlenchinae: BbdsT in both sexes similar in length 
and shape. Bo^ elongate, marked with distinct transverse striae, 
interrupted by lateral fial.ds bearing longitudinal incisures. Lip 
region striated, wit^ a lip cap* Stylet long and well developed* 
Procorpus short, swollen, with a sli^t constriction before joining 
median bulb (when the s%-let is withdrawn) * Median bulb of oesophagus 
with crescentic valye plates* Oesophageal glands contained in a lobe 
overlai^ing the intestine. Ovaries paired, outstretched, opposed. 
Faaale tail elongate - conoid id.'Ui blunt terminus. Annulation follow-
ing the contour of tail. Male tail pointed, completely enreloped by 
bursa* Spicules and gubernaculum tjlenchoid* Phasmids pore-like, 
located on tail. 
!Eype species; Td-otylenohoides white! (Fischer, 1964) n. comb, 
gyn; Telotylendaus lAitei Hscher, 1964 
Telotrlencholdes whitei (Fischer, 1964) n.comb* 
(!lTg.A-3,Pl.l. ) 
Ifeasurementst (after Fisher, 1964) 
Paratypesi Females (9): L « 0.9 - 1.18 unnj a = 31 - 40} b = 7.0 -
9.8; c = 23 - 50} v = 28 - 21 • ' - 21-26} 
54 - 58 
stylet = 60 - 72 
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Males (9): L = 0.76 - 1,00 maj a s 32 - 43* 
b = 6,2 - 9,8j c = 20 - 24j T s 59 - 49, 
stylet = 57 - 70 ji; Spictiles » 29 - 55 
gubernactiltm s 14 -> 16 
Holotype : Female: L = 1,08 mmj a = 37,2j b = 8,5j 0 = 30; 
V = 27 . 24; sly let « 72 56 
Allotype; Ifele : L = 0,98 mm; a = 45; b = 8,2; c = 22; 
T = 43; stylet = 62 Spicules = 55 
gubernaculum = 16 
Description s Femle : Bod|y cuticle with distinct transverse striae 
interrupted by four lateral incisures over most of bo^. Lateral 
incisures reduced to tliree in region of oesophageal ^ands; and to 
two anteriorly in region of isthmus, and these two extend almost 
upto lip region. 
Lip region distinctly offset, bearing seven transverse striae. 
In en face view, a lip cap is present with six amalgamated lips^ 
supported by six lightly sclerotized pieces which fuse wilii the basal 
framewcark of the lips. Small, pore-like amphids placed on the lateral 
lips. 
Spear long and slender with rounded basal knobs .Orifice of 
dorsal oesophageal gland 4 p. posterior to stylet knobs when stylet 
is withdraim, procorpus is swollen with a sli^t constriction 
before joinii^ the almost oval median bulb. Isthmus a slender tube 
crossed by nerve ring. Basal portion of oesophagus lobe-like, over-
lapping the intestine dorsally. 
gures A - J, Telolylenchoides whitei« 
}¥&le; B» Femalej G, Lateral view of 
ilvaj D» Ventral view of vulva; E, En face 
ew of lips and basal framework; F.G, 
anale tail variation; H. ^ fele tail siib-
entral; I. Male tall-lateral; J. Female-
aiiterior end.(after Fischar, 1964)• 
P L A T E 1. 
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Vulva a transverse slit. Ovaries paired, opposed, out-
stretched. Spenoathecae present, 
Rectm short. Tail approximate]^ om -ai^d. a - half times 
the anal-boctjr-width long, tapering to an obtusely romded striated 
terminus, Phasmids pore-like, situated at a point one-third the 
tail-length behind the anus, 
Male ; Similar to f^ale in size and shape, Phasmids c^enit^ > 
about half uay along tail* Bursa striated, enveloping terminus of 
tail, Spicula in lateral view sli^tly arched. Gubernaculum 
approximately half th© length of the spicules, distal portion 
reeiarved, 
Holotype Female: Collected June 5, 1957, by SJl, Hockley, Slide 
No, 9891 Waite Institute Nematode Collection, 
Allotype: Male : Same data as hololype. Slide No, 98 b Waite 
Institute Nematode Collection, 
ParatTPes: 8 females and 8 males, same data as for hololype. 
Type Locality: Soil around the roots of Acacia armata R. Br, Bank 
of Timber Creek, Section 18/5S, Hundred of Seddon, Kangaroo Island, 
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Sdt>-faiai3y lylenchinae Filip^ev, 19S4 
Diagnosis: lyienchidae: Spear weakly to moderately developed; 
wit^ or without basal knobs. Oesophagus with a corpus^ a valvular 
median oesophageal bulb, a tubular isthmus enveloped bf nerve ring 
and swollen in its end to a piriform basal oesophageal biilb enclosing 
the three oesophageal glands. Ovary single or paired. Tail in both 
sexes more than one anal^bod^-width long. Bursa in males present, 
occasional:^ absent, Spicula and gubernaculum !]yienchoid, 
T!ype Genus; ^ lenchus Bastian, 1865 
Key to the g^ enera of l&'lenchinae 
Spear veiy long - lyiodorus Mea^OT, 1965 
Spear of averse length - - - - - - -
Ovary single 5 
Ovaries paired - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 6 
5« Vulva at about middle of body, tail hemispheroid - - - - - - - -
- « , - - - - - » - - - — - - - Trophurus toof, 1956 
Vulva in poster!.or third of body, tail end not round - - - - 4 
4, Basal oesophageal bulb distinctly offset, cardia present - - -
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - Tylencht^ Bastian, 1865 
Basal oesophageal bulb not distinctly offset, cardia absent - 5 
5, Bursa sub-caudal. - - - - - - - Ditylenchus Filipjsv, 1936 
Bursa caudal - - - - - - - - - - Neodity lenchus Meyl, 1960 
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6, Spear with its basal knobs absent - - - - - Atetylenchiis a.g. 
Spear with its basal knobs present - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 7 
7» Tail ia both sexes tapering to an acute or ssb-acute termiaMS, 
bursa sub-caudal Yelylenchus lllipjev, 18S6 
Female tail cylindrical, conoid with blunt temdnusj male 
tail wi-Ui acute teradausj bursa caudal - - - !&'lench<«'hynehus Gobb,1913 
Genua Atetylenchus n.g* 
Atetylenchus n,g, comes close to Tetylenehus Filipjev (1956), 
but di f fsvs firocB i t S,n haviJis i t s spasr dovoid of ax^ basal lcn(d>s. 
OiagBosis t !QfleBaMBaes Bodf long, slender^ Lip re^on «ithoat 
aelerotized framework. Cuticle f ine]^ striated* Spear of nod«rate ^ 
sizoy without basal kno^s* Distaiwe fraa anterior end to centre of 
median oesophageal bulb shorter than that from the la t ter to base of 
oesophagus. Ovaries paired, outstiretchad. Qn3y one species, the type 
species has been described so far. 
!iype Spe<^e3; Atetylenchus abtilbosua (Thorne, 1949) a. comb, 
Sjfnt Tetylea<aiU8 abulbosus Thosrae, 
Ate-farlenehue ^ ulbosus (Xhorse, 1949) a« cocab, 
f. J K,1P1. Z) 
Measurements t (after Thorne, 1949) 
Females L « 1.0 - 1.4 mm; a = 59j b = 6,6 - 7.4; c « 10; 
V « 54 SO. 52 
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Deserlptlon : Female t Lip regioa striated, rounded, eontinuoos* 
Body with transverse striae vaiyiog 1 - 2 ^  apart; interriqjted lay 
lateral fields about l/Z bodjr-vldth, marked by two fine lacisttres. 
JPhasBdds in tall region. Cephalic flraiaework not visible. Lip region in 
i!S laterally constricted wi"Oi amphldal apertures dose to 
cnral opening. Spear slender without basal knobs. Oesopteigus with 
elongate-ovate Median bulb, long slender Isthmtis and elongate pyrlform 
basal bulb. Gardla disc-like* Ovaries outstretched vlth oocytes 
arranged in single file except the region of multiplication. Eggs 
about twice as long as body-i<ddth« 
Ifeile t Unknown. 
Habitatt A single collection made from soil In a wheat field near 
Downey, Idaho, by C.W. McBeth, March 7, 1956. 
Genus lyienchorhynchus Cobb, 1913 a 
gyn: Bitylench\is Fillpjev, 1934 
Generic diagnosis i oyienchinaes Head sli^tly offset or ccHxtinuous. 
Head skeleton fairly developed. Lateral fields with 3, 4, 5 or 6 
incisures. Spear and its basal kncrtjs well developed. Delrlds 
inconspicuous, Phasmlds conspicuous about the middle of the tadl. 
Oesophageal glands within the ^ sal bulb, of which a slight lobe mey 
occeisionally overlap the Intestine. Vulva medianj ovaries paired, 
opposed, outstretched. Female tall slightly tapering, terminus bluntly 
rounded, not acute. Ifele tail slightly arcuate; bursa surrounding its 
tip, Splcula and gubernacul\}m ^lenchoid. 
- 16 -
Ijrpe species; ISrlenehorhrachus cyllndrlcus Cc^b, 1915 a 
Key to the species of tBrlenchorhyachtts 
1. Lateral lines 5 - 4 - - . 2 
Lateral lines S - 6 45 
2. Lateral lines 5 5 
Lateral lines 4 - 8 
So Labial region continuous - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 4 
Labial regi<m offset - . - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 6 
4. T/ABW (Tail/Anal-bo<36r-width) ratio 
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - rhopalocercns Seinhorst, 1965 
T/ABW ratio 2.5-2.5.^ 5 
Labial annules 2 - 5 , labial framework sclerotization Tezy 
eonspieuoosy tail annixles 10 - 11 - - - scolptas S^nhorst, 1963 
Labial annules labial fraaework sclerotization inconspicuous, 
tall annules 1 4 - 1 6 - - - - - - - trigJytdius Seinharst, 1965 
6o Tail anxxoles 4 2 - 4 6 - - b l f a s c i a t o s kadras^, 1961 
Tail annules 1 0 - 2 7 - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - T 
7. Stylet 16 - 17 ^  long, tail annules 20 - 27 - - - - - - - - -
divittatus Siddi*^, 1961 
Stylet 21 - 22 long, tail anntdes 1 0 - 1 4 - -
- - - . - - trilineatus Tim, 1965 
8« Cuticle witii longitudinal striae « « - - - - - - - 9 
Cuticle without longitudinal striae - - 1 4 
9* Ovtticle with 29 longitudinal striae - - - <d.aytoni Steiner, 1857 
Cuticle witli 8-20 longitudinal striae - - - - - - - - - - 10 
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lOv Sly let 14 - 17 ^  long H 
S^let 21 yi long jg 
11« Cervical region with 8 longitudinal striae, tail annules 
4 0 - 4 1 - - - - - hT.otm4wAot.tifl Williams, 1960 
Cervical region with IS longitudinal striae, tail annules 
52 - 56 indieas Siddiql, 1961 
12. Labial region continuous, T/ABW ratio 1,9 - - - - - - - -
lanelliferus (de Man, 1880) 
Labial regi^ offset, T/ABV ratio 2«2 - 3,0 - - 15 
15« Tail terminus amu}.ated, stylet 21 )x long - . 
- judithae Andi^say, 1962 
Tail temdnus smooth, s^let 24 - 27 ;ci long - - - - - - -
aierophasmis Loof, 1959 
14« Labial region offset - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 15 
Labial region continuous - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 20 
15* Tail terminus annulated, tail annules 46 - 4 8 - - - - - - -dubius (ButschH, 1875) 
Tail terminus smootdi, tail annules 1 4 - 5 5 - - - - - - 16 
16* T/ABH ratio S«7, Labial annules 5 - - martini Fielding, 1966 
T/ABW ratio 2,2 - 2.7, labial annules 4 - 6 - - 17 
17« Stylet 16 - 17 ^  long - 1 8 
Stylet 20 - 27 long 19 
18* Labial annules 4 - 5 , tail annules 18 - 55 - - l^ssicae Siddiqi,1961 
Labial annules 6, tall annules 14 - 15 - - - Iqtus Allen, 19S5 
19. Labial annules 4, tail annules 18-26, stylet 20 - 25 ;u long 
a ^ Ferris, 1965 
Labial cuanules 5, tail annules 15-16, stylet 24 - 27 
long cylindricus Cobb, 1915 
- 18 -
T/ABW ratio 1,1- - brevicaudatus Hopper, 1959 
T/ftBW ratio 2,0 or greater - - - 2 1 
21. Female tail hodc-shaped, with cuticalar flaps - -
- btyslfer Loef, 1959 
Female tail not hook-shaped - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 22 
22* Tail terminus annulated 25 
Tail terminus smooth - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 2 8 
2 5 , Tail shape clavate, T/ABW ratio 5 , 7 - - - - - -
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - clavicaudatus Seinhorst, 1965 
Tall shape not clavate, T / A B ¥ 5 * 0 or less - - - - - - - 2 4 
24« Tall shape conoid, tail teniinus blunt];^  pointed, labial 
annules 4 - - - - - - - - - - - - - eremieolus Allen, 1955 
Tail shape qrlindrical, tall terminus hemispherical, 
labial aanules 5 - 7 - - - - - - - - - - - 2 5 
25* Stylet 27 - 30 long, ^ ablal framework sclecotization 
very conspicuous - - - - - - - magniCauda (Thome, 1956) 
Stylet Za p. or less, labial framework sclerotization 
inconspicuous - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 26 
26« Bodsr length UO - 1.4 mm,s1ylet 21 - 24 ja long - - - - - -
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - maximtis Allen, 1955 
Body length 0«7 - 0«9 mm, sly let 17 - 19 ;a long - - - - - 27 
2 7 , T/ABW ratio 2 ^ 0 , labial anules 5 huesiael Paetaold, 1958 
T/ABW ratio 3 . 0 , labial amiles 7 parvus Allen, 1955 
28. Body length 1.7 ram, sly let 51 - 39 long - - - - - - - - - -
- - - - - - - « - - - - - % . - - galeatus Litvinova. 1946 
Boc^ length 1.2 mm or less, s-iy^ et 15 - 31 ;a long — — 2 9 
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29. Stylet 28 - 51 ;a long, tail annules 5 1 - S 8 - -
kegaalcua Litrlnova, 1946 
Sly let 15 - 26 long, tail annules 38 or less - - - - 30 
50, Labial annnles 2 - - - - - - - - - - nudus Allen, 1955 
Labial annules 3 or more 31 
31« Tail annules 35 - 33 - - - >•> - mantibrlatus Litvinova, 1946 
Tail annules 30 or less - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - sa 
32. Stylet 23 - 26 ;i long, bo<i5r length 0.8 - 1.0 mm - - - - -
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - silvatlcus Ferris, 1963 
Stylet 22 ;a or less, bo(^ length 0.8 am or less - - - - 33 
35. Labial annules 5 - 6 - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 34 
Labial annules 3 - 4 - - - - - - 57 
34. Sly let 21 - 22 ;b long, labial fraaework saLerotiaation veiy 
eonspicuoizs - - - - - - - - - - ebriensts Seinhcn'st, 1963 
Stylet 15 - 18 long, labial framework selerotization 
inconspicuous - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 3 5 
35. Tail annulas 1 0 - 1 5 - elarus Allen, 1955 
. Tail annules 20 - 28 - - - 38 
36. Bo<^ ventrally contracted posterior to vulva, stylet 
kndba not anteriorly inclined - - - contraotus Loof, 1964 
B0(^ not ventrally contracted posterior to vulva, slylet 
knobs anteriorly inclined - - - - striatug AUen, 1955 
37. T^l annules 25 - 30, labial framework selerotization 
moderately conspicuous - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 38 
Tail annules 25 or less, labial framework selerotization 
inconspicuous - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -40 
38. Tail annules 25 - 26 - - - dactylurus Das, 1960 
Tail anntales 29 - 3 0 - - - - - - - - - - - 39 
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59. Spear 20 uj T/ABW ratio 2.7 - - - - digitatus Das, 1960 
Spear 16 u; T/ABW ratio 5 v - - - - - morbidus n. sp, 
4 0 . T/ABW ratio 3 . 6 - - - - - - - orasslcaudatus Williams, I 960 , 
T/ABW ratio S.O or less - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 41 
41. T/ABW ratio 5.0, tail aanules 25 - 25 - - ele^ans Siddiqi, 1961 
T/ABW ratio 2.4 - 2.5, tail amrales 15-19 42 
42. Stylet 17 - 18 long, tall tormint^ blvintly poiated - - - -
aashhoodi Siddiqi & Basir, 1959 
Sly let 18 - 20 long, tail temdaiis hemispherical - - - - -
- ewia^ Hopi)er, 1959 
45. Lateral lines 5 - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 4 4 
Lateral lines 6 - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 4 3 
44. Labial annules 6 - 8 ^ tail anoutes 52-56 - - - - - - - - 45 
Labial aimules 4 - 6 , tall annules 1 5 - 2 5 - - - - - - - 47 
o 45. Tail terminus anniilated, stylet 20 - 24 long - - - - - -- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - goodeyi Marinari, 1962 
Tail terminus smooth, stylet 16 - 18 ;a long -46 
46. Tail tierminus bluntly poiated, tail annules 52 - 55 - - -
« - - - - - <»pltatt:a, Allen, 1955 
Tall terminus hemispherical, tail anntiles - 55 - - - -- aeti Hopper, 1959 
47. Labial annules 6, bo<^ length 0.6 - 0.7, anterior surface 
of sVlet knobs inollned anteriorly - - - acutus. Allen, 1955 
Labial annules 4 - 5 , bo(^ length 0.5 - 0.6, anteritnr 
surface of stylet knobs inclined posteriori^ - - - - - - -
- - - - . - - - - - - - - - - - - curvus IfaUiams, 1960 
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48. Cuticle vrtth longitudiaal striae 49 
Cuticle wi«iout longitudinal striae - - - - - - - - - - 5 5 
49* Tail teminus annulated - tessellatus Good^, 1952 
Tail terminus smooth - so 
S0« Labial region continuous, about 32 longitudinal striae at 
Bid-bo(^ - - or^tus Allen, 1955 
Labial region offset, about 24 - 30 longitudinal striae at 
mid—bodj^  — — — — — — — — — — — — — — — — — — — — 51 
51» Labial aimules 5, about 30 longitudinal striae at mid-bo(^, 
tail shape cylindrical - guadrifer Andr^sy, 1954 
Labial anntaes 6, about 24 - 28 longitudinal striae at 
mid-bod^, tail shape conical - - - - - - - - - - - - - 52 
52. T/ABW ratio 3,9, stylet 18 - 20 long - - lenorta Brown, 1956 
T/ABW ratio 1,9, stylet 24 )i long - - - - tartuensis Krall, 1959 
53. Labial region offset 54 
Labisd region continuous - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 62 
54. Stgrlet 39 - 67 long 55 
Stylet 21 - 30 long - - - - - - - 5 8 
55. Stylet 67 ^  long, T/ABW ratio 1.5 - - - - superbus Allen, 1955 
Stylet 39 - 48 long, T/ABW ratio 2,6-3.7 - 56 
56. T / A B » ratio 2,6, labial annalfis? - - - macrodens Allen, 1955 
T/ABW ratio 3,5 - 3,7, labial annules 9 - - - - 5 7 
57. Tail shape conoid, tail terminus bluntly pointed, labial 
framework sclerotization inconspicuous - - conicus Allen, 1955 
Tail shape subtylindrical, tail tenninus hemispherical, labial 
frajaework sderotization veiy ccmspicuotts - - alpinus Allen, 1955 
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58« Tail teraiiaus annulated - . - - . . 59 
Tail taradnus smooth - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 60 
5 9 . T/ABW ratio 2 . 8 , stylet 2 1 - 2 5 » loag bogdaaovikatjkovi (Kirjaaova, 1941) 
T/ABW ratio 4.1, sly lot 23 - 27 ja long - - leptaa Alien, 1955 
60. T/ABW ratio 4.0, tail amralas 27 - 32 - - « . . - - - - - - - - 6b3cqrisulca,t;ti3 Aodras^, 1959 
T/ABW i*atio 2.8 - 5.1, tall annulas 36 - 44 61 
61O Labial framework solarotlzation veiy conspicuous, tail 
shape conical - - - - - - - - - graadis Alien, 1955 
Labial framework sclerotiaatioa iacoasplcuous, tail 
shape sab(7liadrical - - - - - - liaeatua Allea, 1955 
62. Tail termious smooth - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - > 6 3 
Tail terminus annulated - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 65 
63. Sly let 14 - 16 loag, T/AB¥ ratio 2,9 - - brevidens Allea, 1955 
Stylet 26 - SO loag, T/ABS ratio 2.5 or less 64 
6 4 . T/ABW ratio 1 . 1 - l ,5J tail aaaules 1 0 - 1 ^ - - - - - - - - - - - - - bracharcephalus Litviaova, 1946 
T/ABW ratio 2.5j tail aanules 28 - 53 - - affini^ Allen, 1955 
65. S-tylet 12 - 18 ;tt loag 66 
Stylet 24 - 55 loag 67 
66. Stylet 12 - 15 ^ long, T/ABW ratio 3 . 8 , labial aanules -
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - aanus AHea, 1955 
Stylet 16 - 18 ;>! long, T/ABW raiio 3.0, Labial anaules 6 -
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - aothua Allea, 1955 
- 2 S -
67« Stylet SO - 55 long, labial aanuLes 8 - 10, labial 
framework sclerotization vwy cons^cuoas 
- maengus (Good^, 19S2) 
Stgrlet 24 - 27 long, labial^ aimulas S - 7, labial 
frguaa@work sclerotization incoaspieuous . . . . . . . . 68 
6 8 » T/ABW ratio 5 . 2 , tail aaaules 55 - 5 8 , labial amulea 7 -
obscarus AUen, 1955 
T/ABW ratio 2 , 0 - 2 , 8 , tail aimulea 55 - 5 9 , labial 
anntiles 5 - 6 - - - - . . . - - socialls Andrdlsay, 1962 
list of species inquire^ a|d^  
1, lyieaohorhyndita, alatns {Cobb, 195o) 
bttcharichus (Tidaganov, 1949) 
caroeaattts (Tulagaaov, 1949 ) 
4«> X* OQ^feae Siddiq[L and Basir, 1959 
5« T* fgrgmiqleol^ Eirjanova, 1951 
6« T, ai*-garaflimn^1«».iig (Krijanova, 1958) 
ll^ lencherhrnchus^  morbidus a* sp, 
(Fig, D - E , PI. 2. ) 
Ifeasaremeata: 
Paratypes j Fancies (5) : L = 0.5 - 0»695 m j a = 27 - 29.4 j 
b = 4 - S ; c a U - IS.45 • = 55 - 55f6 
Holotype: Female: L « 0o695 moj a = 27*8} b = 4,7j 
c « • = 55.9^; spear = 16 ;a 
Plate Figures A - C, Hoplolalmus neoformis. A. Head 
end of female; B, Oesophageal region shovdng 
median oesophageal bulb and oesophageal glandsj 
G, Tail of female. D - E, lYlenchorhynchus 
morbidus« D. Oesophageal region of female; 
E. Tail of fOTiale, F - I, Fsilenehoides oiyzae< 
F. Head end of female; G, Oesophageal region 
of female; H, Vulvar region; I, Tail of female, 
J - K, Atelylenchus abtilbosus« J« Head end of 
female; K. Tail of female (after Thome, 1949), 
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Descrlptiont Femalo: 
Boc^ cylindrical, tapering regiilarly at both the ends, 
assuming a ventrally arcuate position when relaxed in hot water. 
Striae averaging 2.2 )x apart oa. add-bo(^» Body not marked by 
aoy longitudinal striations« Lateral fields marked bf four incisures; 
outer pair of incisures distinctly crenate, lateral ^elds narrowing 
anteriorly , with the middle incisijre coalescing a little in front 
of the level of nerve ring so that only three incisures are noticed 
over the median oesophageal b\iibj the middle one of these disappears 
at about the middle of procorpus, while the ifuter ones reach the 
level of sjjear base. Lateral fields approximately l/Z of correspond-
ing bocly-width near middle of worm. 
Lip region continuous with bo^ contour, marked by two striae 
forming three annules. Labial ^amework lightly sclerotized. 
Buccal spear 17 p. long; its basal knobs rounded in out line, 
well separated frcan each other, aoross. Orifice of dorsal 
oesophageal gland 2 )i behind spear base. Procojrpus a little wider 
l^an isthmus,, Basal oesophageal btilb lyriform, with dorsal portion 
slightly extending over anterior end of intestine. Nerve ring 
enveloping isthmus anterior to its middle. Excretory pore in the 
basal portion of isthmus. Hemizonid one annule anterior to excretory 
pore, extending to three bo^ annijles. Intestine packed with 
> 
refractive food granules giving the bo^ a dense texture. 
Vulva a transverse slit, with distinctly raised lips. Vagina 
at right angles to the bo<^ axis. Spermathecae ro\inded. Ovaries 
paired, diametrically opposed, with odcytes arrmged in single file. 
- 25 -
Recttm less than one aiaal-bo<%r-^ dth ia length. Tail sub-
cylindrical, with 30 cumules, ending in a asysimetrical, offset, 
davate end with broadly rounded, unstriated terminus, Phasndds 
distinct, located at about middle ©f tail length. Tail: anal-
bo^-width rati© (T/ABW) S , 
Male : Not found 
nype material t Hc^otype and four pearalypes deposited with the 
Zoology museum, Aligarh MasUm University, Aligarh, (U.P,), India, 
Type habitat and locality? Collected from soil around roots of 
rice plants Oryza sativa^in Shahjahanpur District, (U.P,), India, 
Diagnosis; lenchorhrnchus with the above measuraaents and 
description. This species ccmes close to T, dactylurris Das, 1960^ 
T, dieitatus Das, 1960 and T, elegans Siddiqi, 1961, It differs 
dactylurus and elegans in having a greater number of 
tail annules (annules 23 - 26 in both of th«tt)• Erom T, digitatus 
it differs in having a longer tail and shorter spear. (T/ABW 
ratio 2,7, spear 2o ;a long in T, digitatus). 
Sub-family Anguininae n, sub-fam. 
Diagnosis: lyienchidae: Nematodes with rather obese bodies? 
females generally coiled ventrally, males slightly curved and more 
slender. Cuticle with fins transverse striae. Spear small with 
well developed, rounded, basal knobs. Basal oesophageal bulb 
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inregularly lobed. Ovary prodelphic, anteriorly reflexed once or 
twice on itself, speznaa-Uieca present or absent. Gon&dial cells 
in a multiple series arranged about a rachis « Spicula robust, paired, 
arcuate, not axoalgamated* Gubernaculum siB^ >le trou^ shaped* 
Bursa almost covering the tail tip. 
lype genus: Anguina Scopoli, 1777 
Ker to the genera of Angoiniaae n« sub-fam. 
Oesophageal gland cells 4 . . « ~ Paranguina Kirjanova, 1955 
Oesophageal gland cells 3 - Anguina Scopoli, 1777 
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Family MaCTotrophuridae n, fam. 
Diagnosis: lyiencholdea: Both sexes active. iiii?)hld apertures 
small, oval slits at base of lateral Hps. Spear variable la size, 
wltb or without knobs at its base. Median oesc^hageal bulb small 
to moderately developed, with interaal sclerotized creseentie 
thickenings. Fenele gonads single or paired. Bursa in males 
present. 
!^pe sub-family t Macrotrophurinae n. sub-fam. 
Key to sub-fajnilies 
Spear longj bursa ccmplete!^ covering male tail - - - - - - -
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - Macrotrophurinae n. sub-fam. 
Spear SBiall; bursa adanal - - - - - - - Psilenchlnae n. sub*fam. 
Sub-family Macrotrophurinae n. sub-fam 
Diagnosis t Maerotrophuridae: Both s^es similar in bo^ size. 
Head skeleton little developed. Ai^id apertures oval slits at 
base of lateral lips. Spear long, with basal knobs. Median 
oesophageal bulb rounded; isthmus long and narrow; terminal bulb 
piriform and not overlapping intestine. Female gonads paired. 
Bursa completely covering the tail. Spicules jaroximally knobbed* 
!Brpe genus; tfeicrotrophurtg Loof, 1958 
No other genus. 
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Sub-family Psilenchinae n, sub-fam. 
Diagnosis: MaOTotrophurldae: Both sexes aindlar in bo(?y size^ 
Head skeleton wealc, Aa^ jhld apertures oval slite located at base 
of latertd lips. Spear small, wil^ or without basal knobs. Median 
oesophageal btilb oral* Isthmus tubular. Basal oesophageal bulb 
piriform. Femle gonad single or paired. Bursa in males adanal. 
Tail filiform. 
Type genus; Psilenchus de Jfen, 1921 
Key to the genera of Psilenchinae 
1, Spear wi-Uj basal knobs - - - - - - £a,3lria Siddic^, 1959 
Spear without basal knobs - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 2 
2. Orary single - - - - - - - - - - - - - Psilenchoides n.g. 
Oraries paired - - - - - - - - - - - Psilenchus de Man, 1921 
Genus Psilenchoides n.g. 
In having the knobless spear Psilenchoides n.g. ccmes close 
to Psilenchus de Man, 1921. It can be differentiated from the 
latter genus In having a post-equatorial vulva and a sin^e gonad 
in female (vulva equatorial and female gonads paired In Psilenchus^ 
Diagnosis; Bo'Ui sexes elongate-slender. Phasmlds and delrlds 
proBiinent. Head elevated, doene-shaped, with posterior marglna of 
labial framework extending well into bo(^ cavi'fy. Aiiq>hid apertures 
distinct oval slits located at base of lateral Hps. Spear elongate* 
Z9 . 
slender, with a short anterior tapering tip and a knobless base* 
, Median oesophageal bulb well developed, with distinct inner 
cuticular thickening. Distance fr<m anterior and of bo<^ to 
posterior marglii of median oes<^h&geal bulb more than half the 
oesophageal length* Basal oesophageal bulb pjrrifozmy well offset 
from intestine, Orary single with developing oocytes in a single 
row. Small post-vulvar uterine-sac also present. Tall in bo«i 
sexes similar, @longate~filfform* Bursa adanal* Spicules paired, 
strong^ cephalated. 
lype species: Psllenchoides maddens (Thome, 1949) n. ccsab* 
Psilenchus magoidens Thorne, 1949 
to the spedea of Psllenchoides n.g* 
1* Tail tip finely pointed magnidens n* comb. 
(^nj Psilenchus magnidens, !niorne, 1949) 
Tall tip finely rotmded 
Pbst-vu].var uterine-sac half vulvar-bo^-wldth long - oryzae n.sp. 
Post-vulvar uterine-sac one vulvar-bodtf-width long - - - - - -
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . noctiscrlpttis (Andr^^, 196E)n* cood). 
{Syn: noctisgriptxis AndrMsy, 1962), 
Psllenchoides Qrygae n*g*, n*sp. 
(Fig. F - !» P1.2 ) 
Msasurements i 
Paralype: Females (5): L = 0.58 - 0*66 maj a = 37 - 40«lj 
b « 6*2 - 6*8; c « 5,9 - 6*5j v = 60 -
- so -
Hoto-farpe: Pemalaj L = 0«650 mmj a = 39,3; b = 0 = 6; 
V « Spear = 3jO«5 ;a 
Descriptiont Peiaale: 
Body eel-li.ka, sligjitly ventrally arctiate on deatii by gradual 
/ 
heating in water. Cuticle marked by distinct transverse striae, 
apart near mid-bot^. Lateral fields marked by four distinct incisures* 
Aiqihids with broad oblique slits located behind the outer margins of 
lateral lips, Excretory pore located near apex of basal oesophageal 
bulb* Hemizonid distinct, covering about Z bo^^ annules just above 
the excretory pore, Phasadds distinct located at about 3*5 anal-
body-iiddths behind the latitude of anus. 
Head smoothly rounded, anteriorly flatened giving ttie 
anterior end of the bocbr a truncated appearance. Head continuous 
into a sllghlJ-7 broad neck, Hius the neck region seems to be 
abrii^ tly narrowing into head region. Spear elongate, slender, 10,5 }k 
\ 
long, without basal knctosj with anterior taqpering tip mudi shorter 
than the shaft. Orifice of dorsal oesophageal ^and 5 }x behind 
spear base. Oesophagus wil^ an elongate-cylindrical procorpus, 
narrowed before joining the oval median oesophageal bulb. Isthmus 
long and t\d)ular, crossed by nerve ring and joined to a rounded basal 
oesophageal bulb containing (me dorsal and two sub-ventral oesophageal 
glands. Distance from anterior end to base of median oesophageal 
bulb longer than frcni the latter to base of oesophagus, Oes(^hago-
Intestinal valve prominent, broadly rotmded. 
( 
Vulva a depressed transverse slit, Ovaiy single, anteriorly 
outstretdied, with oocytes arranged in single file, Post-vulvar 
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uterine-sac about 1/2 vulvar-bcx^r-width long. Tail elongate 
filiform, tapering to a finely rounded terminus. Tail 10«S times 
anal-boc^-width long. 
Male : not found. 
Holotype: Slide deposited with thej^ museum, ZooLogr Bepartment, 
Aligarh Muslim University, AHgarh <n,P.), India. 
Paratype: 4 females, same as for holotype, 
Trpe host sind locality i Collected frcm soil aroimd the roots of 
rice plants, Q^za sativa. in Shahjahanpur District^ (n«P«), India, 
Discussion: This species is related to n<y;tiseriptu5 
(Andraussy, 1962), n, ccmb,, but differs front it in having a 
rather finely rounded tail terminus and post-vulvar itterine-sac 
being about l/2 vulvar-boi^-width long (tail termintis rounded, 
post-vulvar ftterine-sac 1 vulvar-bo^-vddth long in noctiscriptus), 
Due to its having small post-volvar uterine-sac, it also comes 
close to P, magnidens (Thome, 1949) n, comb,, but can be differen-
tiated from it in being smaller in size and having its tail finely 
rounded (L = 0,9 mm, tail terminus finely pointed in P,magnidens), 
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Family Hoplolaimldae (PlUpJev, 1954), Itteser, 1955 
Maffli03l3: l^lenchoidsa: The two sexes sooietimes show sexual 
dimorpMsm in the shape of the lip region. Cephalic framework heavily • 
cutieularized. Stylet well developed, at least twice the bo(^-
width at base of cephalic ftramework. Oesophageal ^aads overlap 
intestine. Females with aae or ^ o ovaaries, outstretched, amphid-
elphic, fOTiale tail short, not more than twice anal-body-diameter 
long. Testis single, outstretchedi caudal alae enveloping male 
tail* Lateral fields with four incisures or less* Phasmids in 
the form of pores or seutella* 
Type sub-family 8 Hoplolaiminae Filipjev, 1954 
Kay to the sub-families of Hoplolaiaddae 
1. Phasmids absent Aphasmalylenchinae Sher, 1965 
Phasmids present - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - Z 
2* Female body swollen, males vermiform - - - - - - - - - - - -
Hacobbinae* Chitwood & Ghitwood, 1950 
Both sexes vermiform 5 
a 
5* Spear vary long, oeso^iagesJ. glands joining adjacent bttll> - -
. . . . . . . . Dolichodorinae. Chitwood & Chitwood, 1950 
Spear 2 - 5 head-xddths long, oesophageal glands fonning an 
• overlapping lobe - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 4 
4* Head showing sexual dimorphism - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 7 
Head not showing sexual dimorphism - - - - - - - - - - - - - 5 
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Head offset, latearal fields with 5 or less incisxires - - -
Beloaolaifflinaa IMtehead, 1959 
Head not offset, lateral fields with 5 or more incisures - - 6 
6. Head low a ^ flattened, tail more than two anal^o<^.width3 
long - - Praiy lechina©, Thorna, 1949 
Head not low, tail short, conical or rounded . . . . . . 
Rotyleacdioidinae Whitehead, 1958 
?• Fhasisids large, in the form of Scutella . . . 
Hoplolaiadnae PiUpjevj 1954 
Fhasisids small pores . . . . Ro-^lenchinae n« 8t]b.faia 
Stib.faiBil2r Hoplolaiminae 
Di«Lgnc«iq; Hoplolalmldae: Heads show sexual dimorphism. Spear 
strong, 2 . 4 times the width of basal plats region* Oesophageal 
glands in lobe overlapping intestine. OesojAagointestinal cells 
present. Female tall less than 2 anal.boctsr-widths long; oiraries 
paired, opposed and outstretched; vulva about median. Bursa 
surrounding male tail. 
L^  HoplolainTas Cads^ /, 19u5 
Key to the genera of Hoplolalminae 
Scutella in tail region opposite one another - - - . - - . . 
S . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Scutellonema Andr^^, 1958 
Scutella above the tail region, not opposite one another 2 
2. Boldi scutella post-vulvar, not near anal region; caudal alae 
in male indentated . . . - Feltamlgratus Sher, 1965 
Scutella: one pre-vulvar and the other post-vulvar; caudal 
alae in male not indentated . . - - - . - - - - - - - - - - - 3 
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5* Cei&allc framework massive; spear robust with massive 
spear knobs; lateral fields aerolated l^ooghout the most 
of its length Hoplolalmtts Daday. 190S 
Cephalic framework less mssive; spear with less massive 
spear knobs; lateral fields aerolated onl^ in the interior 
region of body and at the phasmids - - Aorolaimus Sher, 1963 
Genus Seutellonema AndrasafT-, 1958 
Diagnosis: HoplolaiMnae: Lip region witii transverse and with 
or without longitudinal striations« Oesophageal glands overlap 
intestine dorsally and laterally. Phasmids enlarged, located 
opposite or nearly opposite one another near anal region. Four 
incisures in lateral fields, usually aerolated in region of 
phasmids and in the anterior region of bocly. Female tail rounded* 
Type spe<493 8 S. bradys (Steiner and LeHew, 1935) Andras^, 1958 
Key to ^ t^ e species of Seutellonema 
1, Lip region with six or more amroles 2 
Lip region with five or less annules - 8 
2. Spermatheca functional (wito si)erms), BHiles present 5 
Spermatheca non-functional (without sper^), males absent - 7 
3. Vaginal glands well developed, conspicuous . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . brac^ ys, Andr^^, 1958 
Vaginal glands not well developed, incaispicuous 
4. Excretoiy pore in region of isthmus of oesophagus - - - - 5 
Excretory pcnre in region of oesojdiageal glands 6 
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5, Spear 55 - 39 o = 9 - graada Sher, 1963 
Spear 52 - 35 ;aj 0 = 16 - 21,^ - - - aanglferae n. sp. 
6. Lateral field not aerolated in center of body - - - - - -validom Sher, 1963 
Lateral field incompletely aerolated in centre of boc^ -
caveneasi Sher, 1963 
Lip region slightly or not offset fr<m bo<^ clathri Cauda turn Whitehead, 1959 
Lip region offset distinctly - - - - aberrana Sher, 1961 
8* Lip region truncate la shape with annulation absent or 
indistinct trmcatua Sher, 1963 
Lip region hemispherical in shape wH^ annulation distinct - -9 
9« Spear 33 or more in leng"to; phasmid 7 or more in diameter -- magniphasmum Sher, 1963 
Spear 3 1 o r less in length; phasmid 5 ;a or less in diameter- 10 
10. SpOTmatheca functional; anterior part of spear longer than 
posteri.or part minutum Sher, 1963 
Spermatheca noa^fmctional; anterior part of spear usually 
shorter than posterior part n 
H * Median oesophageal bulb occupies 8 or more body annules -brachytinm Andrassy, 1958 
Median oesophageja bulb occupies 7 or less body annules - - -
12. Transvei'se anniilation coopletely interrcqpting the lateral 
fields in the anterior portitm of neck; vaginal glands well 
developed - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - ansa n, sp. 
Transversa annulation not completely interrv^ting lateral 
fields in the neck region; vaginal glands indistinct - - - -
- unum Sher, 1963 
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ScatelloneiBa manigiferae n. sp, 
(Pig. A-^, PI. 3. ) 
Measurements: 
Paratypea: 5 females: L = 1,00 - 1,24 mm; a = 27 - 55j 
b = 7»1 - 8.8} c « 59 - 62} • = 54.6 -




L a 0,980 - l,u67 m&i a » 51 - 59.5} 
b a 7,6 - 8.08} c = 52 - 42} spear = 50 -
52 ;a} 0 = 16,6 - 20} spicula = 41 - 45 >1} 
Guberaaeulvm = 17 - 19 ;!a 
L = l.Ol imi} a s 55} b s 8,8} e = 59,5} 
• a 54.7} spear = 52 0 = 21,8 
L = 1,067 OB} a = 59.5} b = 8,08} 
c ss 41,05} spear - ZO m 0 = 20} 
spicula = 45 ja} Gubemaculum = 18 MJ 
Telamcm - 14 
Descriptloa;; Hololype femle: Bo<fy slightly ventraUy curved vfyen 
rela^ ced is het water. Lip region broadly- heisispherlcal, not offset, 
with 5 amules (in paratopes 5 - 7 annules). Basal head anmle 
devoid of any longitudinal marking. Spear massively built, 32 ;a 
long. Metenchium shorter than telenchium. Spear knobs rounded, 
6,5 p. across, with anterior surfaces sli^tly cx^ jped, Excretoiy 
pore opposite nerve ring, Hemizonid 4 p. long, 8 annules below 
excretory pore. Oesophagus typical of the genus} median 
oesophageal bulb strongly developed, rounded} oesophageal glands 
\d.th three distinct nuclei, compact, forming a short lobe on the 
Plate Figures A - G, Sctttellanema mangiferae. 
A. Oesophageal region of female, lateral viewj 
B. Region of vulva, lateral viewj C, Tail of 
female, lateral viewj D, Anterior end of male, 
lateral viei/j E» Posterior end of male, 
lateral viewj F. Female, en face viewj 
G, Gross section through basal annule of lip 
region of f«nale» 
P L A T E 3. 
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dorsal side of the intestine, extending 15 p. frcm the oesophago-
intestinal junction. Oesophago-intestinal junction oval, 5.1 x 2,2 p. 
in size. Intestine packed with food granules, slightly overlapping 
rectum. Rectum about 14 p. long, sli^t]ly dorsalJy curved. Anxis 
distinct, at 16th annule from tail tip (&t 13th - 16th annule in 
paratypes). 
Ovaries opposed, outstretched, Spermatheca distinct, 
Fhasmids 3 in diameter, 10 aonules above latitude of anus. Lateral 
fields visibly aerolated in regi^ of phasiaids. Tail tapering, 
rounded. 
Allotype Males Bo^ curved ventrally. Lip region broadly hemis-
pherical, not offset, with 7 annules ( 6 - 7 aiantiles in paratypes) • 
Spear massive, 50 long. Metenchium shorter than telencMum. Spear 
knobs rounded, 5 p. across, with distinct anterior processes, 
Bxcretoiy poi'e opposite anterior portion of oesophageal gland, 
Hemizonid 7 annules below excretoiy pore, TestitJJ outstretched, 
SpLcula and gubernaculum typical of the gentis, measuring 45 and 
18 ji respectively. Phasmids at level of amis, 5,5 ;a in diameter, 
^pe Habitat and Locallly: Collected from soil around roots of 
Mangifera iodlca L., at Karell town. District Narsinghpur, (M,P,), 
India. 
T^pe iMiterial: Holotype, allotype and paratypes deposited with the 
Zoology Museum, Aligarh Maslim Universi^-, Aligarh, (UJP.), India. 
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Diagnosis: Scutell^ tfoma with above description and measurements. 
It comes closest to S. tprande Sher, 196S, and S. valldxm Sher, 1963. 
I^ oaa the former it differs In having a smaller spear (spear 55 - 39 ^ 
in S« ^ande) and a more posterior dorsal oesophageal gland opeziing 
(O « 9 - 12 la S, grande)« The males of this species further differ 
in having larger spicula and a larger gubernaculimi {splcula 52 - 37 
and guberaaculum 15 - 17 ^  in S, .grande). From the latter it differs 
in having an anteriorly located excretoiy pore (excretory pore in 
the region of oesophageal glands in S. validtaa), and in the shape 
and number of amules of female tail. 
Scntallonema tt^siense n. sp, 
(Pig. A - D, PI. 4. ) 
Measurements! 
Paratypes: Females (6): L = 0»6 -0.85 mm; a = 22 - 25»1} 
b = 5 - 6,2j c = 115 - 121,• Spear = 29 
31*5 ja. 
Holotypet Ffflaale: L = 0»728 maj a » 22,7j b « 5.6j 
c a 12lj Spear « 30*5 uj 0 = 16^. 
Description : Female t Body slightly ventrally arcuate when 
relaxed in hot water. Transverse striae coserse, averaging about 
2«5 apart near raid-body. Lateral fields 1/4 as wide as body, 
marked with four incisures, completely interrupting transverse 
striae in anterior neck region, Aerolation of lateral fields 
in neck almost coEsgplete. 
Plate 4» Figures A - D, Scutellonema ttmislense* 
A. Head end of female} B, Oesophageal region 
of female J G, Vulvar region; D. Tail of female* 
E - I, Pgaaferlenchus octin<d.sus. E« Oesophageal 
region of female; P. Head end of female; 
G, Posterior region of female; H. Head end of 
male; I. Tail end of male. 
P L A T E 4. 
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Head slightly offset, hemispherical, with 5 annulss. 
Labial fraaievork well sderotized, with its outer s^rgins extend-
ing ft-ojtt basal jOuate one body anntile posteilorly; its inner margins 
drawn into the bo(^ to form an inverted spear-guide fimnel extend-
ing to 6 annales in the nedc« 
Buccal spear strongly developed; with its anterior part 
smaller than the posterior part. Basal kncAs of spear 6 p. across, 
with their margins directed forward. Oatlet of dorsal oesophageal 
gland 5 }i behind spear base* Procorpus of oesophagus cylindrical 
narrowed at its junction with median oes<^hageal bulb. Median 
oesophageal bulb strongly developed, rounded, coveting about 7 bo<^ 
annules in length, with a large refractive cuticular thickening 
at center. Isthmus short, enveleped by nerve ring. Oesophageal 
glands in the form of dorsal and ventral lobes extending posteriorly 
over intestine, with more of the bulk on the latter's dorsal side. 
Nuclei of the dorsal and two subventral ^ands distinct. OesopAxago-
intestinal Junction a valvular structure,5 annules anterior to 
oxcretoiy pore. Hemizonid Just above the excretory pore, extending 
two boc|y annules. 
Ovaries paired, opposed, outstretched, with a sin^e row of 
oocytes. Uteri carrying indistinct spermathecae on their distal aids. 
Vulva a transverse slit, beset with well developed vulvar glands. 
Intestine packed with refractive food granules, not over-
lapping rectum. Tail heaaispherical, less than one anal-body-width 
long; with 5 striae. Striation continuous around tail terminus. 
ScQtella 5 )i in diameter, anterior to the latitude of anus. 
Hale: Not found. 
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Holol^pe: Female^ motinted in glycerine, deposited with theZooLo|vj 
museum, Zoology Department, Aligarh Muslim University, Aligarh, 
Paratypes: 5 females | data same as for holotype* 
'SfvS' Material: Collected by K.F. Brown of Shell International 
Chemicals Co., England, 
fype host and locality: Almond (Prum;^ amygdalus) soil near 
Tunis, Tunisia. 
Disoussion: Scutellonema tunisiense n. sp, comes closest to 
S, unum Sher, 1965• It differs frcm the latter in having transverse 
strlation completely interriq)ting lateral fields in anterior part 
of neck; smaller tail (o = 44 - 67 in S. xmom); and distinct and 
well developed vulvar glands* 
Genus Hoplolaimus Daday, 1905 
Gonerlc diagnosis: Hoplolaimiaae: Lip region offset, with 
longitudinal striati<Mis; cephalic framework massive. Spear knobs 
massive, idth anterior projections. Dorsal oesophageal ^aod 
opening near base of spear kncA)S (l/4 or less the spear length)* 
Oesoi^ageal ^ands overlapping intestine dorsally and l&teraUy, 
with three to sjjc nuolei. Excretory pore above or below hemizonid* 
Female tail round. Scutella (phasmids) enlarged, not opposite one 
another on each side of the bo<!y. Lateral fields with four or 
fewer incisures, aerdated. 
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TBrpe specieat Hoplolalmtis tyleachlfonBis Dadar. 1905 
Key to the species of Hoplolalmtis 
1. Fotir incisures ort bo^j excretoiy pore located below 
hesdzonid 2 
Less than four iacistires on bo<?yj excretoiy pore usually 
located abore hemizonld - 5 
Both i^asndds lecatod below centre of bo^ - calif oml CHS Sher^ 1963 
One phasmid in anterior part of body, on© phassdd in 
postericKT part of body - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
5« Lip region with three or four annulesj faaiale tail usually 
bluntly rounded - - - - - - - - - tylenchiformls Daday, 1905 
Lip region with four or more annulesj female tail usually 
roundod - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 4 
4. Lip regim with 24 - 28 longitudinal lines on basal annule, 
spicules SO - 58 long - - - - - - - - stepbanus Sher, 1965 
Lip region with 52 - 56 longitudinal lines on basal aanulej 
spicules 40 - 50 long - gpaeatus (Cobb, 1915) Thorne,1955 
5* Three nuclei in oesophageal glands - - - - - - - - - - - -- - pararobustus (Sdi, Stekh, & Teun., 1958)Sher,1965 
More than thiree nuclei in oesophageal glands - - - - - - - 6 
6« Excretoiy pore at level of isthmus of oesophagus; intestine 
not overlapping rectum - - - - - - - seinji9rsti, Luc. 1958 
Excretoiy pore at level of overlapping oesophageal ^andsj 
intestine overlapping rectum - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 7 
?• Female tail with 16 - 22 anules, males and spermathecae 
absent e<dLTBffibuj3 Sher, 1965 
Female tail with 7 - 1 6 anules, males and spermathecae 
present - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 8 
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8, Tip of spear shorter than shaft; oesc^hago-iatestinal 
jTinctioa below excretory pore Indiona Sher^ 1965 
Tip of spear longer than shaft; oesophago-intestinal 
junction above ercretoiy pore - - - - - aeofoiiBls a. sp. 
Hoplolalmus aeoformis a. sp, 
(Fig, A-C, PI. 2, ) 
Measurements: 
Paratsrpes ;Feinales (5) : L = 1*08 - 1,4 nm; a = 26 - 52,2; 
b = 8,7 - 10; c = 56 - 59,9; • « 52 - 54,856; 
spear » S4 - 36 ;a, 
Holotrpe:Female: L = 1,082 nm; a = 27,7; b = 8,7; e = 56,9; 
• = 54,8^; spear = 55 ;>i; 0 = H j 
anterior phasmid = 54,756; posterior phasndd « 
78$. 
Descriptioai Feaialo: Boc|y robust, slightly ventrally arcuate 
\ihen. relaxed in hot water. Body m^ked with coarse traasverse 
striae averaging 2,5 ^  apart near the isiddle portion of the bo^. 
Lateral fields marked by a single faint incisure. 
Lip region sU^tly offset, wi1& 5 annules. Labial framework 
well developed, with its outer margins extending to about oae annule 
in the neck region from basal plate posteriorly. Inner margin of 
cephalic fpamevork drawn into boefy in the form of an inverted 
fuanel-like spear-guide extending to 6 eumtiles in the neck. 
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Buccal spear stron^y builtj with its anterior part longer 
than the shaft. Basal sp)ear knobs \d.th slight anterior projections. 
Dorsal oesophageal gland opening 4 ;a behind spear base. Proco3rpus 
csrlindrical, narrowed at its junction with the oval median oesophageal 
btilb. Median oesophageal btilb covering 10 neck annoles in its length, 
and having strong refractive cuticular thickenings^ at center. 
Isthmus short, enveloped by nerve ring. Oesophageal glands with 
6 nuclei; and in the form of a lobe extending dorsally and laterally 
over intestine. Junoticm of oesophagus vrith intestine located 3 
annules above excretcay pore. Hemizonid one annule below excretory 
pore, extending to about 2 bO(%r annules. 
Ovaries paired, opposed, outstretched, having a single row 
of oocytes. Uteri carrying spermathecae on their distsil ends. 
Intestine packed with refractive food granules j sli^tly over-
lapping rectum. Tall hemispherical, less than one anal«bo^-diameter 
long, with 10 annules. 
Male: Not found. 
Holotypet Female}; mounted in glycerine; deposited with thej^museum. 
Zoology Department, Aligarfi ^ faslim Universi"ly, Aligarh (U.P.), India. 
Paratypes: Four females; other data same as for holotype. 
fype host and locality; Collected frcm soil aroiand roots of »Aak" 
plant (Galotropis Tarocera) at Qwalior, (MJ».), India. 
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Dlacasslon: Hoplolalaga neoformls n.sp, eomes close to H, iadieas 
Sher, 1965• It differs trm it in having spear with anterior part 
longer than the shaft; median oesophageal bulb covering 10 bo(^ 
ann^os in leng^ (median ossc^hageal bulb covering 8 annules in 
indictts): and oesophago-intestinal junction being located 5 
annules anterior to excretoiy pore (oesophago-intestinal junction 
located 6 annules below excretoiy pore in H« indicua) • 
Hoplolaimus columbus Sher, 1965 
(Fig. I - K, Pi; 5) 
Measurements t 
Paratypes: Females (5): L = 1,2 - 1.54 mm; a = 29 - 55; 
b = 9.4 - U ; e = 44 - 48; v « 55 - 56«5^; 
spear s 40 - 45«5 ^ 
The specimens measured and described above resemble in their 
details with the species, H» columbt^ Sher, 1965. This species was 
described b^r Sher from Ceylon and also reported by him from South 
Carolina. It is for the first time that this species is being 
reported from. India. The present specimens were collected tram. 
soil around roots of sugar-cane, Sacchanua efficinar^ in Milgiri^ ^  
(l^sore). South India, 
.^l^ftuadj^ Rq n« sub-fam 
Diagnosis: Lip region wi-Ui or without longitudinal striations. 
Oesophageal ^ands overlap intestine. Female tail round to convex-
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conoid dorsally. Phasaiids small, near anus. Four incisures in 
lateral field. 
Type genus8 fiofarlenchus Pllipjev, 19S6 
Kesr to the ^ neya of Rotylenchinae 
Oesophageal glands overlap intestine dorsally, laterally and 
slightly ventraUy Rotzlenchus Filipjev, 19S6 
\ 
Oesophageal glands overlap intestine ventrally, laterally and 
sli^tly dorsaUy Helioo^lenehus Steiner, 1945 
Genus Rotylenchus Filipjav, 1956 
Diagnosis: Rotsrlenchixute; Lip region usually with longitudinal 
striations. Dorsal oesophageal gland opening usually l/4 or less 
the spear-length behind the base of spear knobs. Oesophageal ^ands 
overlap intestine dorsally, laterally and sll^tly ventrally, 
Phasndds small, near anus, Feraale tail round or sli^tly convex 
dorsally. Four incisures in lateral fields. 
Type species; Roiylenchus robustus (de Man, 1876) Filip^ev, 1936 
Synt Rotylenc^ ius uniformis (Thome, 1949) Loof & 
Ooste^rink, 1958 
Kesr to the species of Rotyleaditts 
1, Lateral field incompletely aenolated - - - robt^tT^ Filipjev, 1956 
Lateral f3.eld aecolated only anteriorly 2 
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Dorsal oesophageal gland opening half or more of speap-
lengbh ^ om spear base -
Dorsal oesophageal gland opening 1/4 or less of spear^length 
frcm spear base 4 
5* Phasmids located above the latitude of anus - - - - - - -orlentalia: Siddiqi & Husain, 1964 
Phasndds located below the latitude of anus - - neoforads n.sp 
4* Lip region truncate; oesophageal glands overlapping intestine 
on3;f slightly (three or less bo«^ annules) - brevid-ans Sher,196S 
Lip region hemispherical; oesophageal glands overlapping 
intestine four or more body annules - - - - - - - - - - 5 
5* Lip region Td.th six or more annules - - - - - - - - - - 6 
Lip region with five or less annules 7 
6. Phasmids located below the latitude of anus - - - guartus Sher,1961 
Phasmids located above the latitude of anus - - - - - - -
fallorobti^ tus Sher, 1965 
/ 
7« Lip region with two qp less annules - - calvus Sher, 1965 
Lip region with three or more smnules - - - - - - - - - - 8 
8» Spermatheca with sperms, males present - - - - - - - - - IQ 
Spermatheca without sperms, males absent - - - - - - - - 9 
9« Spear 35 ;a or longer; tail terminus usually with sli^t 
ventral projection - - - - - - - - buxophilus Golden, 1956 
Spear 29 jx or shorter; tail terminus hemispherical - - - -
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - unisexus Sher, 1965 
lo. Excretory pore posterior to level of oesojdiago-intestinal 
valve - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 1 1 
Excretory pore at or anterica* to level of oesophago-intestinal 
valve 12 
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11, Intestine overlapping rectum - - - - exiMig Siddiqi, 1964 
Intestine not overlapping recttna - - gracilidens Sauer,1958 
12 • Spear S6 ji or longer; anterior portion of cuticle with 
prominent irregul8.r longitudinal striations 
— rtigat ocuti eulatus Sher, 1965 
Spear 54 or shorter; anterior portion of cuticle with 
irregular longitudinal striations sparse or absent - - - IS 
15, Lip region with five annules, without longitudinal striations; 
phasiaids always located on tail - - caudophasmidus Sher, 1965 
Lip region with four or less annules, with longitudinal 
striations; phasnids usually located anterior to tail - - - 14 
14. Female tail terminus irregularly heEdspherical, annulation 
often irregular; phasmids often on tail 
pumllus (Peny, 1959) Sher, 1961 
Female tail terminus hemispherical, annixlation usuality 
regular; phasmids alwsys above tail - 1 5 
15, Intestine overlapping rectum; median biilb ainost round - -
brevicaHdatua Colbran, 1962 
Intestine not overlapping rectum; median bulb elongate - - 16 
16* Phasmids 11 or more annules above latitude of anus - - - -
- incultus Sher, 1965 
Phasmids 10 or less annules above latitude of anus - - « - 17 
17, Lip region with 3 annules; sfiicula in males 27 - 28 long -
- goodeyi Loof & Oostenbrink, 1958 
Lip region with 4 annules; spicula in males 31 - 35 long -
tunisiensis n,sp. 
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Ro^lenchus neoformis n, sp, 
(Fig.A-C, PI. 5. ) 
MeastirMnents: 
Para-types: Hermaphrodites (lO): L = 0.78 - 0.89 mmj a = 28 - 52»2j 
b = 6 - 6,5j e s 29 - 53.1; 
• = 63 - 67.4^ 
Hololype; Hermaphrodite: L = 0.836 mnj a = 30.9; b = 6.5; 
c = 32.1; • = 65.3} Spear a 26 
0 = 46.1 
Deaeriptlon; Hermaphroflita: 
Body <^lindrical, sH^tly tapering at both the extriaitias, 
assiunes a spiral shape on death ty gentle heat. Cuticle thick with 
transverse striations averaging 2 p. apart near middle of body. 
Lateral fields very distinct, in a band about l/3 of corresponding 
bo(^-width. The outer pair of incisTires show distinct crenation. 
Lip region continuous with the bo(fy contour, and consisting 
of 5 annules. Head framework well developed. Outer margins of the 
labial framework extending from basal plate about 2 annules posteriorly 
into neck region. Inner margins of labial framework drawn out to form 
an inverted funnel-like spear-guide extending upto 8 annules in the 
neck region. 
Buccal spear robust, 26 ;i long, with its basal knobs slightly 
anteriorly cupped, measuring 4.5 across. Outlet of dorsal 
oesophageal gland 12 p. behind spear base. Precorpus of oesophagus 
cylindrical, narrowed at its junction with the median oesophageal 
Plate 5* Figures A - C, Roiylenchits neoformls, A. Oesophageal 
region; B. Vulvar regionj C, Tail end. 
D - H, Rolylenchus tunisiensis. D, Head end of 
maleJ E. Head end of female; F« Oesophageal 
region of female showing oesophageal glandsj 
G, Tail of male; H. Tail of female. I - K, 
Hoplolaimus columbus. I • Head end of female j 
J, Oesophageal region of female showing 
location of excretoiy pore; K, Tail of female. 
P L A T E 5. 
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bulb. Median oesophageal bulb strongly developed, oval struotxire 
covering about 8 annules in the neck region, having distinct 
refractive plates in it» Isthmus short, enveloped by nerve ring. 
Oesophageal glands in the form of a sac-like structure extending 
posteriorly over intestine on its dorsal and dorso-lateral side. 
Nucleus of dorsal oesophageal gland anterior to the two sub-
ventrals. Junction of intestine with oesophagus a valvular structure 
located just below excretory pore. 
Ovaries paired, opposed; with oocytes arranged in single 
file, Spemtathecae present, not very distinct. Vulva a transverse 
slit witii flap-like lateral membranes present. 
Intestine packed with refractive food granules. Rectum 
small, sli^tly dor sally bent, partially overlapped by the intestine. 
Anus opening at 16th, annule from tail terminus. Tail elongate-
conoid, ventrally arcuate, regularly tapering into a bluntly rounded 
terminus, Annulation passing round the tail, Phasraids about 5 
annules below the level of anus. 
lype host and locali-ty : Soil arotmd roots of grass Qynodon dactylon 
in Kareli Narsin^pur District, M,P,, India, 
Holotype; Hermphrodite, deposited with the-museum. Zoology 
Department, Aligarh Muslim University, Aligarh, 
Paralypes; Hermaphrodites (9): other data same as for holotype. 
- so -
Diagnosis; In having the more posteriorly located dorsal 
oesophageal ^and opening, this species comes close to R«orientaHs; 
but differs fron it in having jAiasmids located below the latitude 
of aaua (jdiasadd located above the latitude of anus in R. orientalist • 
Rotylonchus ttinisiensls n» sp, 
(Elg.D-H, PI. 5. ) 
Measurements; 
Paratypes; Females (5) t L = 0*7 - 0,88 fflHj « » 2 6 - 29j b = S -
c = 44 - 47,4j • = 54 - S7*S%i 
spear = 29 - 52 
Males (3): L = 0.6 - 0,82 mmi a s 26 - 28»4j 
b =s 5 - 6«5j c = 59.5 - 41,3} 
spear « 25 - 28 >ij spicula = 3 1 - 3 5 ;a; 
gubernacultm = 12 - 13 jj. 
Holotypet Female; L « 0.864 ma; a = 27; b = S«4; o « 45.4; 
V = S6,0J^; spear = 31 )i; b = 22.5 
Allotype; Ifeile; L = 0.726 mm; a = 27.9; b = 5.3; 
c = 40.3; spear - ^Js 0 = 26; 
spicula = 32 ja; gubernaculum = 12.5 
Description ; Female; 
Body assumes a sli^tly ventrally arcuate form when relaxed 
in hot water. Bo<^ marked with coarse, transverse stiriae averaging 
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about 5 >1 apart near mid-bod^. Lateral fields i^ked with four 
incisures \rfiich ccampletely interrupt transverse striae except in the 
cervical regionj about l/S as wide as corresponding bo(fy-wifith. 
PhasnriLds small, pore-like, located 4 annules infront of anal region. 
Head slightly offset, hemispherical, with 4 annules. Labial % 
framework well sclerotiz^. Outer margins of labial framework 
extending from basal plate 1 botfy annule poster!orlyj its inner 
margins drawn into the body to form an inverted funnel-shaped spear-
guide extending to 4 bocJsr annules* 
Buccal spear robust j its basal knobs rounded, with sli^tly 
anteriorly cupped margins, about 6 p. across. Outlet of dorsal 
oesophageal gland 7 behind spear base. Procorpus of oesophagus 
cylindrical, narrowed at its junction with median oeso|diageal bulb. 
Latter strongly developed, roxmded, with a large, refractive cuticular 
thickening at centre. Isthmus short and thi(±, enveloped by neirve 
ring. Oesophageal glands in the form of an elongate cylindrical 
structure 57 x 12 u in size, extending posteriorly over intestine on 
its dorsal and dor so-lateral srirface* Nucleus of dorsal oesophageal 
gland distinct. Oesophago-intestinal junction provided with a valve 
at the level of excretory pore. Hemizonid obscure, just above the 
excretory pore, extending to about 2 body annules. 
Ovaries paired opposed and outstretched, comprising of a single 
row of oocytes. Distal end of each uterus with a large spermatheca. 
Vulva a transverse slit. 
Intestine with refractive granules obscuring its details, not 
overlapping the rectum. Tail broadly rounded, less than one anal-
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body-<iiamet8r long, with 16 stria® and with strlation following 
its contour, 
Male: Bo<^ slightly veatrally arcuate on death. Head slightly 
offset with 4 annules. Buccal spear robust, 27 long, with 
rounded basal knobs having their outer margins directed forwards. 
Dorsal oesophageal gland opening 7 ^  behind spear base. Oesophagus 
siadlar in structure to that of fen»le. Valvular oesopha'go-
intestinal Junction at level of excretory pore. 
Spicula and guberaaculum tyjAcal of the gonus, 32 ;u and 
12.5 in size respectively. Bursa arising a little smterior to 
the head of spioula and coBipl^ te3y enveloping the tail. 
Holp-^pe: Fenale deposited with theinnaseiita. Zoology Departaent, 
Aligarh Muslim Universily, A l i g a r h . 
Allotype; Male, other data same as for holotgrpe. 
t: 4 females and 2 males> other data same, 
l^ ype host and locality: Aamond (Prunus amygdalus), st^jfiearn-junis, 
Tunisia. 
Diagnosis; R. tunisiensia n.sp. ccaaes close to R. goodgri; 
but differs frcMa it in having more annules in lip region, slightly 
smaller spear, and larger spicula in males (spicula 27 - 28 long 
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Genus Hellcotylenchta Steiner, 1945 
Generic dlafyiQslst RoHylenchlnao: Lip region without longitudinal 
strlations, not offset from booty. Dorsal oesophageal gland opening 
behind spear knobs variable (usually 1/4 or more the spear-length). 
Oesophageal glands overlap the intestine ventrally, laterally €uad 
dorsally. Female tail rounded to convex-concave dorsally, Phasndds 
small, near anus. Four incisures in the lateral fields. 
Type species: Helicotrlenchus dihystera (Cobb, 1913) Sher, 196S 
Key to the species of HeHeotylenchus 
1. Tail roundod 2 
Tall vith ventral projection - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 14 
2. Tail/anal-bodsr-width (T/a.b,w.) ratio about 1.8 
iperoiguensis (Garvalho, 1956) 
T/a.b,w. ratio 1,3 or less - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 3 
3. Spermatheca dj.stinct -
Spermatheca indistinct 6 
4. Tail wi-Ui dorsal depression and fusion of inner lateral 
lines - - - - - - - - - - - - - concavus Roman, 1961 
Tail evenly rounded, inner lateral lines not fused - - - - 5 
5. Lip region truncated, stylet 28 - SO )i, hemaiiirodite - - -
canadensis'. Waseem, 1961 
Lip region hemispherical, sly let 20 - 24 males present -
multicinctus (Cobb, 189S) 
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6 . T/a,b.w. ratio 1.3 - - . - - - - - - 7 
T/a.b.w, ratio 0.7-1 8 
7# Spear 50 - 40 long platymnis Peny, 1959 
Spear 26 - 28 ji long retuaus Siddiqi & Brown, 1964 
8. Tail one anal-bodly-width long v - -tanlsienaia Siddiqi, 1963 
T/a.b.w. ratio 0.7-0,8 9 
9. Posterior gonad reduced - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - lo 
Both gonads norml - - - - - . - - - - . - - - - - - - - n 
10. Spear ZZ " 2.Z jx long - neofonais Siddic^ & Httsain, 1964 
Spear 26 - 27 jei long - - - intenaedius (Luc, I960) Siddic^ & Husain,1964 
11. Labial regi-on and tail hemispherical - - - - - - - - - - 12 
Labial region and tail truncate - - - - - - - - - - - - - 1 5 
12. Stylet 29 - 55 ;ii longj 0 = 25 - 53 vericaudatus Yuen. 1964 
Sly let 25 - 29 long; 0 = 52 - 56 digonicus Periy, 1959 
15. Yvl-va. at 60 - 65^ caimsi Waseem, 1961 
Vulva at 52 - 625g vulgaris Yuen. 1964 
14. Boc^ OV€»r 1 BDB long, a = 41 - steueri (Stefanski, 1916) 
Boc^sr less than 1 mm longj a = 55 or less - - - - - - - - - 15 
15. T/a.b.w. ratio 1.7-1.9 16 
T/a.b.w. ratio0.8 -1.5 2o 
16. Female tail with incomplete aerolation - - - - - - - - - 1 7 
Female tadl without asrolation - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 18 
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17. Spear 20 - 21 ji long dleitatus Siddiqi & Husain, 1964 
Spear over 21 ji long - - - - - africanus (Micoletzlgr, 1S16) 
18, Bcx^ y integument xd.th sub-cuticTilar refractive dots or 
punctuations - . . - - - - egyptlensls Tar jan, 1964 
Integument without subcuticular ornamentation - - - - - - 19 
19» Female tail often with additional posterior spikej male 
tail short, bvirsa relatively large, male stylet normal -
- - - - - - - - - - - spicaudatus Tarjan, 1964 
Female tail vrithout spike, male tail long; bursa small, 
male stylet degenerate malencholicus (Lordello, 1955) 
20. Tail idth incomplete aerolation - - - - - - - - - - - - 21 
Tail without aerolation 22 
21. 0 = 50- ci^natus Das, 1960 
0 = 37 - 40 - plumerlae n. sp. 
22. Tail with slight ventral projection 25 
Tail Tdth prominent ventral projection - - - - - - - - - 25 
23. Spear 22 - 25 long insl^s n. sp. 
Spear 26 - 29 long 24 
24. Tail end knob-Uke diharstera (Cobb, 1893) 
Tail conoid, tapering to a point ventrally but flattening 
somewhat distally - - - - - - - broadbalkiensis Yuen. 1964 
25. Ventral projection of tall with terminal spike ffiUCTonatus Siddiqi, 1963 
Ventral projection of tail without spike 26 
26. Spermatheca distinct, males present - - - - - - - - - - -
erythrinae (zammermann, 1904) 
Spermatheca reduced? males absent -27 
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27 , 0 = 47 - 54 iBicrolobtts (Peny, 1959) 
0 = 22 - 27 - paxini Yuen. 1964 
Helicotylen(dms jjasjgnis n. sp, 
( Fig. A - F, PI. 6. ) 
Measnrements; 
Paratopes; Herxnaphrodites (lO) : L » 0*6 - 0.87 imj a = 30«6 - 31.7} 
b = 5.7 - 6,9; c = 52 - 66.7; v = 60 -
Spear = 25 - 25 0 = 52 - 60^ 
Holotype: Hermaphrodite: L = 0.87 ann| a = Sl.lj b = 6.9; c = 58j 
V = 6056; spear = 25 0 = 60$ 
Deacrlptloa; Hermaphrodite: When relaxed and killed in hot water, 
the worms assume a ventrally arcuate spiral shape. Bo^ almost 
<5rllndrical, gradually tapering towards both extremities. Cuticle 
transversely striated, striae averaging about 1.2 microns apart 
near mid-boc^. Transverse striae interrupted laterally ty four 
longitudinal incisures, less than one-fourth as wide as bo<^j oiater-
most incisures crenate. Deirids not seen. Phasmids pore-like, 
located 3 - 5 annules anterior to level of anus. 
Head conoid, not offset, with four annules. In m face 
view oreil opening appears to be located on a rounded oral-disc, 
surroxmded ly six equal lips. Labial ftramework hexa-radiate, its 
outer margins conspicuous, extending about three annules into body, 
•Uie inner margins forming an inverted funnel-shaped spear-guide 
'^^S-it-k-Y.^SelicotylenohusimMgnisvi.sp. A . Headend latprnl n a 
of reprodnetive organs of hermaphrodite, lateral 0 TaU T^  " 
view, E. Oesophageal region, F . Entire b^dy of hermaphrodite ' 
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extending posteriorly ftom basal plate for about ei^t annules 
( J i g . A , P t 6 ) . 
Spear elongate, well developed, 23 - 25 microns long} basal 
knobs with outer margins conspicuously directed forward, measuring 
6 microns across (Fi.g, A ^  P^  6 ), Dorsal ©esophageal gland 
opening into oesophageal linsen, 13 - 16 microns behind the spear base. 
\ 
Oesophagus witii a (ylindrical procorpus, a muscular median 
oesophageal bulb sind a narrow isthmus. Oesophageal glands free, 
extending mostly on ventral side of the intestine. Oesophago-
intestinal junction forming a distinct oval chamber. Nerve ring 
sligjitly behind median oesophageal bulb. Excretory pore near level 
of oesophago-intestinal Junction. Herniaonid conspicuotis, extending 
along two body annules, alightly anterior to excretory pore. 
Reproductive ^ s t ^ digonic, hermaphrodite. Vulva a depressed 
transverse sHt with a pair of lateral membranas. (Fig, B , Pt ^ ), 
Each uterus with a spermagonium towards its distal end (Fig, Fj Pl-^ )• 
Ovaries paired, outstretched in opposite directions, with oocytes 
mostly arranged in single file. 
Rectum short, less than one anal-bo<^-width in length. Tail 
dorsally convex, ventrally bearing 7 - 1 1 anntiles. Tail ending at 
its tip in a shwt unstriated process. 
Type host and loealily; Collected frcm soil around roots of the 
grass J Oynodon dactylon. in the lawns of Taj Mahal, Agra (U,P,), India, 
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T^ Tse 3T>eclmaa8i Ho}.o1ype and paralypes with the Zoology Masem, 
Aligarh Maslim Universi"^, Aligarh (U.P,), India. 
Diagnosis; Hellcotylenchus with the above measurements and general 
description. It comes closest to H. digonicus Peny, 1959, and 
H, dihrstera (Cobb, 1893) Sher, 1961« From the fwraer it can be 
differentiated in having anteriorly concave spear knobs, a relatively 
smaller spear, and a more posteriorly located dorsal oesophageal 
^and opening (o = 52 - 36 in H. digonicus) • From H. dihystera it 
differs in having narrower lateral fields (lateral fields slightly 
over one-third as wide as bot^ y in H, dihvstera). smaller stylet 
(stylet 26 - 28 microns long in H, dihystera), shape of spear knobs, 
longer eJrtent of outer margins of head ft-amework, and the shape and 
size of the tail ( c = 39 in H. dihystera). 
Hellcotylenchus pltmiariae n. sp, 
' (Fig. A - E, PI. 7. ) 
Measurements: , 
Paratypes: Hermaphrodites (10): L = 0,49 - 0*6 mmj a = 2S - 24j 
b = 4.5 - 6*1} c 3 34 - 42? • = 61 - 65%t 
spear « 22 - 26 0 = 57.5 405f. 
Hole type; Hermaphrodite: L = 0»659 mmj a = 27.7 j b = 5,8j 
c = 42»6j V = 63.65SJ spear a 23 
0 = 39.116. 
P L A T E 7. 
Fig. ^ A BAEelicotylenchus plumanae n. sp. A. Oesophageal region, B. Head 
end, lateral, C. A portion of reproductive organs of hermaphrodite, lateral, D-E. 
Tails, lateral \ie\^s. 
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Description; Hermaphrodite: Bo^y tapering anteriorly and 
posteriorly, forming more or less a closed spiral. Cuticle 
transversely striatedjstriae completely interrupted laterally ty 
four longitudinal incisures. Lateral fields measuring slightly 
less than one-fourth as wide as body. Outer incistires crenate, 
Deirids not seen. Phasndds preanal, pore-like, about 5 - 4 annules 
aiiterior to level of ams, at sli^tly less than two ami-body— 
iddthsfrom caudal terndnms. 
Head marked idth four annules, the last annule forming a 
slight depression at the place of junction of head with neck. Labial 
fraaework conspicuously sclerotized, with outer margii^ extending 
posteriorly for about two bocfy annules frcau basal plate. Wall of 
vestibulmn sOlerotized, foming a spear-guide apparatus extending 
for about 7 anniiles. 
Buccal spear strong, ZZ - 26 microns long. Basal knobs of 
spear slightly concave anteriorly. Dorsal oesophageal gland opening 
into the Imen of procoipus 6 - 1 0 microns behind spear base. 
Procorpus a cylindrical tube; median oesophageal bulb ovate with a 
conspicuoiK refractive structure. Nerve ring in region of isthmus, 
slightly behind the median bulb. Subventral glands enveloping the 
intestine ventrally. Excretory pore at about the level of oesophago-
intestinal junction, just behind the hemi«onid, the latter extending 
for about two body annules. 
Reproductive ^stem digonic hermaphrodite. Vulva a 
depressed transverse slit with membranous lateral flaps. Uteri 
idth distinct spemwigonla at their distal ends. Ovaries opposed, 
outstretched, with oocytes arranged in single file. 
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Rectum less than one anal-bo(fy-vddth long; anus distinct. 
Tail dorsally convex id.th 10 annules on its ventral sidej tail 
terminus having the form of an unstriated peg. 
Type host and local3.tyi Collected frraa soil around roots of 
plumaria acutifolla in Shahjahanpur District (U,P,), India, 
lype specimen; Holotype and paralypes deposited with the Zoology-
Museum, Aligarh Muslim University, Aligarh (U,P,), India, 
Diagnosis; Helicotylenchus with the above general description 
and measurements, H, plumariae n, sp, can be distinguished frcm 
H, digonicus Peny, 1959, by its longer tail (c - 59 in H, dlgoaicus) 
and anteriorly concave spear knobs. It also differs from it in its 
smaller bo<^ size (bod^ length 0,62 - 0«71 mm in H, dlgoolcus), and 
a smaller buccal spear (spear 25 - 29 microns long in H, (Ugonicus) » 
From H, canadensis Waseem, 1961, it can be differentiated in having 
a smaller boc^ -^ size (L = 0,78 mm (average) in H, canadensis). a 
sxealler buccal spear (spear 28-50 microns long in H, canadensis) 
and a comparative^ longer tail (c = 48,7 - 65,0 in H, canadensis)• 
It differs ft'om H. crenatus Das 1960, in having smaller and more 
posteilorjj located jdiasmids and more anteriorly located gland 
opening (O = 50 in H, crenatus), 
Siib-familv Pratrlenchlnae Ihome. 1949 
^n, Pra^lenchidae (Thome, 1949) Siddiqi, 1963 
Diagnosis; Hoplolaimidae; Lip region low, flattened, except in 
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Hoplotylus vfeere it is elevated. Phasniids usually located well 
behind latitude of anus. Spear strongly developed, with well 
developed basal knobs. Free oesophageal glands extending back 
over anterior end of intestine, variable in form and position, 
Ovaiy single or paired, tails in both sexes elongate, usually more 
than one-and-a-half times anal-bot^ jr-width long. Bursa present. 
Female active slender, 
lype genus; Pratylenchus Filipjev, 1954 
Kear to the genera of Pratylenchinae 
1, Oesophageal ^smds mostly on dorsal or sub-dorsal side of 
Intestine - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - Z 
Oesophageal glands mostly on ventral and sub-ventral side 
of intestine 
2, Marked sexual dimorphism present, oesc^hageal glands with a 
long overlap on intestine - - - - Radopholus Thome, 1949 
Marked sexual dimorphism absent, oesophageal glands with 
a short overlap on intestine - - - Pralylenehoides Winslow, 1958 
3, Ovary single 
Ovaries paired X . - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 5 
4, Basal knobs of spear smooth. U p region low, flattened > 
Pratylehehus Filipjev, 1934 
Basal knobs of spear anteriorly sharp, lip region elevated -
Hoplotylus Jacob, 1959 
5, Female tail elongate-conoid, with a terminal mJtero or peg, 
bursa in male sub-terminal - - - - Hirschmannialla Luc & Goodey,1962 
Female tail short, qylindrical, without terminal mucro or peg 
bursa in male terminal argotvlenchua Siddiqi, 1963 
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Genus Pralylenchi^ Jllipjev, 1954 
The genus Fratsrlenchus consists, at present, of 24 species, 
all of vrtiich are obligate parasites of plant roots. Members of this 
genr^ are considered to be among thS most serious of root parasitic 
nematodes, 
Considerable confusion existed regarding the identity of tiie 
species included within the genus until 1953 vAen Pratjylenchus was 
revised t»y Sher and Allen. Even thou^ the species of this genus 
present wide range of variation, it was not potently reported till 
1957, when Ts^lor and Jenkins studied and published the range of the 
values of L; aj bj cj and v for some of its species.. 
Diagnosis; Pratylenchinae: No marked sexual dimorphism. Lip 
region low, flattened, anniilated. Spear well developed, less than 
two-and-a-half times the width of head. Oesophageal glands contained 
in a single lobe, variable in size,extending mostly on ventral side 
of intestine. Ovary single, outstretched anteriorly. Post-vulvar 
uterine-eac present, Phasmids located in the upper half of the tail, 
Male tail tapering, enveloped by bursa. 
Type species; Pra-tg-lenchus pratensis (de Man, 188o) Hlipjev, 1936 
Key to species of Pratylenchus 
1, Lateral fields with 4 ti^ cisures 3 
Lateral fields with more than 4 incisures 2 
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Z\ Latersil fields with 6 incistires, spermatheca indistinct, 
males abseat : h^ineisri3 Taylor & Jenkins, 1957 
Lateral fields with 8 incisures, spermatheca distinct, 
males present - - - - - - - - - - octiacisus n.sp. 
5» Tail teradatis tnmcated, offset by a constriction 4 
Tail tei^aus notched 
4, Fezaale tail less than 2 anal-bo^-widths long - - - - - - -brevlcaadatas Das, 1960 
Female tail more thaia Z anal-bocfy-widths long - - - - - - -— ladicas Das, 1960 
5« 3 - 4 annulas on lip region 
Z anniiles on lip region 8 
!• Lateral margins of Hps angular - - - brachrurus (Godft'^,1929) 
FiUpjev & Sch. Stekhoven, 1941 
Lateral margins of lips rounded 
7. Spermatheca distinct, males abundant - - - coffeae (2!iraiaerBiann,1898) 
Filip^ev & Sch, Stekhoven, 1941 
Spermatheca indistinct, males not found - - - - - - - - - ^ 8 
8« Vulva at 75 - 80^ scribaeri Steiner, 1943 
Vulva at 80 - 88^ » - - neglectus (Rensch,1924) Filipjev & 
Sch. Stekhoven, 1941 
9« Tail terminus a^mmetrical - - donvallariae Seinhorst, 1959 
Tail terminus rounded, symmetrical - - - - - - - - - - - - - 1 0 
10. Tail temdnus stri.ated pratensis (de Man, 1880) Filipjev,1936 
Tail terminus not striated - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 1 1 
11. Outer margins of cephalic framework praniaent, extending 
posteriorly to about 2 bo(ty anmiles iZ 
Outer margins of cephalic framework normal - - - - - - - - - 1 4 
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12. Spenaatheca distinct^ , males abundant - - - - - - - - - - - -
- subpenetrans T^lor & Jenkins, 1957 
• Spenaatheca indistinct, males rare - - - - - - - . 1 3 
13. Length 0,4 - 0.77 mm,, a = 26 - 36 - - thornei Sher & Allen,1953 
Length 0*3 - 0.47 mm., a = 20*4 - 25.8 - - delattrei Luc, 1958 
14. 3 annules on lip region, males absent - - zea^ Graham, 1951 
4 annules on lip region, males abxindant - - ^oodeyi Sher & Allen, 1955 
Other species; 
tumidiceps Merzheevs kaya, 1951 
Z* Pratenals var. bicaudata Meyl, 1954 
P. gpffeae var, brasillensis Lordello, 1956 
P, crenatus Loof, 1960 
P. globiilicola Rcmaniko, i960 
P. irregularis Loof, I960 
P. loosi Loof, 1960 
P. penetrans (Cobb, 1917) FiHpjev & Sch, Stekhoven, 1941 
P, vulnus Allen & Jensen, 1951 
Pratylenchus octincisus n,sp, 
"TS^E"*- I, PI. 4 ) 
Measurements: 
Paratjypes; Females (5): L « 0,5 - o.58 mmj a = 39 - 41.1j 
b = 6 - 7.2j c = 16 - 19} v 5= 80 - 83.5$ 
Males (2)1 L = 0.47 - 0.54 mmj a = 57 - 59.7} 
b = 6.6 - 7} c = 19 - 19.5. 
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Holo-type: Femala: L = 0.595 am; a = 59,6j b = 7.2j c = 16; 
V = 80,5^; spear = 17.5;ti. 
Allo-type: Male: L = 0.477 mmj a = 59.7j b = 6.6j c « 19.0} 
spear = 14 spicula = 18 gubemaculum » 6 ;u. 
Deaerlptioa: Femala: Body cylindrical, tapering regularly to\mrds 
either extremities. Cuticle with striae distinct, averaging 2 ji apart 
near mid-boctr. Lateral fields marked by 8 incisures most distinct 
near mid-boe^ foraiing a band slightly less than l/3 of the corresponding 
boc(y-width. Lip region marked by only one stilation forming two 
annulas in that region. Cephalic framework well developed, lypical of 
the genus J its outer margins extending back to one bo<^ aanule. Inner 
neirgins of cepiialic-fraaevork forming an inverted funnel-shaped spear^ 
guide extending to 5 annules posteriorly in the neck from basal plate. 
Buccal spear of medium strength, 17.5 ji long. Basal knobs of spear 
rounded, 4.5^ across. Dorsal oesophageal gland opening into the lumen 
of oesophagus, 5.5 behind spear base. Median oesophageal bulb well-
developed. Isthmus short, enveloped by nerve ring. Oesophageal glands 
lying free in bo^ overlapping the anterior portion of intestine ven-
trally and ventro-laterally. Excretory pore in the region of isthmus 
opposite nerve ring. Homizonid 6 annules below excretory pore, v&ay 
distinct and refractive, covering about 3 boc^ anntiftes. 
Vulva a transverse slit. Gonad single anterior, outstretched. 
Spermatheca present, distinct. Post-vulvar uterine-sac short, 16.5 
long, about 1 vulvar-bo(%r-width in length. Vulva — anus distance 
slightly over 5 tail-lengths. 
Tail regularly tapering to a conoid, rounded terminus >Mch is 
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unstriated. Tail about Z anal-bo<^-widths long, Phasndds small, 
pore-y.ke, located in the anterior half of tail. 
Male: Lip region rounded, with two annules. Spear 14 ja l(Mig; 
basal knobs p. across. Orifice of dorsal oesophageal gland 
opening Z p. behind spear base. Oesophagus similar in its details 
to that of female. Excretoiy pore in the region of isthmus. 
Testis single, outstretched. Bursa arising about 5 boc(y 
annules below the head of spicula, and covering the tail except 
for the short tip ^ Aere it ends abruptly. Outer B&rgins of bursa 
distinctly crenate. Spicula 18 ja in length. Gubemaculum simple, 
troTigh-shaped, 6 }i long, Phasmids located on middle of tail, sli^tly 
extending into btirsa. 
TYpe Material; Holotype, AUolype, and 4 females and 1 male paratypes 
deposited with thej,Maseum, Zoology Department, Aligarh Maslim Universily, 
Aligarh (U.P.), India. 
Type Habitat and locgdity; Collected from soil around roots of 
X 
Citrus limon (L) Burm. at Shahjahanpur (U.P.) India. 
Diagnosis; Pratylenchus with the above measurements and general 
description. It is distinctive because of the rounded lip region 
with only two annules, excretoiy pore being located above the 
hemizonid, lateral fields wiiii 6 incisures, and presence of sperma-
theca in femles. It is unique among all the species included in 
this genus in having the bursa incompletely covering the tail in uales. 
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fr' P, octlaoiaus n,,sp« is closest to P. hexiacisus Taylor and 
Jeakins, 1957, It differs frosi the latter in having 8 incisures in 
lateral fields (6 inoisxires in lateral fields in hexiacisus)j presence 
of distinct spermatheca, sli^tly more posteriorly located phasmids on 
tail and the presence of males. 
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Family Nothotylenchidae (Thome, 1941) n» grad, 
Dia^osls: !iyienchoidea: Head fj?amework haxarfidiate. Median 
oasophageal btilb absent or at most fasiform but without Sjcderotized 
thickenings. Posterior part of oesophagus variable, oesophageal ' 
glands in terniinal bulb or in lobe overlapping intestine or a terminal 
bulb with a stem-like extension into intestine. Female with a single 
ovaiy. Bursa adanal, subterminal or surrounding the tail tip« 
Type sub-faMlrt Nothotylenchinae Thorne, 1941 
Key to the sxib-faMlies of Uothotylenchidae 
1. AB5)hid apertures slit-like Boleodorinae Khan, 1964 
Amphid apertures pore-like - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - E 
2» Basal oesophageal bulb with stem-like extension into intestine 
Paurodontinae Thome, 1941 
Basal oesophageal bulb ^ ri.thout stem-like extension into 
intestine - - - - - - - - - - - Nothotylenchinae Thorne, 1941 
Sub-fami:^ Nothotylenchinae Thome, 1941 
Magnosis: Nothotylenchidae: Lip region \d.th haxaradiate framework, 
Auqjhid apertures pore-like. Median oesophageal bulb absent or at 
most fusiform but without sclerotized thickenings. Oesophageal glands 
in terminal bulb or in lobe overlapping intestine. Bursa of male 
adanal or surrounding tail tip. 
Type ^enus; lothoijrlenchus Thorne, 1941 
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Key to the genera of Notho-^lenchinae 
1, Tall in both sexes characteristically hooked in posterior portion, 
prehensile Halenohtis Cobb, 1933 
Tail not hooked Z 
Z, Bo<^ swUen, gonads greatly develc^ed - - - - - - - - - - - -
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - Nothangaiiaa Whitehead, 1959 
Body qrlindricalj, gonads normally developed 
3, Cxiticle thl<^ with deep striations — - - Thada Thome, 1941 
c 
Outline thin and finely striated - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 4 
4. Lateral lips narrower than others, vulva over 90^ 5,biirsa 
enveloping tail angnillonema Fuchs, 1938 
All lips almost equal in size} wilva not that much posteriorly 
located; bursa adanal or sub-terminal 5 
5. Corpus and basal bulb of oesophagus cylindroid, isthmus short, 
oe3ophag^ s^ without ary indication of median swelling -
Nothotylenchoides ri.g. 
Corpus of oesophagus cylindroid with a fasiform median swelling; 
isthmus long, slender; basal bulb distinct, pyriform - - - - -
Nothotylenchus Thome, 1941 
Genus Wothotylenchus Thome, 1941 
Generic diagnosis; (emended): Nothotylenchinae: Cuticle thin with 
fine transverse striae. Lateral field with 4 or more incisures. Spear 
with rounded knobs, Procorpus and corpus of oesophagus cylindrical or 
fasiform; terminal bulb pyriform, distinctly offset from intestine, 
sometimes slightly lobed, Ovaiy single, prodelphic, outstretched; 
post-vulvar uterine-sac present, Spiciila and gabernaculum lylenchoid. 
Bursa usualextending to middle of tail, sometimes adanal. 
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lype Species: Nothotylenchus acrls Thome, 1941 
Kgy to the species of Nothotylenchus 
Tail tip finely rounded Z 
Tail tip finely pointed 5 
2, Spear shorter than head-width, male not known - - - - - - -
exlguus Andras^, 1958 
Spear longer than head-width, males known - - . - - - - - - - 3 
3. Lateral fields vdth six incisures - - - affinis Thome, 1941 
Lateral ^elds vdth fo\ir incisures 4 
4. Bursa extending to about l/Z of tail length, vulva at 73 -
75^ basiri n. sp. 
Bursa extending to about 3/4 of tail length, vulva at about 
m % loksai Andrassy, 1959 
5, Post-vulvar uterine-branch longer than corresponding boc^ 
wifllih 6 
Post-vulvar uterine branch shorter than corresponding 
body width 9 
6, Lateral fields with six incisures buckleyi Das, 1960 
Lateral fields with fotir incisures 7 
7, Tail end straight, bursa large, covering half of tail length 
(xc more — — — — — — — — — — — — — — — — — — — — — — — — — — 8 
Tail end ventrally arcuate, bursa covering less than half 
of tail 9 
8, Vulva at 80S?, of bo<^, tails in both sexes ending in an 
abruptly conoid, pointed terminus - - - acris Thorne, 1941 
Vulva at 7 4 o f boc^, tails in both sexes ending in a 
regularly tapering, pointed terminus - d,uru3. n.sp. 
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9, Bod^ size in both, sexes 0.6 - 0*7 mmj bursa adeuial - - - • 
danubtalts Andrassf, I960 
Body size in both sexes 0*5 - 0.5 mmj bursa covering about 
1/3 of tail - acutus n.sp. 
10. Male not knovm, basal bulb a^mmetrical, tail temdnus with 
a peg - - thornei Andr^s^, 1958 
Males knovm, basal biilb symmetrical, tail without a peg -
diymocolus Ruhm, 1956 
Nothotylenchus acutus n.sp, 
(Fig. A - F, PI.8 ) 
Meastirements: 
Paratypes: Females (6): L = 0.59 - 0.507 una; a = 22 - 28} 
b = 4 - 6; c s 8 - 11,- v = 70 - 76,55Sj 
Spear = 7 - 9 ;a. 
Males (4) ! L » 0.57 - 0.411 amj a = 26 - S7; 
b = 4.8 - 5j c = 8 - 9j spear = 6 - 8 
spicula = 12 - 15 jaj gubernaculm = 4 - 5 ji. 
Holotype; Females L = 0.507 mmj a = 28j b » 6j c = llj 
V = 76.5^ 
Allotype: Male: L s= 0.411 ntaj a = 57} b = 5j c = 8j 
spear = 6.5 spicula = 14.5 jij 
gubernaculum = 4 
Description: Female: Bo<3^  slender, tapering at either end, assuming 
a sli^tly ventral]y arcuate position, more so in the tail region, when 
I relaxed in hot water. Cuticle marked by transverse striae measuring 
Plate 8, Figures A - F, Kothotylenchus acuttts, A. Female, 
Oesophageal regionj B. Vulvar regionj C« Female, 
posterior region; D. Female, lateral field; 
E. Male, anterior endj F. Male, tail end. G - K, 
Hothotylenchus basipl« G, Female, oesophageal 
regionj H» Female, lateral' field; I, Female, 
posterior regionj J. Male, anterior endj 
K. Male,tail end. 
P L A T E 8. 
C.%G,I-K 
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1,5 yi. apart at Md-bo^, Lateral fields having four incisures, 
occuiying an area slightly over one-fourth the body vddth. Lip 
region low, rounded, smooth. Buccal spear slender, 7 )X long. Basal 
knobs of spear rounded, 2 p. across, attached to the labial framework 
through powerful protrudor miiscles. Outlet of dorsaloesoi±iageal 
gland 1.5 ;a behind spear base. Corpus a slender ttibe, with a valve-
less spindle-shaped median swelling. Isthmus narrower than corpus, 
joined to a well offset basal bulb, having three oesophageal glands. 
Basal oesophageal bulb joined to the intestine by a small rounded 
cardia. Distance fr(am the saiterior end of the bo<^ to base of corpus 
shorter than that from the latter to the base of oesophagus. Nerve 
ring enveloping oesophagus near middle of isthmus, Hemizonid distinct, 
about two body annules long, located immediately above the excretory 
\ 
pore, Excretoiy duct distinct, emptying throu^ a pore located in 
the region of the basal oesophageal bulb. 
Vulva a transverse slit, located at 76,5$ of body from the 
anterior end. Vagina with thick walls, about one-fourth vulvar-
bocfy-width long. Uterus a muscular tiabe with folded waBs, Spermatheca 
present, filled with sperms. Ovary single, prodelphic, with oocytes 
arranged in a single file (egg in a paratype measuring 55 x 16 
Post-vulvar uterine-sac slightly over one-and-a-half times vxilvar-
bo(^->ddth long, extending in the body slightly less than one-third 
the distance from vulva to anus, containing sperms, Vulva^anus 
distance about iVg times that of tail length. 
Intestine cells packed with small spheroid food granules. 
Anus distinct. Tail ventrally arcuate, cylindroid, regularly tapering® 
to a finely pointed terminus, about six times anal-bo^-width in length. 
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Male: Bo^y similar to that of female. Buccal spear 6,5 ji long. 
Oesophagus and its glands as described for female. Excretory pore in 
region of basal oesophageal biilb, just behind hemizonid. 
Testis single, outstretched, Spicula paired, slender, 
slightly arcuate, 14,3 long. Gubernaculum trou^-shaped, 4 in 
length. Bursa arising in the region of the head of spicula and 
covering one-third of tail. Tail cylindroid, regularly tapering to a 
finely pointed terminus, about five times anal-body-width in length, 
IVpe material; Holotype, allotype, and eight paratopes (five 
females and three males) deposited with the Zoology- Saseum, Aligarh 
Muslim University, Aligarh (U,P,), India. 
•ftrpe habitat and locality; Collected from soil around roots of 
Plumeria acutifolia (local name: Gulchini) growing in the lawn of 
G,F, College, Shahjahanpur (U,P,), India, 
Diagnosis; N. acutus n.sp, comes dose to N, danubialis Andrassy, 
1961, N, acrls Thorne, 1941, and N, buckleyi Das, I960, It differs 
from N, danubialis in having smaller bo<^ size in both the sexes and 
a larger bursa in males; (N, danubialis; Female : L = 0,72 - 0,79 mmj 
Male; L = 0,61 - 0,67 mm, bursa small, adanal). It differs from 
N, acris in having smaller bo^ size in both the sexes and longer tail, 
more anterior vulva and a shorter post-vtalvar uterine-branch in 
females} (N, acrls; Male ; L = 0,7 mmj Female; L = 0,9 mm, 
c = 15,5, V = 80^ J post-vulvar uterine-branch two to three times 
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vulvar-bodjr-vddth) • It differs from. N. buckl^l in having four lateral 
incisures, a shorter post-vulvar uterine-sac, and tail being ventrally 
arcuate and about six anal-bo^-widtte long; (N, buckl^i : six lateral 
lines, a long post-vtilvar uterine-sac and straight tail) • 
Nothotylencbus basiri n,sp< 
" (Fig.G-K, PI.8 ) 
Measurements: 
Paratypes: Females (8): L = 0.35 - 0*50 mm; a = 25 - 29j b = 4 - 5} 
c = 8.8 - 10.4} V = 73 - 75.255; spear 6 - 7 
Males (3): L = 0.3 - 0.46 mmj a = 32 - 38} b = 4.6 - 5} 
c = 9; spSar 6 - 7 spicula = 13 - 16 ;a} 
gubernaculum = 4 - 4.5 ju. 
Holotype; Female: L = 0.47 mm; a = 29} b = 5} c s 9. 
V = 75^} spear = 6 ;>i. 
Allotype; Male : L = 0.418 mmj a = 32.Ij b = 4.6; c = 9; 
spear = 6 >1; spicula = 14.5 » ; 
gubernaculum = 4.5 
Prescription; Female: Bo<^ slender, tapering at either end, sli^tly 
ventrally arcuate in the region of tail when relaxed in hot water. 
Transverse striae averaging 1 ji apart on niid-body. Lateral fields 
with four incisiu-es, about half as wide as boc^. Lip region rounded, 
smooth. Buccal spear fine, moderately dev^oped, 6 long, with 
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roTinded basal knobs, Outlet of dorsal oesophageal gland 1«5 )i behind 
spear base. Corpus a slender tube, with valveless median svrelling. 
Isthmus narrow, joined to the sack-like basal oesophageal bulb 
having three oesophageal ^ands, Jimction of basal oesophageal 
bulb with intestine with a distinct small valve. Nerve ring envelop-
ing the oesophagus anterior to excretojy pore. Hemizonid distinct, 
two bo^ annules long, located two annules above excretory porej 
the latter located in the region of isthmus, excretory duct distinct. 
Vulva a transverse slit, leading into a thick-walled vagina. 
Uterus muscular, Spermatheca distinct. Ovary single, prodelphic, 
with oocytes arranged in single file, Postvulvar uterine-branch 
2,3 times as long as vulvar-bo(^-width, covering sli^tly more than 
half vulva-anxis distance \rfiich is about one-and-a-half times the 
tail length. Anus distinct. Tail slightlj: ventrally arcuate, 
cylindroid, regularly tapering to a finely rounded terminus} five 
times anal-bot^-width long, 
Male: Body similar to that of fanale. Buccal spear 6 p. long. 
Oesophagus and its glands as described for the female. Excretory 
pore in region of isthmus. Testis single, outstretched, Spicula 
paired, slender, slightly arcuate ventrally, 14,5 p. long, Guberna-
culum trou^-shaped, 4,5 }X in length. Bursa arising in the region 
of head of spicula and covering slightly less than half of tail 
length. Tall (ylindroid, regularly tapering to a finely pointed 
terminus, 4,8 times anal-boi^-width long. 
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lype material; Holotype, allolype, and nine paratypes (seven females 
and two males) diposlted with the Zoology Mxiseum, Aligarh .Muslim University, 
Aligarh (TI.P.),India. 
lype habitat suad, locality; Collected from soil around roots of mango 
trees, MangLfera. indiea L., in the lawn of G.F, College, Shahjahanpur, 
(U.P.), India. 
Diagnosis; In having finely rounded tail tip, N, baslri n.sp.'comes close 
"to loka^ Andr^sy, 1959, N, affinis Thome, 1941, and N. exiguus Andr^sy, 
1958. It differs from M. loksad in having smaller tail in both sexes, more 
posteriorly located vulva, and a larger bursa; (N. lokasd female; c » 6«3, 
V = 66,7^; male: c = bursa about l/4 of tail length). It differs 
0 
from N, affixd-s in having a smaller botfy size, four incisures in lateral 
fields, and a comparatively longer bursa (N. affinis; L = 0.6 mm, six incisures 
in lateral fields and bursa extending to about l/Z of tail). It differs 
from N. exiguus in having a larger spear, more posteriorly located vulva, 
and in the presence of males (spear shorter than head-width, v = 67,8^ in 
N, exiguus)» It differs from N. acutus n.sp, in having finely roxinded tail, 
longer post-vulvar uterine-sac, location of excretoiy pore, and larger size 
of bursa. 
Notholylenchus duru3_ n.sp, 
(Pig, F - I, PI. 9 ) 
Measurements; 
Holotype; Female: L = 0,227 mmj a « 35} b = 6,5; c = 10; v = 74,8^; 
spear = 7,5 
Plate 9. Figures A - C, Boleodorus Ihtemtedius. 
A. Oesophageal region of femalej B, Posterior 
region of female; C, Lateral field; D, E, 
Boleodorus neoformis. D« Oesophage^ region 
of female; E, Posterior region of female. 
F - I, Nothotylenchus dxjrus. F. Head end of 
male; G, Oesophageal region of female; 
H. Posterior region of female; I, Tail of male. 
P L A T E 9. 
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Allotype : Male : L = 0.726 mmj a = 58j b = 5,4j c = 12.5; 
spear = 8 spicula = 20 p.; gubernacultim = 7«5 
Descrlrjtion; Female: Boc^ slender, tapering at either end, assuming 
a slightly ventrally arcuate position when relaxed in hot water. 
Transverse striae averaging 2 ;u apart on mid-bo^. Lateral fields 
with four incisures. Lip region low, rounded, smooth. Buccal 3t)ear 
slender, 7»5 p. long,. Basal knobs of spear rounded, 2«5 ;u across, 
attached to the labial framework through powerful protrudor muscles. 
Outlet of dorsal oesophageal gland 1,5 behind spear base. Corpus 
a slender tube, with a valveless spindle-shaped median swelling. 
Isthmus narrower than corpus, joined to an offset basal bulb, having 
the dorsal and two sub-ventral oesophageal gil^ds. Basal oesophageal 
bulb joined to the intestine by a small rounded cardia. Distance 
from anterior end of body to base of corpus shorter than that from the 
latter to base of oesophagus. Nerve ring enveloping oesophagus in 
anteridr half of isthmus, Hemizonid distinct, about S bo^ annules 
long, located immediately above the excretoiy pore. Excretory duct 
distinct, emptying through a pore located in region of the neck of 
basal oesophageal bulb. 
Vulva a transverse slit. Uterus a muscular tube with folded 
walls, Spermatheca distinct. Ovaiy single, prodelphic, with oocytes 
arranged in a single file. Post-vulvar uterino-sac 2.5 times vulvso*-
bo<%r-width long, extending to slightly more than half the distance 
from vulva to smus in the ventrolateral side of bo^» Vulva-anus 
distance 1.5 times that of tail length. 
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Intestine with small food granules* Arms distinct. Tail 
cgrlindroid, almost straight except for a sli^t ventral bend at its 
middle, regularly tapering to a rather drawn and finely pointed -
terminus, about 5«5 times anal-boc^ y-width long. 
Male: Bo^ similar to that of female4 Buccal spear 8 ;a long. 
Oesophageal details as described for female. Elxcretoiy pore in 
anterior region of basal oesophageal bulb, just below hemizonid. 
Testis single, outstretched, Spicula paired, slender, sli^tly 
arcuate, 20 }x long, Gubernaculum trough-shaped, 7,5 ;a long. Bursa 
arising ffom sli^tly below the head of spicula and covering l/Z of 
tail. Tail cylindroid, regularly tapering to a drawn out finely-
pointed terminus, about 4 times anal-body-width long. 
Type material t Holotype and allotype deposited with the^Museum, 
Zoology Department, Allgarii Muslim University, Aligarh (U.F.), India. 
Type habita,t and locality: Collected from soil around the roots of 
Pumpkin plant,^acurbitar^ pepp-.i^fcfaia^b^a, djgtript (U.P.), India, 
Diagpaosis; N, diirus a,sp, comes close to N, acyis 'Hiorne, 1941, 
It differs from it in having a smaller female with more anteriorly 
located vulva and sli^tly longer and differently shaped tail end 
(female: L = 0.9 mm; v = 80^ 5j tail » 4.5 times anal-body-diameter 
\ 
long and ending in an sibruptly conoid, pointed terminus in N, acris). 
« 
Male of N, d,urus n,sp, also differs frcaa that of N. acris in having a 
smaller and differently shaped tail (c = 9.5; tsdl end abruptly pointed 
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like its female in acrls) . N, diirus n. sp, differs fron K, acutus n.sp 
in having a larger body size in both sexes and larger bursa in male 
(L = 0«3 - 0.5; bursa covering l/3 of tail in acutus n.sp,), Frcm 
danubistj-is Andras^, 1958, it differs in having a larger bursa in 
males (bursa ad anal in N, danubialis)• 
Nothotylencholdes n.g, 
Wothotylenchqidea n,g, ccmes close to Hothotylenchus Thome, 
1941, but can be differentiated froia it on the basis of the structure 
of the oesophagus. It has elongate cylindrical basal oesophageal bulb 
which is more than tvro boc^-width long as against small and pear-
shaped bulb in Nothotyleachus, 
Diagnosis; Nothotylenchinae; Cuti^ thin, finely transversely 
stidated. Tails of both sexes conoid,similar. Lateral fields marked 
by 'four incisures. Spear with small roxmded basal knobs. Corpus of 
oesophagus cylindroid without aiy Indication of a median swelling or 
valve. Isthmus short. Basal oesophageal bulb elongate-cjrlindroid. 
Ovaiy prodelphic, outstretched, over two bo^-widths long. Post-
vulvar uterine-brajach present, Spicxila and gubernaculina tylenchoid. 
Btirsa covering about half the tail length. 
Type species; Hothotylenchoides cylindri.collis(Thome, 1941) n, comb, 
Syn. Notholylenchus (ylindricollls Thorne, 1941, 
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Nothotylenchoides qyllndricollis (Thorne. 1941)n, cojab, 
(Fig. G, H, PI. 10. ) 
Measurements; (After Thorne, 1941) 
Female: L = 0,7 mmj a = 34} b = 5} c = 17j v = 53 gg 
Male: L = 0.9 mmj a = 40j b = 5; c = 12j T = 40 
Descrijjtion: (after Thorne, 1941): Neck qrlindrical except in the 
anterior third where it becomes convex-conoid and tapers rapidly to 
the lip region vdiich is only about ono-fonrth as wide as the neck base. 
Tails of both sexes tapering Tiniformly to a pointed terminus. Vulva 
to anus distance only about half of tail length. Wing area l/3 as 
wide as bo<ty, marked by four refractive lines. Spear about 7;a long 
with small basal knobs, the width at the knobs being only 1/8 of the 
head-width. Corpus of oesophagus qrlindroid without any indication of 
a median swelling or valve. Isthmus about as long as neck-width. Basal 
oesophageal bulb cylindroid, three times as long as neck-width. Ovaiy 
outstretched. Vagina extending in and foi^ raxd frcan the depressed 
transverse vulva. Posterior uterine-branch about as long as the bo^-
width. Spicula 20 p. long, sli^tly arcuate, gubernaculum thin, .trou^-
like. Bursa arising a little anterior to spiciala and extending to middle 
of tail. 
lype habitat: Soil and organic debris at base of Ananas sp., Parg^uay. 
Type material; Deposited with the Salt Lake Ci-ly Station of the 
Division of Nematologr* U.S.A. 
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Diagnogis; N. orllndrlcollls (Thome, 1941) a, comb, differs from 
the only other species included in this genus, N, antricolus 
(Andrsfssy, 1961) n, comb,, in having smaller tail and Isurger post-
vxilvar uterine-branch (tail 10 anal-bo^-width long and post-vulvar 
uterine-branch half of vid.var-fao(fy-width in length in N, antricolus). 
Sub-fafflily Boleodorinae Khan. 1964 
Diagnosis^ (emended): Nothotylenchidae: Bo^ in both sexes 
<5^1indrical. Spear weaily developed, Anqahid apertures post-labial 
slits. Oesophagus without a muscular median bulb, with a fusiform 
valveless swelling in the metacorpus, Ovaiy single, short, with 
oocytes arranged singly or in rows. Tail elongate-filiform with 
c 
acute or sub-acute terminus, Spicula and gubernacxiLum 
Bursa adanal, 
lype Genus: Boleodorus Thome, 1941, 
Key to the genera of Boleodorinae 
1, Spear knobedj spennatheca not offset j body nearly strai^t on 
death 
Spear flanged; spermatheca distinctly offsetj boc^ y spirally 
coiled on death Boleodorus Thome, 1941. 
Genus Sakia nog« 
In having slit-like post-labial amphid apertures, adanal 
bursa in male, and iDy the characters of oesophagus, Sakia n,g, resembles 
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the genus Boleodcy\X3 Thome, 1941; but can, at once, be differentiated 
frcan it in having flat cap-like head, knobed spear divisible into two 
nearly equal parts, spermatheca not offset and bo<fy not being spirally 
coiled on death. 
Generic diagnosis; BoleodoirLnae: Both sexes similar in appearance. 
Boc3y eel-like, with transverse striae. Lip region plain, flat, cap-
like, Labial framework haxa-radiate, not sclerotized. Amphid 
apertures oval slits, post-labial. Buccal spear with three basal 
knobs. Median oesophageal swelling with inner cuticular thickenings. 
Distance from anterior end of body to base of corpal swelling more 
than half of oesophageal, length. Oesophageal glands contained in 
basal oesophageal bulb, Oesophago-intestinal valve distinct, Ovaiy 
single, anteriorly outstretched. Post-vulvar uterine-branch present, 
reduced, Spermatheca present, not offset. Tails in both sexes 
elongate, filiform. Bursa adanal, Spicula paired, similar. Guber-
naculum single, trough shaped, Phasmids indistinct. 
Type species; Sakia typlca n,g,, n,sp, 
SaMa typica n,g,, n.sp. 
(fig. A - F, PI. 10) 
Measurements; 
Paratopes; Females (15): L = 0.42 - 0.55 mmj a = 30 - 43j 
b = 4.6 - 6.4j c = 2,9 - 3.8j 
V = 54.0-63,956; spear = 8-10/1. 
lyiales (5); L = 0.49 - 0.58 mm; a = 40 - 55; 
b = 5.7 - 6.8; c = 3.4 - 3.8; spear = 8 -
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Holoisrpe: Pemle: L = 0«50 mm; a = 33,8; b = 5«7j c = 38j 
V = 5 7 . J apear = 8 
Allo-type; tfele: L = 0«55 mm; a = 46.4} b = S.Sj c = 3.5; 
spear = 8.5 p.* 
Description; Female: Body slender, slightly ventrally arcuate, 
tapering at both ends, narrrowing considerably from behind the vulva 
to the tail end. Boc^ transversely striated, annules 2,5 ;a apart 
near middle of bo^. Lateral fields marked by four incisures, extend-
ing near the middle of neck to behind the anus. Outer-most Incisures 
crenate. 
Head set-off by abrupt narrowing of nedk contour, cap-like, 
3.5 >1 vdde aad S ;LI ftigh. Labial framework hexa-radiate. Amphid 
apertures small oval slits located at base of lateral lips. Stylet 
8 p long divisible into two nearly equal parts, with three basal knobs 
2 wide. Excretoiy pore 2 in diameter, located in the region of 
isthmus, 70 from anterior end. Excretory tube highly refractive, 
thick. Hemizonid located just above the excretory pore, extending 
about 3 boc^ gmnules. Nerve ring 10 M anterior to excretoiy pore. 
Corpus of oesophagus elongate, inthout a definite median 
oesophageal bulb. Duct of dorsal oesophageal gland opening 2.5/U 
behind the stylet base. Oesophageal Imen straight in fixed specimens. 
Isthmus a long, narrow tiibe, enveloped by nerve cing. Basal oesophageal 
bulb lyriform, set off from the intestine, with 3 oesophageal glands. 
Qesophago-intestinal jxmction a distinct valve. Intestine filled with 
dense granules. Anus distinct. 
Plate 10« Figures A - F, Sakla typica. A, Oesophageal 
region of fem^ej B, Posterior region of 
female; G. Head end of malej D, Tail of 
male J E« Bursa, spicula and gubemaculum 
in male J F, Basal oesophageal bulb and 
cardia. G, H, Nothotylenchoides cylindricoHis< 
G, Oesophageal region of femalej H, Posterior 
region of female (after Thome, 1941). 
P L A T E 10. 
AF 
^ ^ C E F 
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Yulva a traiisverse slit, about 1/3 of bodjr-width (in paratopes 
it is 4o0 - 4o5 p. long) o Vagina a sclerotized tube, Ovaiy single, 
prodelphic, with oocytes arrajiged in single file, Spermatheca 
spheroid, not offset, filled with sperms, Post-vTilvar uterine-
branch about one vulvar-boc^-vddth long. Tail filiform, aJbout l/Z of 
total bo(fy-length, 15 times anal-body-vd.dth long. Tail terminus 
finely rounded, 
Male (Allotype): Body similar to that of female. Transverse striae 
1,5 p. apeurt on mid-body. Excretory pore two sinnules behind the 
hemizonid, 77 )x from the anterior end of boi^, Narve ring enveloping 
isthmus 9 in front of excretaJT^  pore. Basal oesophageal bulb set off 
from intestine. Testis single, prodelphic, spermatocytes serially 
arranged, Spicula ventrally arcuate, cephalated, 28 }X long (in paratypes 
25 - 30 ^u long). Gubernaculum single, trough-shaped, ^  ;a in length. 
Bursa crenate, adanal. Tall elongate slightly ventrally arcuate, 
regularly tapering into a finely rounded teriidnus. 
Type material; Holotype, allotype and 13 female and 3 male paratypes 
deposited xd.th the Zoology Museum, Aligarh Muslim University, Aligarh 
(TJ.P,), India, One pair of paratypes deposited with the nematode 
collection of Rothamsted Experimental Station, Harpenden, England. 
Type host and locality; Collected fl-om soil around the roots of 
Plumaria. acutifolia in the csuipus of Gandhi Paizam College, Shahjahanpur, 
U,?., India, 
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Distribution; Collected from soil around roots of Carrissa sp. in 
Aligarh, and Mangifera Indlca in Ernalculm, Kerala, India. 
Genus Boleodorus Thorne, 1941. 
Diagnosis; (emended): Boleodorinae: Small-sized nematodes. Body 
usually arcuate ventrally In a near spiral. Cephalic framework 
hexaradiate; the sub-lateral lips smaller than the sub-dorsals and the 
sub-ventrals. Angjhids located belov/ the contour of head, with slit-
like openings located outside the lateral lips, Spear small, weakly 
developed, flanged at the base. Corpus with a fusiform swelling devoid 
of sclerotized thickening in its middle and located in the posterior 
half of oesophagus. Isthmus short, expanding intfi well developed 
basal oesophageal bulb, with a definite cardia. Excretoiy duct cuti-
cularized. Vulva transverse, in the posterior-third of body« Ovaiy 
short, oocytes in two rows. Tails in both sexes arcuate, conoid. 
Bursa adanal. 
lype species; Boleodorxis thylactus Thorne. 1941 
Key to the species of Boleodorus 
Boc^ almost straight on death 2 
Bo^. on death ventrally arcuate to form a spiral - - 3 
2» Bo<^ 0»7 ram long; excretory pore near base of oesophagus, tail 
end straight, clavate clavicaudatus Thorne, 1941 
Bo^ 0.45 mm long; excretoiy pore near the end of isthmxis; 
tail ventrally arcuate with rounded terminus - - intermedius n.sp. 
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3. Female tail cylindrical j male tail filiform - - mirus Khan, 1963 
Female tail arcuate, male tail not filiform - - - - - - - - - -- 4 
4. Lateral fields 1/5 body-width 5 
Lateral fields more than l/5 body-vidth 6 
5. Orifice of dorsal oesophageal gland at 1/3 of spear-length 
from spear base, tail end ventrally arcuate - - - - - - - - - -
paMstanensis Siddiqi, 1963 
Orifice of dorsal oesophageal gland at less than l/S of spear-
length from spear base, tail end ventrally hooked - - - - - - -tjylactus Thome, 1941 
6. Viilva at about 7056 of boc^ volutus Lima & Siddiqi, 1963 
Vulva at less than 70^ of bo(^ 7 
7. Lateral field 1/2 body-width simiHs Khan & Basir, 1963 
Lateral field 1/3 - 1/4 bo<^-width 8 
8. Basal oesophageal bulb overlapping anterior and of intestine, 
excretory pore in region of middle of oesophageal biilb - - - - -
impar Khan & Basir, 1964 
Basal oesophageal bulb not overlapping anterior end of intestinej 
excretory pore in region of neck of basal oesophageal bulb - - -
neoformis n,sp» 
Other species; 
J|. hyderi Husain & Khan, 1965 
B. rafiqi Husain and Khan, 1965 
These species appear to be similar to _B» pakistanensis, but can 
be differentiated mainly on the anterior location of their dorsal 
oesophageal gland openings. This character has not been shown in the 
diagrams and its proper measurements also not given for both these 
species ty their authors. Therefore, these species seem to lack validity 
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and have consequently not been included in the key. 
Boleodorus neoformis n.sp, 
(Fig. D, E, PI. 9. ) 
Measurements; 
Paratopes; Faaales (5): L.= 0.49 - 0.57 mm} a = 23 - 33j b = 4.3 - 5,0; 
c = 5.4 - 6.9; v = 61.0 - 65*8^; spear = 10 - 12 ji. 
Holotype: Fmale; L = 0.53 mm; a = 23; b = 4.6; c = 6.8; 
V = 64.156; spear = 10 
Description; Females Body ventrally arcuate when relaxed in hot 
water, marked by fine transverse striations measuring 1.5 )x apart on 
mid-bo<^. Lateral fields marked by four incisures 3/l0 of the corres-
ponding bo(^-width; outer incistjres erenate. Head continuous with bocfy 
contour. Lip region mstriated, conoid and elevated fican body contour. 
Buccal spear moderately developed bearing flanged basal knobs 2.5 ;a 
across. Orifice of dorsal oesophageal gland 3 }x posterior to base of spear. 
Oesophagus consisting of a procorpus, followed ly a fusiform valveless 
matacorpal swelling, a short isthmus enveloped by nerve ring in its 
anterior half, and an enlarged jyriform basal oesophageal bulb lodging 
the three oesophageal glands. Basal oesophagesQ. bulb not overlapping 
anterior end of intestine. Hemizonid distinct, one boc^ annule above the 
excretory pore and extending to two boc^ anntiles. Bxcretoiy pore in the 
region of the distal end of basal oesophageal bulb. 
Vulva a transverse slit. Uterus with distinct speSmatheca. 
Ovaiy prodelphic, outstretched, vdth o5<ytes arranged in double row 
throxjgh most of its length. Post-vulvar uterine-branch reduced, about 
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3/4 of the vulvar-boc^-width long. 
Rectum well marked. Tail elongate tapering regular]^ to a 
finely rounded terminus, slightly more than 8 times anal-bocty-width 
long, 
I&le; Not found, 
Type material: Holotype and four paratype females deposited with 
the;(rauseum. Zoology Department, Aligarh Muslim Universi-ty, Aligarh, 
(U.P,), India. 
lype habitat; Collected frcm soil around the roots of grass.^nodon 
dactylon, at Srinagar, (J & K State) India. 
Diagnosis; Boleodorus neofcrmis n.sp. comes close to impar Khan 
and Basir, 1964. It differs from the latter in having smaller spearj 
basal oesophageal bulb not overlapping the anterior and of intestine; 
and excretoiy pore located near the apex of basal oesophageal bulb 
(spear 13 - 14 basal oesophageal bulb overlapping the anterior end 
of intestine, and ejxcretory pore located near the middle of basal 
oesophageal bulb in B. impar) • It differs from tfaylactus Thome, 
1941, the type species of the genus in having smaller body, longer 
tail and vider band of lateral fields (female: L = 0.6 mm'j c = 8.0; 
lateral field l/5 of the bo^-width in B. thtsrlactus). 
Boleodorus intemedius n.sp. 
(Fig. A - G, PI. 9 ) 
Measurements; 
Holoiype; Female: L = 0.45 mmj a = 32.1; b = 4.3; c = 7.2; v = 55.7^ 
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spear = 10 
Description; Female j Body slender, almost straigjit on death except 
for ventral arcuation in the tall region. Cuticle finely transversely 
striated, ^ striae measiiring 1,5 ;u apart near ndd-bocfy. Lateral fields 
marked by four incisures. Lip region Tinstriated, continuous with the 
bo<fy, conoid and elevated frcm the bo(^ contour. Buccal spear 10^ 
long, with basal flanges measuring 2 )X across. Opening of dorsal 
oesophageal gland 2,5 behind the spear base. Oesophagus vdth a 
procorpus, a fusiform valveless metacorpal swelling, a short isthmus 
enveloped by nerve ring in its posterior half and an elongate pyriform 
basal bulb sli^tly overlappir^ the anterior end of intestine dorsaHy 
and containing the three oesophageal glands. Excretory pore in the 
posterior region of isthmus, Hemizonid distinct, just above the 
excretoiy pore and extending to 2 boc^ annules. 
Vulva a transverse slit. Uterus xd.th distinct spermatheca, 
Ovaiy prodelphic, outstretched, post-vulvar uterine-branch reduced, 
3/4 as long as vulvar-bo<^-width. 
Intestine packed with food granules. Anus distinct. Tail 
elongate, slightly ventrally arcuate, tapering regularly to a finely 
rounded terminus. Tail 7 times as long as anal-bo(^-width. 
Zoo fo^ H 
Type material; Holotype deposited with the^museum. Zoology Department, 
Aligarh Muslim University, Aligarh, UJ",, India. 
lype habitat; Collected from soil around the roots of a tree in 
Forest Research Institute in Dehra Dim (U.P.), 
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Diagnosis: In having an almost str^ght bocfy, B. intermedins n.pp, 
comes close to B. clavicaudatus Thome, 1941, but differs frcaa it in 
having a smaller female with anteriorly located excretory pore, more 
posteriorly located vtilva and ventrally arcuate tail vdth finely rounded 
terminus (female: L = 0.7 mmj excretory pore near base of oesophageal 
btilb} V = 60^ J tail strai^t with clavate terminus in B. clavicaudatus). 
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Family Griconematidae (Taylor, 1936) Thome, 1949 
Syn; Ogmidae Southern, 1914; Macroposthonidae Skarbilovich, 1959. 
Diagnosis: lyienchoidea: Procorpus and median oesophageal bulb 
amalgamated, cresoentic thickenings well developed? posterior part 
of oesophagus a spatulate or rounded terminal bulbj isthmus may be 
reduced. Spear v;ell developed and often veiy long in females, its 
anterior portion being the longer. Cuticular annulation usually 
thick, single or retrorse, with or without scales or spines. Cuticle 
double in adult feanales of two genera. Male often with degenerate spear 
and oesophagus and with simple boc^ annulation. Vulva posterior, 
ovary single and prodelphic, Spermatheca, when present, in the form 
o^f a thin-walled offset pouch at the distal end of "Wie utems. Male 
bursa present or absent. 
lype sub-faMly; Criconematinae T^lor, 1936. 
Syn: Macroposthoninae Skarbilovich, 1959. 
Sub-family Criconematinae Tsgrlor, 1936 
Diagnosis; Griconematidae: Cuticle with less than 200 veiy distinct, 
coarse, usually retrorse annules, which mey have entire markings, spii^ r 
or scaly appendages. Cuticle of adult female double in Hemicriconemoides, 
Isthmus and terminal bulb together forming a more or less short 
qfUnder, Lateral fields usually absent except in males where th^ 
usually bear incisures. Spear knobs anteriorly concave, the outer 
margins directed forwards, i.e., anchor-shaped. Males without spear. 
Bursa present or absent. Spicules elongate, sli^tly ventrally 
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arcuate. Development throxigh juveniles that lack a sheath but 
which have coarse retrorse annules usually bearing crenate markings, 
spines or scales. Larval spear well developed with strong basal 
knobs similar to those of females. 
I^pe genus; Criconema Hoftaanner & Menzel, 1914 
Syn: Ogma Southern, 1914. 
Kqf to the genera of fedconematinae 
1. Female body enclosed in a cuticular sheath vAiich is attached to 
the bo(^ at the head, vTilva and sometimes at the tail - - - - -
Hemicriconemoides Ghitwood and Birchfield, 1957 
Female body not enclosed in a cuticular sheath 
2, Outer margins of annules with spines, stalked appendages or 
scales - - Qriconema Hofmanner & Menzel, 1914 
Outer margins of annules W3.thout spines, stalked appendages 
or scales Ciriconemoides Taylor, 1936 
De Grisse & Loof (1965) suggested that the species having 
females with scales, spines, or fringes on posterior margins of 
annules and without subnedian lobes in lip region be placed in the 
genus. Criconema. Species with smooth posterior margins of annxiles 
in adult females, or sli^tly ornamented, and with submedian lobes 
be placed in ai^ r one of the six genera viz., Macroposthonia de ^feln, 
1880, Nothocriconema De Grisse & Loof, 1965, Lobocriconema De Grisse 
& Loof, 1965, Griconemella De Grisse & Loof, 1965, Discocriconemella 
De Grisse & Loof, 1965 and Xenocriconemella De Grisse & Loof, 1965, 
which were split off the old genus Griconemoides. 
They resurrected 1-fe.croposthonia (originally based on male only) 
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on the basis of their finding of males of M, annulata de Ifen, 1880, 
in Belgium, Germaiy and the Netherlands, associated vrith the females 
of Griconemoides kjr.ianovae Andrassy, 1962, There have been maiy 
other species of Griconemoides reported from the area occupied by 
The Netherlands and Belgium, This raises the question whether the 
males and females found by de Grisse & Loof belonged to the same 
species. 
In their description of the genTis tfeicroposthonia. de Grisse 
& Loof definitely characterize the males as having bursa ajid the 
juveniles lacking scales; when, actually, males and juveniles have 
not been described for several of the species included in this genus. 
For these reasons Tarjan (in press) suggests that the 38 species 
listed by de Grisse and Loof under the genus Macroposthonia be retained 
in the genus Griconemoides, The present author finds it,, logical to 
agree with Siddiqi and Good^ (1965) in considerir^ M, annulata as ihe 
species of indefinite position, 
De Grisse and Loof (1965) separated the other five genera 
mentioned above primarily on the basis of the presence or absence of 
the sublateral lobes, shape of the female head, stylet length, 
length, and annule shape in ad\at females as well as in juveniles. 
The present author agrees with Tarjan (in press) in that 
these ^stematic arrangements proposed by de Grisse and Loof (1965) 
are projPe to much inconsistencies in their specific details. Based 
on the abone mentioned characters, most of which are not well defined, 
the genera proposed by de Grisse and Loof (1965) add to the already 
existing confusion in the genus Griconemoides. He, therefore, maintains 
that Griconemoides be regarded a valid genus till any further clarifi-
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cation is based on more potent grounds. 
Genius Grlconemoldes Taylor. 1956 
Generic^ - diagnosisi Criconematinae: Spear base anchor-shaped. 
Body fusiform with between 40 and 160 coarse, retrorse annules with 
plain margins. Cuticle of female sometimes with lateral lines. Head 
with two modified annules, with or without four sublateral lobes and 
a head cap. Anus very obscure, tail very short and conical with more 
or less rotmded end. Males with four incisures in the lateral fields 
that run to the tail end on the narrow bursa which is a swelling of 
the boc^ cuticle. Development through juveniles that sometimes have 
crenate annules (rarely showing indications of scales). 
"Brpe species; Criconemoides morgense (Hofmanner in Hoftoanner and 
Menzel, 1914) Taylor, 1936 
Criconemoides siddigl n,sp, 
(Fig, 1 - 5 , PI. 11 ) 
Measurements: 
Faratypes; Females (l2): L = 0.50 - 0,39 mmj a = 10 - 16j 
b = 5 - 4j c = 20 - 26; v = 90 -
spear = 60 - 64 
Holotype; Females L = 0.55 mmj a = 16j b = 3,7j c = 25; 
V = 92^; Spear = 61 p. 
Description; Female; Body fusiform, slightly yentrally arcuate, with 
Plate 11« Figures 1 - 5 , Criconemoides giddi,qil. 
1, Oesophageal region of female; 2, Entire 
female; S. Caudal end of female; 4. Excretoiy 
pore on 33rd annuls of bocfy; 5, Caudal end of 
moulting larva showing cuticulsir ornamentation. 
p l a t e 11. 
I 
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112 to 118 annules. Head annules not retrorse, clearly marked off 
frcaa body annulesj anterior anniJle 12 in diameter, directed outwardj 
posterior annule of same width, rotaidsd. Bot^ annules retrorse, 
smooth. Lateral fields, grooves or annular anastomoses absent. 
Buccal spear strong, \Ath well developed, anteriorly cupped basal 
knobs. Oesophagus typically criconeiaoid. Orifice of dorsal oesophageal 
gland 7 p. behind speai? base, Excretoiy pore located at 32 - 35 rd. 
annule from anterior end of body. 
Vulva a transverse slit, located at 12 - 14th annule from 
posterior end of body. Spermatheca not seen, Ovaiy single, prodelphic. 
Anal aperture on 7 - 8th annule from caudal extremity. Tail end 
bluntly rounded. Distance from vulva to caudal extremi-ty about 
times vulvar bo^ -vrfidth. Males not found. Larvae with 24 longi-
tudinal rows of scale-like cuticular outgrowths near inid-bo(^ . 
lype host and localit?'; Collected from soil around roots of deodar 
tree, Cedrus libani var. deodara Hook, in Chakrata, U.P,, India 
Host and geographical distribution; Specimens of this species have 
also been collected in Simla, (H,P,), North India, from soil around 
roots of Pinus excelsa, 
IVpe material; Holoiype female and paratype females, collected in 
June, 1962, from soil around roots of deodar tree in Chakrata Hills, 
(U,P,), deposited with the Zoology Museum, Aligarh Muslim Universily, 
Aligarh, (U.P.), India. 
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Differential diagnosis; In having an offset head, 112 - 118 boc^ 
anniiles and in the nature and disposition of the cutictilar ornamentation 
of larval annules, C:riconemoide3 slddiqi n.sp, comes closest to 
mutabile Taylor, 1936, from which it can easily be differentiated 
having a longer spear (52 long in matabile), a more posteriorly 
located excretory pore (on 20th annule from anterior end in C «iautabile^ , 
distance from vtilva to tail tip being more than one vulvar-bosfy-width, 
vulva located on - 14th annule from posterior end (on 9 - 10th 
annule in mutabile), and the larvae bearing 24 longitudinal rows of 
scales near mid-boc^» 
Criconemoides acwidatus n.sp, 
(J^g. C, PI. 12. ) 
Measurements: 
Paralypes; Females (5): L = 0.3S - 0.41 mm; a = 9 - 11.3; 
b = 4 - 4.7j c = subterminalj v = 94.5 
95.555. 
Holotype; Female: L = 0.38 Dimj a = 11.2j b = 4; c = sxjbterminalj 
V = 95%; spear = SO 
Description: Female; Bocfy aliaost cylindrical, assuming a slight]^ 
ventrally arcuate position on death. Bocfy anntiles retrorse, nxinibering 
59 and 58 on dorsal eind ventral siarfaces respectively. Sub-lateral 
lobes on labial region absent. First head ann;ile not retrorse, 17 p. 
across. Second head annule 22 ;u across and retrorse like the rest 
Plate 12• Jlgiu'es A, B, Caloosia capitata. A, Oesojdaageal 
region of female; B. Tail of female; 
C. Criconemoides acaudatus. Entire female. 
P L A T E 12. 
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of the aamiles, but offset due to its being aarrower than the 
first bo<^ annule. Cephalic sclerotization weak. Lateral lines or 
anastomosis on bo!^ annules absent. 
Buccal spear strong, 50 p long, with its basal knobs measuring 
6«S ji across and having their outer margins directed forward. Outlet 
of dorsal oesophageal gland 5 )i behind spear base. Nerve ring 
enveloping the short, narrow isthmus. Excretory pore on 20th annule 
from anterior end of body, on 5th annule behind oesophageal base. 
Vulva a transverse slit, located on 4th annule from boc^ r 
terminus, Vagina leading inwards and then t^ jwards into a muscular 
uterus. Uterine egg 48 x 15 ji in size, Ovaxy anteriorly outstretched? 
odcytes in single row except for a few in region of multiplication. 
Tip of ovary reaching almost near the head. Distance from vulva to 
posterior end of shorter than vulvar-bocfy-width. Rectum short, 
not very conspicuous. Anus located at last but one boi^ annule. Last 
body annule forming a button shaped terminus, 
Male: Not foxmd. 
9-oohp 
Holotype; Femalei mounted in glycerine and deposited with thej,Museum, 
Zoology Department, Aligarh Muslim University, Aligarh, UJP, 
Paratypes; 4 females; other data same as for holotype, 
lype host and locality; Collected from soil aroxmd roots of sugar-
cane in Rilgiris, (l^sore). South India, 
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Diagnosis; Grlconemoldea with the above measuraseats and description. 
acaudatus n.sp. comes close to C, sphaerocephalus Taylor, 1936. 
(^n: C, eitri Steiner, 1949), but differs from it in having lesser 
number of annules on boc^ (annules 68 - 72 in £, sphaerocephalus)j 
smaller oesophagus (b = 2,8 - 3.3 in C, sphaerocephalus'}; differently 
shaped and distinctly offset head annules; and lateral fields being 
devoid of any anastomosis, break or incisures. The egg noted in 
acaudatus n,sp, is also smaller in size (egg 70 x- 21 In £• 
sphaerocephalus), 
Other species included in the genus 
£, aberrans Jairajpuri & Siddiqi, 1963 
£, annulatum Cobb in Taylor, 1936, 
C, annulifer (de Man, 1921) 
£, antipolltanum de Guiran, 1963 
£, axeste Fassiiliotis & V/illiamson, 1959 
£. bakeri ¥u, 1965 
£• basili Jairajpurl, 1964 
£, bel.iaevae (Kirjanova, 1948) 
£• citricola Siddiqi, 1965 
£, complexus Jairajpuri, 1964 
crassianulatm de Guiran, 1963 
G, crenatus Loof, 1964 
C. crotaloides (Cobb, 1924) 
duplicivestitum Andrassy, 1963 
feroiae Luc, 1959 
£, goodeyi de Guiran, 1963 
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heBdsphaeripaadatms Wu, 1965 
Informe (Micoletzlgr, 1922) 
£. inslgne Siddiqi, 1961 
£• irregulare de Grisse, 1964 
£• .lunlperl Edward & Msra, 1964 
Klr.lanovae Andrasssr, 1962 
Kovacsi Andrassy, 1963 
£. llndtaneum Luc, 1959 
£. lobatum Raskx, 1952 
£. lon,guluiii (Giinhold, 1953) 
£. Macrodorm T^lor, 1936 
G, macrolobatus Jairfijpuri & Siddiqi, 1965 
£• Etaultlnmm de Grisse, 1934 
C, mauritlensQ l/illiajaa, 19Q0 
£. aicrodoruffi (de Grisse, 1964) 
C, mongolease Andrassy^ p 1964 
C, noitabllis Taylor, 1936 
C, aainitalense Edt^ ard & Misra, 1963 
C. neoaxeste Jairajpuri & Siddiqi, 1963 
£, onoensis Luc, 1969 
£• oostenbritiki Loof, 1964 
C. ornatus Raski, 1958 
£. parvulum Siddiqi, 1961 
£. parvum Raski, 1952 
£• petasus Wu, 1965 
£. princeps Andrassy, 1962 
pseudohercyaiensis de Grisse & Koen, 1964 
£• pseudosolivagum de Grisse, 1964 
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Eulltim (Kirjanova, 1948) 
C. quadricorne (KLrJanova, 1948) 
£• q-uasidemaiii Mu, 1965 
C. raskiense de Grisse, 1964 
£• ^^ •osae Loof, 1964 
C. rotimdicauda Loof, 1964 
rotundlcaudatus Wa, 1965 
£. solivagum Andrassy, 1962 
£• sj>haerocephalus Taylor, 1936 
C« sphagni (mcoletzky, 1925) 
£. stygia (Schneider, 1940) 
£. teauicute (Kirjanova, 1948) 
£• teres Raski, 1952 
£, tescorm de Guiran, 1963 
£. ttaaganovi (Kirjanova, 1948) 
£• vadensis Loof, 1964 
£. zavadakll (Tiilaganov, 1941) 
The following species lack essential information aecessaiy for 
their proper characterization. Therefore, they are listed in the species 
inqulrendae catagoiy: 
£• anura (Kirjanova, 1948) 
£• boettgeid M^l, 1954 
£. congolense (Schutirmans Stekhoven & Texmissen, 1938) 
£. cylindriciaa (Kirjancxva, 1948) 
£, demani (Micoletzlcsr, 1925) 
goffarti (Volz, 1951) 
£. heideri (Stefanski, 1916) 
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hercyniense (Kischke, 1956) 
2.* hlspalensis Arias, Lopez, & Jimenez, 1963 
£. hygrophilmn Good^, 1963 
komabaensis (imamiara, 1931) 
(Hofinanner in Hofiaanner & Menzel, 1914) 
C. peruense (Cobb, 1924) 
rusticiaa (Micoletzky, 1915) 
simile (Cobb, 1918) 
£• sinensis (Rahm, 1937) 
S\3b-fandly: Honicycliophorinae Skarbilovich, 1959 
Dia^osis; Criconematidae: Basal knobs of spear spheroid, Bo^ 
amxTilations wellHsaarked, not retrorse, Cuticular sheath present only 
in Hemlcycliophora. Lateral fields ma^ be present. Oesophagus with 
isthmus raore or less amalgamated with teridnal bulb to farm, at most, 
a slightly swollen c;ylinder. Tails of both sexes similar, elongate-
conoid to filiform or conical rounded. Males rare, without spear and 
with- only a single cuticle. Spicules almost strai^t, sickle-shaped 
or hooked, Adanal bursa present or absent. 
'gype genus t Hemigy cli ophora de tfein, 1921 
%-n: Procriconema Micolet^, 1925 
Key to the genera of Heiaicycliophorinae 
1« Cuticle double in adxilt femalej spicules in male usually sickle-
shaped Hetaiqy cli ophora de Man, 1921 
Cuticle single in adult fenalej spicules in male straight- -
Saloosia Siddiqi & Goodey, 1963 
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Genus Caloosia Slddlqi & Goodq/, 1963 
Diagnosis (emended): Hemipycliophorinae: Amphids slit-like. Enface 
view oblongJ longer a>ds lateral. Basal knobs of spear spheroid. 
Female elongate-cylindrical, G-shaped at death. Cuticle thick, single, 
annules rounded, moderately wide. Lateral fields absent. Isthmus and 
terminal bulb forming a cylinder, slightly swollen posteriorly. 
Anterior part of intestine overlaps terminal bulb. Ovary single, 
prodelphicj vulva posteriorj vagina sloping forwards frcra the outsidej 
spennatheca present. Tail of both sexes siMlar, elongate, filiform. 
Female tail in nudata (Colbrem, 1S6S) n, comb, covered by a double 
sheath, Male bxirsa large with crenate edge, ending about mid-tail 
length. Spicules large, slightly ventrally arcuate, protruding through 
a sheath at the cloaca. A short gubernaculum present, Male spear and 
oesophagus degenerate? excretory pore \isual3y behind oesophagus. Testis 
single, outstretched. 
Type species; Caloosia longicaudata (Loos, 1948) Siddiqi & Good^, 1963 
Syn: Hemicycliophora longicaudata Loos. 1948. 
Key to the species of Caloosia 
1, Female tail with a second sheath nudata (Colbran, 1963)n.camb. 
Female with no second sheath on 4ts bo(^ z 
2, The two head annules not wider than the preceeding bo(^ annules, 
being not distinctly offset 
longicaudata (Loos, 1948) Siddiqi & Good^, 1965 
The two head annules wider than the preceeding bo^ annvtles 
distinct3y offset 3 
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3, Body size 0.9 - 1.1 mmj spear 73 - 74 ;u long 
paralonglcaudata Siddiql & Goodejr, 1963, 
Bo(^ size 0.6 - 0.65 mmj spear 53 - 54 ;[i long capitata n.sp. 
Caloosia Sapitata n.sp. 
(Fig.A-B, PI.12 ) 
MeasTJrements; 
Paratopes; Females (2): L = 0.6 - 0.65 m j a = 41 - 43.2; 
b = 5.3 - 5,5} c = 5.3 - 5.6j v = 73 - 74.3$; 
spear = 53 - 54 
Holotype; Female: L = 0.60 mm; a = 43.2; b = 5.3; e = 5.3; 
V = 73.1$; spear = 53 p.. 
Description; Female: Bo<^ elongate cylindrical, assuming a ventrally 
arcuate semi-circular position when the worm is relaxed in hot water. 
First two annules ft'om anterior end c<Mprising the head modified in 
being veiy distinctly s©'t off from the succeeding annules. Cephalic 
sclerotization weak. Cuticular ornamentation and lateral fields or 
lines on bod(y absent. Cuticle thick, single; boc|y annules rotinded, 
cw^ eraging 3 ;a apart. 
Buccal spear strongly built, 53 long, with its basal knobs 
4 across, roiuaded and posteriorly directed. Outlet of dorsal 
oesophageal gland 3.5 p. behind spear base. Median oesophageal bulb 
12 at its widest. Isthmus and tenoinal bulb forming a cylinder 
slightly swollen posteriorly, enveloped anteriorly hj the nerve ring. 
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Hemizonid invisible. Excretoiy pore on 37th annuls from 
suiterlor end, 6 annules in front of oesophageal base. 
Vulva a narrow transverse slit. Vagina sloping upward; ovary 
single, prodelphicj oocytes arranged singly except for a short 
distance behind the cap-cell. Spermatheca present. 
Rectum 2/3 anal-bo(fy-iddth long, appearing as a refractive line 
in lateral view. Tail filiform, 10.2 times anal-boc^-width long, with 
annulation getting faint near its tip. Tail tip finely rounded. 
Male: Not found 
Zoofoji^  
Holotype; Female, mounted in glycerine; deposited with the ^Museum, 
Zoology Department, Aligarh t&islim University, Aligarh, U.P., India, 
Faratype; 1 female, other data same as for holotype. 
T^pe host and locality; Collected from soil aromd the roots of sugar-
cane in Nilgiris (t^ s^ore), South India, 
Diagnosis; Caloosia with the above measurements and general description. 
This species comes close to £, paxalongicaudata Siddiqi auid Goodey, 
1963, but differs from it in having smaller bo(^, differently shaped 
head annules with a cephalic prominance having sublateral lobes, 
smaller spear and the excretoiy pore being present anterior to the base 
of oesophagus, capitata n.sp, differs from all the other species 
included in this genus by the anterior location of its excretoiy pore. 
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Caloosia nudata (Golbran, 1963) n. comb. 
Syn: H^qycliophora nudata Golbran. 1965. 
(Fig. A - I, PI. IS) 
Measurements :fafter Golbran, 1963) 
Paratypes: Females (20): 
Males (20): 
L a 840 - 1097 ;»} a = 22 - 25} b = 5,3 -
6.0J c = 6,5 - 8,6} V = 81.0 - 84.0J5} J 
sly let = 94 - 109 ji} prorhabdion = 74 - 88 >i} 
PE = 17 - 19^. 
L = 827 - 910 ;i} a = 30 - 58} c = 8.5 - 9,6} 
spicmles = 37 - 45.1 >1} gubemaculum = 8.0 -
8.4 y.', PE = 17 - 19$} T = 19 - 26$. 
Holotype; Female: L = 1057 ji} a = 24.4} b = 5.5} c = 7.7} 
V = 83.1$} stylet = 104 ;i} prorhabdion = 85 )i} 
PE = 18$. 
Allotype; Male: L = 908/U} a = 34.9} c = 8.6} spicules = 44.8 p.} 
gubemaculum = 8 >i} PE = 19$} T = 19$. 
Description: Faaale: Bo<^ slightly curved when relaxed, enclosed in 
a single cuticle except in tail region, vrtiere remnants of second cuticle 
are present. Body annules numbering over 200. Transverse striae about 
4.0 ;ii apart near mid-body. Lateral fields viith occasional interruptions 
in transverse striae. AJinules of lip region distinctly separate. 
Labial cap rounded anteriorly. An5)hid aperture, slit-like. Orifice of 
dorsal oesophageal glanfl 11 - 12 behind stylet. Excretory pore 4 0 - 4 4 
anniiles from anterior end. not constricted at vulva. Anus at 
Plate 13, Figures A - I, Caloosla nudata« A. Female 
oesophageal region} B« Female post-vulval 
region J G. Dorsoventral view of female lip 
region; D, En face view of female; E, Section 
of female lateral field; F. Pattern of transverse 
stria<e near vulva; G» Lateral view of male 
head; H, Posterior portion of male; I. Dorsal 
view of spicules and goibernaculum ( after Colbran, 
1963). 





9 - 1 0 annTile behind vtilva. Tail at first convex-conoid, then elongate-
conoid, terminus subacute , 
Male: Lip region broadly rounded, not offset, Amphid apertures 
slit-like. Transverse striae 1,7 - 2,0 apart near iiiid-bo(^ . Lateral 
fields vdthout incisures. Stylet & oesophagus degenerate. Caudal alae 
well developed, enveloping anterior third of tail. Spicules straight, 
slender, Gubernaculum narrow, trough-like, constricted behind 
anus. Tail elongate-conoid; terminus subacute . 
Type material; Hololi^ pe (female) and allotype (male) slide Reg, No, 
G.2596 in the Queensland Museuaij Paratypes in The Queensland Department 
of Primaiy Industries Nematology Collection, 
lype habitat and locality; Collected from soil around the-roots of 
citrus limonia Osbeck growing on a 'Wallum' ridge, in Queensland: 
Bxirrum (Portion 2 v, Parish of Cook), 
Discussion: Colbran (1963), described this species under the genus 
Hemicycliophora but mentioned the female as being 'enclosed in a 
single cuticle except in post-anal region, vrtiere remnants of a second 
cuticle are present'; annules of lip region distinctly separate; and 
having amphid apert.ures slit-like; and male having spicules straight, 
slender. Since these characters very easily fit in with the characters 
of the genus Caloosia, this species has been shifted from the genus 
Hemi or cli oph ora to Galoosia. 
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Diagnosis; Caloosla nudata (Colbran, 1963) n« comb, comes close 
to G, longicaudata (Loos, 1948) Siddiqi and Good^, 1963, but can be 
distinguished from it in having longer stylet and shorter tail. It 
differs frcsn all the other species included in the genus Galoosia 
tjy having a lenticular sheath in the tail region in its females. 
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P A R T II 
Order: Dorylaimida (de Man, 1876) Pearse, 1942 
Diagnosis; Adenophorea; Cuticle smooth, without any setae. 
Oesophagus cylindrical, in 1 or 2 partsj when 2, the hind part 
conoid, cylindrical or piriform. Oiands uninucleate and contained 
within the confines of the oesophagus, 3, 5 or 7 in nuiaberj all 
glands opening posten'-or to the nerve ring. Head with.6 - 18 inner 
labial and 6, 10 or 14 outer papillae, Amphids cyathiform, pouch-
like or tubular. Stoma id.th narral tooth or teeth, an axial stylet 
or vestigial and unarmed. Pre-anal supplements usually present. 
Key to sub-orders of Doryl^iaida. 
1, Stoma with axial spear or mural toothj testis paired; 
pre-anal supplements paired or single 
Doiylaimina (de Man, 1873) Pearse, 1936 
Stoma unarmed and reduced or with complex spear and guiding 
apparatus? testis sin^ej pre-anal supplements never paired -
Alaimina (Micoletzky, 1922) (SLark, 1961. 
Suborder Dorylaimina (de Man, 1876) Pearse, 1936 
Diagnosis: Dorylslmida: Amphids cyathiform or pouch-like Five or 
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three oesophageal glands present. Oesophagus never degenerate. 
Axial spear or mural tooth or teeth present; all of lAiich are lost 
at the mouth. Ovaiy single or paired. Testes paired. Spicules 
paired, free and robust, Gubernaculum and lateral guiding pieces 
present or absent, Pre-rectum usually distinguishable. 
Key to super-fandlies of Doaylaimina 
1, Stoma narrow, with axial spear or mural toothj oesophagus 
with anterior part narrower than posterior - - 2 
Stoma a wide chamber, cuticularized with mural tooth or 
teethJ oesophagus cylindroid - Mononchoidea (Chitwood,1957)Clark,1961 
2, Posterior part of oesophagus without a muscular sheath 
Doiylaimoidea (de Man, 1876) Thorne, 1934 
Posterior part of oesophagus with a muscular sheath - - -
Belondiroidea Thorne, 1964 
Supe3:-family Dorylaimoidea (de Ifen, 1876/Thorne, 1934) 
Diagnosis; Doiylalfldna: Free living nematodes, Bo^ long, seldom 
more than 10 mm, Amphids stirrup-shaped or pouch-like with slit-
like apertures. Head papillae arranged in two circlets, 6 in the 
inner and ten in the outer. Oesophagus consisting of a slander 
Biiterior part and an expanded posterior, occasionally with a chamber, 
or bi-bulbar. Stoma provided with an axial spear or mural tooth, 
the aperture of which is dorsally placed. In moulting, the spear 
is shed and replaced by another vrtiich has formed in a cell in the 
left sub-ventreQ. wall of the anterior part of oesophagus. Between 
the spear and oesophagus is a connecting part, the spear extension. 
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A guiding sheath surroxmds the spear and sometimes the extension. It 
may be single or double. Lateral pores and pre-rectum present. 
Supplements in the male consisting of a ventral seides and an adanal 
pair. Testes paired. No setae, caudal glands or terminal duct. 
Type family; Doiylaimidae de Man, 1876 
Under Doiylairaoidea the genus Basirotylepti^ was erected by 
Jairajpuri (1964) for basiri obtained from tea soil in Jorhat 
(Assam), India. Simultaneously, Siddiqi & Khan (1964) published a 
description of their new genus Trichonchium based on two new species, 
also from the same locality. These genera were put by their authors 
in the families Leptonchidae and Campydoridae respectively. The genus 
Basirotyleptus was diagnosed as having 'Spear slehder, needle-like, 
its lumen narrow and aperture obscure,' The genus Trichonchiim vjas 
stated as having 'Spear solid, fine, needle-like, reminiscent of that 
in Trichodorus Cobb. 1913.' 
Siddiqi and Khan (1955) revised the genus Basirotyleptus and 
keeping aside the evident and fundamental difference in the structure 
of spear that this genus has in contrast to the spear possessed ty the 
members of the genus Trichonchium. declared the latter genus a ^ n o i ^ 
of the former on the basis of priority, Th^ also stated archium 
Siddiqi and Khan (1964) the type of the genus Trichonchium as being 
conspecific with basiri Jairajpuri, 1964, They based their above-
mentioned decision on the assuii5)tion that (l) the structure of spear as 
described by Jairajpuri in Basirotyleptus was incorrect and (2) the 
population of 7 female nematodes from tea soil, Jorhat (Assam), which 
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were described as archim was identical to the population of 
B. basirl of Jairajpuri (1964). 
Further studies have shown that T, archium differs with 
B, basiri in having smaller post-vulvar uterine-sac, smaller rectum, 
smaller spear- spear extension unit as compared to head-width and 
spear extension equal in size to spear (spear extension half of spear 
in length in basiri). Thus the probability of their being ^nonyms 
does not arise. Since Siddiqi and Khan's (l96S)view regarding the 
nature of spear in Ba sir otyleptus was based on the stu(^ of archium 
(no mention was made whether they had seen the specimens of Jairajpuri), 
the possibility of their assumption being true is ruled out because 
their specimens represent a species altogether different from B,. baslid 
Jairajpuil, 1964• It, thus, ranains that Basirotyleptus is a genus 
with 'spear slender, needle-like, its lumen narrow and aperture obscure,' 
whereas Trichonchium is a separate genus with solid spear. 
As for the affinities of Trichonchium among the other Doiylaims, 
it was placed by Siddiqi and Khan (1964) tinder campydoridae mainly 
because of the solid, tooth-like buccal-armature in this group. The 
present author agrees with the later findings of Siddiqi and Khan (1965) 
in that the solid ajcial spear of Trichonchium shoxjs only piseudo:— 
affinities with the mural tooth of Sampydora. but does not agree with 
their statement that such a type of axial spear as mentioned for 
Trichonchium has 'no parallel among the Dorylaimoidea.' Therefore, 
instead of considej^ ing the family Basirotyleptidae which they proposed 
to accommodate this genus, the present author agrees wilii Thome (1964) 
in deciding that Trichonchium be placed in the family Belonenchidae 
Thorne, 1964, whose member genera have similar spear with no visible 
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lumen and to whose details of the male the findings of the male of 
Trichonchium (described as the male of Basirotyleptus basiri ^  by 
Siddiqi and Khan, (1965))also agree. 
As the type genus of the Family Basirotyleptidae, Basirotyleptus. 
has a hollow spear, it shows close affinity to Leptonchidae Thome, 1935. 
It is, therefore, proposed that the genus Basirotyleptus Jairajpuri. be 
accommodated in the • sub-family tyleptina^ - in the Family 
Leptonchidae. 
Key to the families of Doiylaimoidea 
1. Phaiynx armed - - 2 
Pharynx: unarmed Alaimidae Mcoletzi^, 1922 
2. Spear present 
Spear absent, mxrral tooth present 
Gampydoridae (Thorne, 1935) Clark,1961 
3. Spear without aperture, solid needle like — . - -
- Belonenchidae Thorne, 1964 
Spear with aperturi 
4. Anterior part of oesophagus and spear attenuated, long - - - -
~ Longidoridae (Thorne, 1935), Meyl, 1960 
Anterior part of oesophagus and spear not attenuated - - - - - 5 
5. Intestine with fewer number of cellsj anterior part of oesophagus 
slender with a short terminal bulb - - Leptonchidae Thorne, 1935 
Intestine with large number of cellsj anterior part of oesophagus 
not slender, posterior part more than l/3rd of neck-width long - 6 
6. Basal part of oesophagus vd.th a muscular sheath Opailaimidae KirJanova, 1951 
Basal part of oesophagus without muscular sheath -
; Dorylaimidae de Man, 1876 
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Family Belonanchidae Thorne. 1964 
Diagnosis (emended): Doiylaimoidea: Cuticle with or without strong 
radial striae and fixation folds. Spear exceedingly slender with no 
visible Imen. Extensions forming a long, slender chamber about 
equal in length to spear. Oesophageal bulb oval or pyrifoirc with or 
without thickening in its inner walls, Spicula massive. Supplements 
an adanal pair and 1 or more ventro-median. 
Type genus; Belonenchus Thorne, 1964 
Key to the genera of Belonenchidae 
Oesophagus vjith its basal bulb having its inner walls thickened -
Trichonchium n.g« 
Oesophagus with its basal bulb not having its inner walls 
thickened — 2 
2. Sclerotized pieces around oral opening present Belonenchus Thorne, 1964 
Sclerotized pieces around oral opening absent Poncenema Thorne, 1964 
Trichonchium n.g. 
Discussion: In having a solid, needle-like buccal spear, Trichonchium 
n.g, is related to the genera Belonenchus Thome, 1964 and Poncenema 
Thorne, 1S64 of the family Belonenchidae Thorne, 1964. But it differs 
from both of them in having smooth boc^ cuticle, and basal oesophageal 
bulb being provided with thickening in its inner walls. 
- -
Generic diagnosis; Bedonenchidaej Body less than 1 mm long, 
Amphids stirrup-shaped in lateral view, post-labial. Inner labial 
papillae forndng six liplets around oral apert\ire. Stoma having 
sclerotized walls, fornang an inverted funnel shaped structure. Spear 
solid, fine, needle-like, reminiscent of that in Trichodorus Cobb, 
1913. Spear extension simple, slightly thickened at base, about the 
length of the spear. Oesophagus a slender tube, gradually expanding 
at its base to form a jyriform bulb. Basal enlarged part highly-
muscular, with its inner walls thickened towards its posterior end. 
Oesophago-intestinal valve conically rounded. Female gonad single, 
reflexed at oviduct, Male similar to female in general boc^ shape and 
structure of head, spear, oesophagus and tail. Testes two, dorylaimoid, 
Spicula paired, cephalated, ventrally arcuate, with a median stiffening 
piece. Adanal pair of ventrosubmedian papillae a little anterior to 
cloaca. Ventramed3.an series of supplementaiy papillae reduced. 
lype species; Trichonchium archiuia n.g,, n. sp, 
Kgy to the species of Trichonchium n.g. 
1. Ovaiy prodelphic ex^ joius^  n.sp. 
Ovaiy opisthodelphic 
2. Labial disc present, terminal oesophageal bulb more than one 
bo(^-width long coronatus (Siddiqi & Khan, 1965) n. comb. 
Labial disc absent, terndnal oesophageal bulb less than one 
boc^-width long 5 
5, Oesophagus-vTJlva distance about 6 bo<^-widths, anterior uterine-
sac one bo^-width archium n.sp. 
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Oesophagus-vulva distance about - 4 body-widths, anterior 
uterine-sac less -a^ an l/2 boty-width „ _ pin! (Siddiqi & Khan, 1955) n. comb. 
Trichonchium archium n.g,, n.sp, ^xcn nx hn
(Fig. A - E, PI. 14 ) 
Measurements; 
Paraiypes; Females (7): L = 0.59 - 0.67 mmj a = 25 - 30; 
b = 5,4 - 6.4} c = 47 - 56j v = 35 - 40^j 
spear ^  11 - iZ )x, 
Holotype; Female; L = 0.67 mm; a = 29j b = 6«4j c = 56j 
Description: Female: Body almost cylindrical, ventrally arcuate 
when relaxed in hot water. Lateral lypodermal chords about l/3 as 
wide as body. Lateral bo(^ pores present but not very distinct. 
Amphids stirrup-shaped, half as wide as head, opening through crescentic 
slits at the base of the lateral lips. Head offset ly a constriction, 
8.5 wide and 1/5 as much high. Cephalic papillae prominent. Six 
distinct inner liplets stirrounding mouth. Stoma sclerotized, 14 p^  
long; its posterior end appearing as a truncated spear guiding ring 
(Fig. 6, ). Spear 12 p. long, without Ixxmen. Spear exten-
sion, to which protrudor muscles of the spear are attached at the 
base, appearing as a rod-like structure with thickened base. 
Oesophagus a slender tube with a basal pyriform buJi measuring half 
as wide as bo(^ at neck base. Nei<ve ring slightly posterior to 
middle af oesophagus. Intestine with id.de Itmien and few granules, 
about two cells in circumference. 
P L A T S 14. 
Fig. X- Trichonchium archium n. g., n. sp. A. Female. B. Front end of female. C. Basal oesophageal 
bulb of female. D. Hind end of female, E. Front end of larva showing developing spear. 
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Viilva a transverse slit, with raised lips. Vaginal walls 
musciilar, not sclerotized, Anterior branch of reproductive organs in 
the form of a rudimentaiy pouch, about one vulvar-bo<^f-width long. 
Posterior reproductive branch well developed; reflexed at the oviduct. 
Developing ooo^tes in a single row, Prerectum not definite. Rectum 
longer than anal-boc^-diameter. Tail dorsally convex, obtusely 
roxmded, a little less than one anal-bocfer-width long (Fig, D^ P^ -1 ^  ), 
Ifele: Not foimd, 
lype host and locality; Collected around roots of tea plants, 
Camellia sinensis (L), at Jorhat, Assam State, India, 
!firpe material; Collected by Mr, K,F, Brown of the Shell International 
Chemical Co., Ltd., London, in Febmaiy, 1962, Holotype female with v 
Zoology Museum, Aligarh Muslim Universily, Aligarh, In<^a, One paraiyp® 
\d.th Dr. J,B, Good^, Rothamsted Experiment Station, Harpenden, England, 
One paratfpe in the collection of the Plantenzicktekimdige Dienst, 
Wageningen, the Netherlands; four paratopes with Zoology f&iseum, Aligarh 
Muslim University, Aligarh, 
Diagnosis t Trichonchium archim n.sp, comes close to T, pini (Siddiqi 
and Khan, 1965) n. comb.j but differs from it in having smaller spear, 
longer distance between vulva and oesophagus as compared to bo<^-width 
and longer anterior uterine-sac (spear 13 - 15 ;a, Oesophagus-vulva 
distance/bo(^-width; - 4j anterior uterine-sac less than l/2 
bo(^-width in T, pini), 
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Trjohonchlum eximlum n.sp, 
(Fig. /^ -D, PI. 15 ) 
Measurements: 
Paratypes: Females (3): L = 0.51 - 0.54 mmj a = 2S - 26} b = 4.3 - 5.E; 
c = 28 - 35j V = 52 - 63^ 5; spear = 11 - 12 
Holotype: Female: L = 0.54 mm; a = 24; b = 5.2; c = 31.7; 
Y = 6255. 
Description; Body almost cylindrical, tapering anteriorly from 
region of neck base to head \^ich becomes about l/S of its width. 
Bo(^ cuticle smooth, appai^ ently in two Isyers, Head set-off from 
bo(^ by a constriction. Inner labial papillae elevated to form 
liplets overhanging the mouth, Amphids about half as wide as head, 
with conspicuous apertures. Sclerotization of stcaaal walls not as 
pronounced as in T. archium n.sp. Spear a solid rod, 12 long. Spear 
extension 13 in length. 
Oesophagus comprised of two parts; an anterior slender tube 
\riiich is enveloped by nerve ring near its middle, and a posterior b^b, 
18 ;u long ty 10 ji wide, its inner walls not prominently thickened. 
Oesophago-intSstinal valve conoid-rounded. Intestine apparently two-
cells in circumference, with very few granules, Prerectum discernible 
in one specimen in which it measured 70 ;a long. 
Vulva post-equatorial, transverse, \dth raised lips. Ovaiy 
monodelphic, prodelphic; oocytes in a single file. Posterior branch 
of reproductive organs sac-like, slightly longer than vulvar-bot^-width. 
Rectum a little longer than anal-bo(fy-width. Tail conoid, slightly 
P L A T E 1 5 . 
A-D. p/./r 
Fig. Trichonchium eximiuni n. sp. A. Female. B. Front end of female. C. Vulvar region. 
D. Hind end of female. 
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digitate at the end, about as long as anal-botfy-diameter. 
Male: Not fotmd. 
Oype host and locality; Collected from soil around roots of tea plants, 
Camellia sinensis (L), at Jorhat (Assam), India, 
lype material: Collected by Mr. K.F, Brown of the Shell International 
Chemical Company Limited, London, in February, 1962. Holotype and two 
paratypes deposited with the Zoolo^ Museum, AUgarh Muslim University, 
Aligarh, India. 
Differential Diagnosis; Trichonchium eximium n.sp, differs from 
jr. archium n.sp. in having a smaller bo(^ -^size, more posteriorly 
located vulva, a prodelphic ovary, and a more conoid, sub-digitate tail. 
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Fanily Longidoridae (Thome, 1939) Meyl, 1960 
Syn: Longidorinae Thcrne, 1939. 
Nordianae Jairajpuri & Siddiqi, 1964 
Jairajpuri & Siddiqi (1964) erec-ted a new genus Noi^ dla x^ hich 
was closely related to the genus Loagiclqrella Thorne, 1939. Th^ 
mentioned that "the possession of a lor.g and attenuated spear is the 
only character irfiich relates Longldore] la and Nordia n.g., ,-Mith other 
members of Longidoridae". Further, on grounds of "great differences 
in •a' £ind 'b' measurements," colourati m of bocfy (silveiy appearence 
in Longidoridae as against yellow or brownish in Longidorella), and 
"cellular structure of the intestine of the two forms", thqy erected 
a new sub-family Nordianae in Doiylaimidae to contain the genera 
Longidorella and Ncardla. In the opinion of the present author the 
character of spear which relates the Longidorella type of nematodes 
with the other members of the family-, Lsngidoridae is more convincing 
than the character of contrast brought forward by Jairajpuri & 
Siddiqi (l964). Hence it is proposed thr.t the Longidorella "type of 
nematodes be classified in the family. Longidoridae rather than in 
the family Doiylaimidae and that the stib-family Nordianae be talten 
a synonym of the former on grounds of laci of sound characters of 
contrast. 
Diagnosis; Doiylaimoidaa: Bo^ id.th a series of dorsal, ventral 
and lateral pores often present. Lips amslgamated, bearing sixteen 
papillae. Aii5)hid apertures pore or slit-like. Stoma with a single 
or double guiding ring. Spear hollow. Ion? and attenuated, with 
simple or flanged basal extension. Males "d-th spicula supported by 
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lateral guiding pieceuj, -without a g\f)ernacul-um, and with adanal and 
ventro-sub-median supplements, 
Type Genus; Lonffldorus Micoletzkqy, L922 
Key to the Genera of Lonfldoridae 
1. Amphid pouch stirrup-shaped with slit-like opening 
Amphid pouch sac-3i.ke, with small circular opening 
Longidorus (Micoletiikgy, 1922) Thorne and Swanger, 1936 
2, Guiding ring single, anteriorly located; basal extension of 
spear not flanged • — -3 
Guiding ring doublej, posteriorly located j basal extension of 
spear flanged Xiphinema Cobb. 1913a 
3. Body size small, less than 1 mm - - Longidorella Thorne, 1939 
Boc^ size large, 1 ram or more Paralongidorxis Siidiqi, Hooper & Khan, 1963 
Genus Xiphinema Cobb, 1913 a 
Generic dis^nosis; Longidoridae: Body in both sexes long and 
slender. Spear veiy long, with almost equally long spear-extension 
with basal flanges. Guiding ring double, near spear base. Anterior 
part of oesophagxis a narrow tube, its postsrior two fifths a wider 
elongate, muscular cylinder. Pre-rect\m pi-esent. Tail variable in 
size and shape. Vulva transverse; gonad single or double, reflexed. 
Lateral guiding pieces associated with doiylaimoid spicules. 
Supplements consisting of an adanal pair ani a ventral series. Vestas two 
doiylaimoid. 
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T^pe species; Xlphinai^ aiaericaniua Gobb. 1913a 
^ n ; ^rencholalmus amerlsanus (Gobb, 1913) Mcoletzkqf,1922 
Species included la the genus Xiphlnsma show a veiy wide range 
of variations. To cqpe with the situation Luc and Tarjan (1963), 
presented the folloidng principal characters utilized for the definition 
of different species of Xiphinema; 
1. Position of vulva 
2. Gonads single or double 
3. Length of total spear 
4. Form and length of tail 
5. Presence or absence of organ 'Z' in oviduct 
6» Bo^ length 
In the light of the present stucfy the relative position of the 
basal guiding ring from the anterior and expressed in terms of lip-
region-\d.dth taken at level of outer labial papillae, also carries a 
reliable diagnostic value* 
Xiphinema neoaaericanum n,3p« 
(Fig. A ~ D, PI. 16 ) 
Measurements; 
Paratope; Females (l5); L = 1,7 - 1.95 mmj a = 33 - 45; b = 5 - 7.5j 
c = 49 - 68.3J V = 50 - 54.2?5; 
spear = 98 - 105 p.} spear extension = 5 6 - 6 1 ;u, 
Holotype; female; L = 1,78 mm; a = 43,4; b = 5,2; c = 68,4; 
V = 52,2^; spear = 104 ;a; spear extension = 
60 w; total spear = 164 
Plate 16, Figures A - D, Xlphlnema neoamerlcanum* 
A. Reproductive region of female; B, Oesophageal 
region of femalej C, Anterior end of female; 
D» Tail end of fesmale. 
P L A T E 16. 
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Pescriptioa; Female: Bo(^ elongate, ventrally arcuate, forming a 
spiral when relaxed in hot water. Cuticle with two distinct layers; 
inner layer marked with fine transverse striae. Body bearing lateral 
pores originating in the anterior part of the neck, behind anterior end. 
Lip region amalgamated, 10 p. wide, continuous with the rest of 
the botfy, Amphids stirrup-shaped; amphid apertures slit-like, about l/2 
as wide as lip region; sensillaiy pouches 23 ;LI long. Knobs of the 
stylet extension prominent, 10 across. Guiding collar a double-
ringed structure, 4 M long, with basal ring 5 }x wide, located at a 
distance of lip-region width from anterior end. 
Oesophagus with a tubular anterior and a bulbar basal portion, 
enveloped by nerve ring 18 behind base of spear extension. Basal 
oesophageal bulb measuring 82 x 21 with oesophageal gland nuclei as 
illustrated (fig,3^ /'/''6). The oesophageal lumen gets markedly cuticulari zed 
in the bulbar portion. Junction of oesophagus with intestine a bluntly 
conical valve, 6 x 8 
Vulva a depressed transverse slit, GonMs; paired, opposed, 
reflexed, extending 160 }x anteriorly and 130 posteriorly. Oocytes 
arranged in single file except for a few in double file in the mid 
region. Ovaiy continues into the musciilar dilated end of the oviduct 
at the point of flexture. Oviduct a thin tube, leading into another 
dilated chamber with muscular walls. The muscular chamber seemingly 
leads into a duct having four rows of globular cells, passing through 
sphincter in the uterus. Vagina supported by a tou^ sphincter, 
Pre-rectum 180 long, of lighter texture, leading into a thin, 
tubular rectTim opening to the outside through anus. Tail blimtly conoid, 
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1.416 anal-boc^-vddth long, slightly convex dorsally. Two pairs of 
caudal pores in the tail region (Fig.D, P(. IG ). 
Males; Not found. 
I^pe host; Walnut tree, Jufilans regia: 
lype locality; Ranikhet hills (Altitude 6000 ft,), U.P. India. 
Type material; Holotjrpe and pa-ratypes (14 females), deposited with 
the/^ Museuffi, Zoology Department, Aligarh Muslim University, Aligarh, 
Diagnosis; Xiphinema neoamericanum n.sp. comes close to X. americanum 
Cobb, 1913, and X. brevicolle Lordello and Da Costa, 1961. This , 
species differs from X. americanum in having continuous lip region; 
longer total spear length (total spear length 120 - 140 p. in X. 
americanum after Thoj*ie, 1961), and basal guiding ring being more 
posteriorly located (basal guiding ring located at a distance of 6 
lip region iddths from anterior end)j from X, brevicolle it differs 
in having longer tail (c = 62,5 - 93.0; tail less than one anal-
boc^-width long in X« brevicolle), basal portion of oesophagus being 
2 times neck-widths long (basal portion of oesophagus 1,5 times neck-
width long in X.brevicolle), 
Xiphinema validum n,sp, 
(Pig. A - E, PI, 17) 
o Measurements; 
Paratypes; Females (lO) ; L = 1,4 - 1.70 mm; a = 33 - 39,8; 
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Holotype; Female: 
b = 5.4 - 6.15j c = 56 - 67.8; 
V = 51.2 - 54.3$; spear = 89 - 94 ;u; 
spear extension = 54 - 60 total spear = 
143 - 154 >1, 
L = 1.65 nim; a = 51o8; b = 4.9; c = 55; 
V = 52.6^; spear = 91 spear extension 
55 ;i; total spear = 146 A. 
Description; Female: Bo<^ elongate, ventrally arcuate, having the 
dorsal, ventral and lateral pores present in the neck region. Labia 
amalgamated, set-off f'rom the bocfy by a slight constriction, Amphids 
stirrup-shaped, with apertures 1/2 as wide as lip region, Sensillary 
pouches 16 p. behind amphid base. 
Spear 91 ^  long, its extension 55 long v/ith basal flanges 
10 )X across. Guiding collar with the two rings 22 apart, enveloping 
the spear with basal ring 5 times of lip-region-width from 
anterior end. 
Oesophagus with anterior slender and basal bulbar parts; 
basal oesophageal bulb 68 ^u x 23 p.', oesophageal lumen getting cuti-
cularized in the bulbar portion. Cardia conical, 7 p. long. 
Vulva transverse slit. Gonads paired, opposed, reflexed, 
extending 290 ;u anteriorly and 310 )i posteriorly from vulva. Ovary 
'rfith obcg-tes arranged in single file in the growth zone followed h^ 
a few in double file. Ovairy continues into the muscular dilated 
end of the oviduct at the point of flexture. Oviduct leading into 
a chamber with muscular walls, opening through an sphinctered 
Plate 17. Figures A - E, Xiphlnema validm. 
A. Anterior end of femalej B, Entire female? 
C, Reproductive region of female; D« Oesophageal 
region of fanalej E, Tail end of female. 
P L A T E 17. 
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passage into an still bigger muscular chamber which leads into the 
uterus. The anterior and posterior uteri have one egg each, measuring 
156 X 41 and 158 x 40^u respectively, about 3 times as long as 
width. Vagina slightly pushed anteriorly, 
Pre-rectum recognised h^ its lighter texture, 210 ;a long, 
leading into a thin rectum vAiich opens to the outside through anus. 
Tail short, conoid, rounded, v/ith convexity on dorsal sidej slightly 
less than 1 anal~bo(^-width long. Two paire of caudal pores in the 
tail region. 
Males; Not found 
Type host; Citrus sinensis (L), Osbeck, 
Type locality: Gubra town near Jabalpur (M,P,), India, 
lype material; Holotype and paratopes (9 feasies), deposited with 
the/museum. Zoology Department, Aligarh ^ a^slim University, Aligarh, 
Diagnosis; Xiphinama validxim n,3p, comes close to X, brevicolle 
Lordello and Dacosta, 1961, X. americanum Cobb, 1913, and X.neoamericanum 
n.sp. It differs from X. brevicolle in having smaller amphid 
apertures (amptiid apertures 4/5 of lip-region-width in X,brevicolle)« 
differently shaped tail, and basal guiding iring being located more 
anteriorly (basal guiding ring about 8 times of lip-region-width 
from anterior end in X. brevicolle), It differs from X. americanum 
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in having smaller and differently shaped tall longer total spear 
(total spear 120 - 140 long in X, aaerlcanm as recorded by Thome, 
1961), smaller proportion of spear and neck-width and smaller egg 
(spear neck-width 5 : 1, egg 4 - 5 times as long as -width in 
X, americanum). and basal portion of oesophagus being less than 2 
times neck-id.dth long ( 2 - 3 times of neck-width in X, americantm), 
It differs frcm X. neoamericanum in having an offset lip regionj 
more anteriorly located basal ring of guiding coUeirj and smaller 
and differently shaped tail. 
Xiphinema saopauliense n.sp, 
(Fig. E,F, PI. 18) 
Measurements: (After Carvalho, 1956) 
Paratype: Females (lO): L = 1,88 - 2,U mmj a = 34,7 - 50.0; 
b = 6.0 - 9.6j c = 45.5 - 75.4? 
V = 52.6 - 56,5^ 
Description: Female: Head marked off by slight depression, in the 
form of a truncated cone. Labia completely amalgamated. Spear 70 )x 
long and spear extension 38 p. long. 
Vulva a transverse slit. Ovaries paired, short and rellexed. 
Egg large, 160 x 40 Tail conoid, with rounded tip, dorsalJy 
convex and slightljr' more than one anal-boc^-width long, having three 
pairs of caudal papillae. 
Plate 18, Figures A - D, Xiphinema tunlsiense. A. Anterior 
oesophageal region of .y^ malej B, Region of basal 
oesophageal bulbj G. Anterior end of Tumalej 
D, Posterior end of male showing supplements, 
E - F, Xlphinema saopanliense, E« Anterior end 
of female J F. Tail end of female (after Carvalho, 
1956)• 
P L A T E 18. 
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lype locality; Froni the soil of the garden of'Factildade de Medidna 
de Sao Paulo'. 
Diagnosis; Carvalho, 1956, reported the present species frcm Sao Paiilo, 
Brasal, as X. americanum Cobb, 1913. Lordello & DaCosta, 1961, put it as 
'The form described f^ cam Sao Paiilo ly Carvalho (1956), as X, americatruBt m ^ 
belong to X, breyicolle* But, Carvalho's form has a much shorter spear 
(108 : 156 - 168 , all other features agreeing fairly well id-Ui those 
of X, brevicolle'• In the opinion of the present author, the details 
of this species are suggestive of a new species for which the name 
X, saopauliense n.sp, has been proposed, 
X, saopauliense n.sp. comes close to X, americanTm. X» brevicolle 
X. validtan n.sp, and X. neoamericanum n.sp. It differs from the species 
X. brevicolle and X, validimi in having a smaller spear and from 
X, neoamericanum and X. americanim in having smaller spear and aaaller 
and differently shaped tail. 
Xlphinma tunisiense n.sp. 
(F3.g. A-D, P1.18 ) 
Measurements: 
Holotype: Males L == 2,920 mmj a - 64.8j b = 7.6j c = 76j 
sp€jar = 135 p.} spear extension = 66 ;aj total 
spear = 201 ;u. 
Description; Male; Body long and (^ rlindrical, assianing a slightly 
ventrally arcuate fem in the posterior portion when r^axed ty gentle 
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heat. Lip region sH^tLy marked off from the body. Amphids vase-like 
with their apertures 2/5 as wide as maximxm lip-region-width. Sensillary 
pouches 23 ;a from amphid base. Lateral pores on bocty visible in the 
anterior neck region. 
Spear well developed, 135 m long. Spear extensions 66 )X long, 
with basal knobs measuring 11 p. across. Gtiiding ring of spear about 
8 lip-region-uldths frca the anterior end. Nerve ring enveloping the 
anterior part of oesophagus, 21 p. behind the base of spear extension. 
Oesophagus a slender tube expanding in its posterior region to fom a 
long cylindrical bulb, the latter about l/4 of total oesophageal length, 
Oesophago-intestinal jmction a distinct valve, 10 x 10 in size. 
Siqjplements consisting of a pair of ventro-median papillae and a 
ventra-median series of 5 papillae. Coptilatoiy musculature strongly 
developed. Spicules siEiilar, measuring 66 in length, distinctly 
cephalated and ventrally arcuate with a shaj:^  curvature in the posterior 
half J lateral pieces of spicules also present, measuring 16 ji in length. 
Protractor and retractor muscles of spicules very distinct. 
Intestine packed with dense food granules. Tail conoid-rounded, 
less than one anal-boc^-diameter long. Tail with 2 pairs of papillae. 
Type material; Holotype male mounted in glycerine and deposited with 
the Zoology Museum, Aligaiti l>luslim University, Aligarh. 
Type locality; Collected ty Mr, K,F, Brown of the Shell International 
Chemical CompaEy Ltd., England, from soil around the roots of Olive 
trees in Oasis of Gafsa, Tunisia. 
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Diagnosis; In the shape of tail the male of X, tunlsiense n,sp« comes 
closfe to X. ensictiliferian (Cobb, 1895) Thorne, 1939, but differs from it 
in having longer boc^ and a more tapering tail (bo(^ upto 2 mm long in 
ensiculiferum) , In tail shape it also comes clos-fe to X. arctaa Khan, 
1964, but differs from it in having a longer bo^.and slylet (body 
i:5>to 2,5 mm, stylet 175 ju long in arcm). The tail shape is also 
similar to X, krugi Lordello, 1955, but differs from it aiso in having 
a longer bo(fy size and shorter tail (tail 1 - 1.2 times anal-bocfy-width 
long in Krugi), 
K ^ to the species of the ^enus Xiphinema Cobb. 1915 
1. Ovary single 2 
Ovaries paired 5 
2, Tail more than four anal-body-dieimfeters (a«b,d,), long, vulva 
located at 23$ of the bo(a7 chambersi Thorne, 1939 
Tail less than foiu:' a.b.d. longj vulva at 27 - 29^ of the h 
bo^ 3 
3. Total spear about 170 yi long, tail vdth three pairs of caudal 
papillae radicicola Goode^, 1936 
Total spear about 200 jtf long, tail vdth two p^rs of caudal 
papillae 4 
« 
Body 1.4 - 1.6 ram long, vulva at 30 -
Itanhaensg Garvalho, 1962 
Bocfy about 2 mm long, vulva at 27.95? 
brasijJLense LordaHo, 1951 
- isii 
5. Tail more than 4 a.b.d, long 6 
Tail less than four a.b.d. long 11 
6. Tail about 12 a.b.d. long flagellicaudatum Luc, 1961 
Tail less than 10 a.b.d. long ; 7 
7. Vulva at 29 _ 3555 of the body 8 
Viilva at 475S of the bo^ 9 
8. Total spear 232 ;u long longicaudatum Luc, 1961 
Total spear 158 ji long insigne Loos, 1949 
9. Boc^ less than 2 mm long nigeriense Luc, 1961 
Bocfy 3 mm or more - 1 0 
10. Total spear 180 - 208 long hallei Luc, 1958 
Total spear 135 )x long vanderlindei H^ns, 1962 
11. Tail hemispherical or digitate 
Tail conoid 26 
12. Tail hemispherical 13 • 
Tail digitate 17 
18. Bo(^ more than 5 mm long ingens Luc & Dalmasso, 1963 
Bo(^ less than 4 mm long 14 
14. Vulva at 36 - 43:^  of the bot^ 15 
Vulva at 46 - 5356 of the boc^ 16 
15. Head continuous, anterior ovary reduced -
- ensiculiferum (Cobb, 1893), Thorne, 1937 
Head offset, anterior ovaiy normal - - yapoense Luc, 1958 
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16. Total spear 201 ~ 241 ;u longj tail rounded with curvature 
essentially on dorsal side; c = 55 - 94 -and 
rotundatum Schuunnans Stekhoven_^enissen, 1958 
Total spear £39 - 259 p. long; tail hemispherical; c = 102 -
125.3 - turd cum Luc & Dalmoasso, 1963 
17. Tail less than 1 a.b.d. long -18 
Tail more than 1 a.b.d, long 20 
18. Boc^ 4 mm long; a =72 
diversicaudatvm (Micoletzty, 1927), Thorne, 1939 
Body 1 - 2.9 mm long; a = 3 9 - 5 1 19 
19. Total spear 190 - 210 long 
mammilla turn Schuurmans Stekhoven & Teunissen,1938 
Total spear 171 - 185 p. long ebriense Luc, 1958 
20. Vulva at 40^ or less 21 
Vulva at more than 40^ 24 
21. Head offset vulgare Tarjan, 1964 
Head continuous 22 
22. Vulva at 28 - 32'^  of bakeri miiams, 1961 
Vulva at mors than 38^ of body 23 
23. Vulva at about 40$ of body index^  Thorne & Allen, 1950 
Vulva at 48$S of bo(^ basilgoodeyi Goomans, 1964 
24. Caudal pores 4; total speax 172 long basiri Siddiqi, 1959 
Caudal pores 2 - 3 ; total spear* 185 - 210 ;u long 25 
25. Tail rounded xcith a small peg — vulttenezi Luc, Lima, Weischer & Flegg, 1964 
Tail conical, digitate coxi Tarjan, 1964 
- -
26. Tail less than 1 a.b.d. long 27 
Tail more than 4 a.b.d, long 31 
27, Total spear in male 201 long (female not found) 
tunisiense n.sp. 
Total spear in both sexes where found less than 200 longV-; - 28 
28, Total spear about 108 }x long saopaxiliense n,sp. 
Total spear 165 - 170 )X long 29 
29, Vulva at of body arcum Khan, 1964 
Vulva at about 50^ of bo^ ' 30 
30. Amphid apertures about 1/2 head-widthj basal guidiixg-i4ng 
about 5 Hp-id.dth from anterior end - - - - valldum n.sp. 
Amphid apertures about 2/3 head-vddth; basal guiding ring 
about 7,5 lip-width from anterior end 
- brevieolle Lordello & DaCosta, 1961 
31, Vulva at 48^ of the boc^ or more 32 
Vxava at less than 485§ of the body 37 
32, Total spear upto 164 long 33 
Total spear more than 164 long 35 
33. Head continuous, total spear 155 - 164 ^  long 
neoamericanum n,sp. 
Head offset, total spear upto 140 p. long 34 
34. Total spear about 104 long opisthohysterum Siddiqi, 1961 
Total spear 120 - 140long - americaniun Cobb, 1913 
35. Head continuous, thickening on the ridges of spear extension 
absent longidoroides Luc, 1961 
Head offset, ridges of the spear extension normal 36 
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36. Tail about 3 a.b.d. longj boc^ thin, a = 117 - conurum Sjddiql. 1964 
Tail about 1,6 ~ 1.9 a.b.d. longj bo(5^  thick, a = 5 0 - 62 
Ifiacolum Luc, 1961 
37. Anterior ovaiy reduced krugi Lordello, 1955 
Anterior ovaiy nanaal 38 
38. Vulva at less than 40^ of the bo<^ 39 
Vulva at 40^ or more 40 
39. Vulva at 35 - 3^; total spear 192 - 199 ji long v 
setariae Luc, 1958 
Vulva at 27 - 2955 j total spear 142 ji long - .orbum Siddiqi, 1963 
40. Tail with six pairs of papillae elongatum Sch. Stekh.& Teun, 1938 
Tail with three pairs of papillae 4 1 
41. Total spear 160 - 169 long arenarium Luc & Dainasso, 1963 
Total spear 184 - 193 ;u long attorodorum Luc, 1961 
Genus Longidorella Thorne, 1939 
Syns S^chodoreiaa Khan, 1964 
Hordia Jairajpuri & Siddiqi, 1964 
Thornedia Husain and Khan, 1965 
Jairajpuri and Siddiqi separated the species included in the 
genus Loagidorella which do not possess "basal portion of oesophagus 
set off from the slender anterior portion by a constriction'*, to 
erect a new genus Nordia. At a slightly earlier date Khan (1964), 
published the account of another genus Snchodorella in which he 
separated his species from those included in the genus Long^doreUa 
by the characters of the absence of constriction in oesophagus and 
presence of cuticularized pieces around vulva. Later, Siddiqi (1964), 
^noiymized the genus Nordia vath Enchodorella. separating Snchodorella 
from Longidorella on the aforesaid distinctions. I3ie present author 
agrooo with Goodcy (1963)., and does not consider the character of 
presence or absence of oesophageal constriction as being of diagnostic 
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importance. In so far as the presence of cuticularized pieces 
around vulva is concerned, he maintains that it represents sound 
character of specific value. Thus the genus Enchodorella ( Nordia 
Jairajpuri and Siddiqi, 1964) Khan, 1964, becomes a ^ nonym of 
Longidorella Thorne, 1839, on the basis of lack of generic distinction. 
He further synon^mises the genus Thornedia Husain and Khan, 1965 
with Longidorella and once again agrees with Goodejr (1963) in deciding 
that location of guiding ring from anterior end is exceedingly variable 
among the species and cannot sustain the rank of being a generic 
character. He further maintains that the shape and size of tail is 
yet another variation which can, at best, be graded as a character 
of specific value. 
Genus Longidorella Thorne, 1939 
Diagnosis;(emended); Longidoridae: Body robust, relatively short. 
Spear veiy longj spear extension long, without lateral enlsurgements, 
Gtdding ring variable in position from near the head to a few lip-
x/idths away. Anterior part of oesophagus a narrow tube, posterior 
part enlarged. Constriction between the two parts msy or may not be 
present, Amphids stirrup-shaped. Vulva with or without aecessOTy 
« 
cuticularized rim. Tail short, similar in both sexes. Spicules 
doiylaimoid, 
Tfpe species; Longidorella parva Thorne,.1939 
Longidorella .jonesi H,sp, 
(Fig, 1 - 4,PI.19) 
Measurements: 
Plate 19, Figures 1 - 4 , Longldorella jonesl. 1, Entire 
female J Z, Anterior end of female j 5, Vxjlvar 
region J 4. Tail end of female. 
P L A T E 19, 
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Paratypes; Females (2): L = 0.6 - 0.7 mm; a = 18.3 - 20.Ij 
b = 2.8 - 5,1; c = 16.8 - 19; v = 58 - 52% 
Holotype; Female: L = 0.6 mmj a = 18.3j b = 2.8j c = 16,8j 
V = 58.1^. 
Description; Female: Boc^ robust, slightly ventrally arcuate then 
relajxed in hot water. Boc^ cuticle thick, apparently in two layers, 
without markings. Head slightly set off ly a depression. Lateral 
papillae prominent. Lips appear to be slightly separated. Amphids 
stirrup-shaped, opening at the base of the lateral lips. Dorsal and 
ventral series of bo(^ pores seen in the most anterior region of the 
boi^. Spear attentiated, needle-like, p. long, with equally long 
rod-shaped extension wliich appears to be sclerotized. Spear guiding 
ring obscure, its traces appearing near the anterior end of spear. 
Nerve ring enveloping oesophagus 54 p. from sinterior and of bo(^. 
Oesophagus in its two parts: anterior part short and slenderj posterior 
bulbar and glandular, 75 long and 19 jx wide. Oesophago-intestinal 
valve conoid-rounded. 
Vulva a transverse slit, slightly post equatorial. Gonad 
paired, opposed, reflexed. Ovaries with ooqytes arranged in a single 
row. Vaginal walls muscular, not scleroMzed. Pre-rectum and rectum 
each a little longer than anal-body-diameter. Tail conoid, about twice 
the anal-bo^-diameter long. 
lype material; Holotype and one paratype deposited with Zoology 
l«Iuseum, Aligarh 14uslim University, Aligarh, U,P,, India. 
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i;ype host and locality/-; Collected by Mr, F.G.W, Jones of Rothamatfed. 
Experimental Station, England, from soil around roots of Potato, Solamjm 
tuber OS uia L. at Ootacamund, Nilgiris, South India, 
Diagnosis; Longidorella Jonesi n.sp. comes close to L. penetrans 
Thorne and Swanger, 1936, but can easily be differentiated li^r the shape 
of its amphids, longer spear extension and tail measuring about twice 
the anal-bo(^-width long (less than 1/2 times anal-bo^-width long in 
L, penetrans). 
Longidorella iapar n.sp, 
(Fig. 1-4, P1.20. ) 
Measurements; 
Paratypes; Females (5); L = 0.6 - 0,7 ramj a = 28 - 32j 
b = 4.9 - 5.5} c = 11 - 13j V = 39 - 41^ 
Holotype; Female; L = 0.34 mmj a = 29j' b = 5.4j c = 12.8j 
V = 40^^:. 
Description: Female; Bo^ elongate-cylindrical, tapering at either 
ends, assuming a slightly ventrally arcuate position x^en relaxed 
in hot water. Cuticle smooth, in two layersj inner layer with 
transverse striae. Cuticle thickest in the region of vxilva and caud^ 
terminus. Amphid pouches stirrup-shaped; amphid apertures prcminent 
elongate slits, located at the bass of lateral lips. Lateral bo(^ 
pores present, not forming aiy definite lines. Head hemispherical, 
marked off from the bo(^ t>y a slight ^pression. 
Plate 20. Figures 1 - 4 , Longidorella lmpar« 1. Anterior 
end of femaleJ 2» Tail end of female; 
3» Vulvar region} 4. Lateral field. 
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Buccal spear attenuated, with very fine aperture, 18 ji long. 
Spear extension also attenuated, devoid of ansr basal swelling or 
flanges, equal to the spear in length. Protruder muscles of the 
spear attached with the basal portion of the spear extension. Spear 
guiding ring near IJie base of the head. Oesophagus "comprising of 
an anterior slender tube and a posterior elongate bulb containing 
three oesophageal glands. Oesophageal bulb marked off from the 
anterior slender part of the oesophagus through a constriction, 
« 
Gardia rounded, projecting into the lumen of the anterior end of 
the intestine. Nerve ring surrounding the anterior part of oesophagus 
near its middle. Intestine with small rounded granxiles, Pre-rectum 
short, about one anal-boc^-vddth long, Hectum as long as pre-rectum, 
opening outside through a distinct anus, 
Vulva a depressed transverse slit about 40 per cent of the 
bo(fy from the anterior end. Vagina at right angles to bocfy axis. 
Ovary single, posterior, reflexed. Tail elongate-conoid, ending in 
a subacute, finely rounded terminus. Lateral caudal pores in two 
pairs. Tail length sVg times anal-bo(^-width, Male not fo^d. 
Type host and locality; Collected in March, 1963, from soil around 
roots of apricot, Prunus armeniaca L,, at Ranikhet (U.P,), North 
India, 
- ISB -
Type materlali Hololype and paraiypes deposited vdth tee Zoology 
Mttseum, AHgarh Muslim University, Aligarh (U.P.), India, 
Diagnosis; Longidorella with the above measurements and general 
description, L, iigaar n.sp, comes close to L, parva Thorne 1939 
from which it can easily be distinguished by having si^Qler spear 
(spear length 4 to 5 times bo^~width in L, par^). more anteriorly 
placed vulva (v = 605& in L, parva). and a longer tail (c = 18 in 
L, parva). 
Other species included in the ^nus Longidorella; 
Longidorella parva Thorne, 1939 
L, Brgpaa (Steiner, 1914) Thorr^, 1939 
li* xenura Siddiqi and Khan, 1963 
Syn; Enchodorella xentga (Siddiqi & Khan, 1963) Siddiqi, 1964 
Hordia thornei Jairajpuri and Siddiqi, 1964 
L, penetrans Thorne and Swanger, 1936 
%;n; E, penetrans (Thorne & Swanger, 1936) Siddiqi, 1964 
L, macramphls Aither, 1950 
%-,n; E, macramphis (Alther, 1960) Siddiqi, 1964 
L. mzgithi Alther, 1950 
^n; E. ffiorithi (Alther, 1950) Siddiqi, 1964 
L, miorodortis de Man, 1880 
S^n: E. ffiicrodorus (de Man, 1880) Siddiqi, 1964 
L, parveeni (Khan, 1964), n, comb, 
Syn; E,^  parveeni Khan, 1964 
L, americana (Khan, 1964), n. Comb. 
^n; E, americana Khan, 1964 
- 1S9 -
k* olchlaensis (Jairajpxjri & Siddiqi, 1964) n. Comb, 
Syn: E. okhlaensls (Jairajpuri & Siddiqi, 1964) Siddiqi, 1964 
okhlaensis Jairajpurl & Siddiqi, 1964 
E, mnstafi Husain & Khan, 1965 
L. acutis (Jairajpxiri & Siddiqi, 1964) n* Comb* 
Srn: E. acatls (Jairajpuri & Siddiqi, 1964) Siddiqi, 1965 
N, acutis Jairajptiri & Siddie^, 1964. 
L. solani (Htisain & Khan, 1965) n. Comb, 
Thornedia solani Husain & Khan, 1965. 
Genus Longidorus (Mcolet^, 1922) Thorne & Smnger, 19S6 
Sjn: Doiylaimus (Longidortis ). Micoletzky, 1922 
Diagnosis; Longidoridae: Body elongate, slender, over 2 mm in 
length. Bo<3^  cuticle thick, smooth, marked with iminterrupted 
transverse striations. Lateral bo(^ pores present, leading to the 
pouch-like areas of the Iiypodermal diordsj doreLgl and.ventral pores 
m ^ or may not be present, especially near the anterior end of the 
bo(^. Lip region continuous or set off, expanded or rounded, with 
six amlgamated lips. As^hid pouches large, encircling the head, 
opening throu^ small pore-like apertures. Stcsna tubvilar, unselerotized, 
less than 5 caphaHc-widths long. Buccal spear devoid of pointed 
processes at its base for attachment with the extension. Spear 
extension large, without swellings at its base. Spear guiding ring 
single. Oesophagus with an anterior slender tubular part and a 
basal muscular btilbous part. Gland nuclei upto 5 In number, located 
in the basal oesophageal bulb. Oesophago-intestinal valve present. 
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Vxilva a transverse slit. Ovaries one or two, reflexed at the 
oviduct. Reproductive organs scmetimes degenerated. Males, ^dien 
present, wilii simple or bifid lateral guiding pieces. Caudal pore 
on tail present. Tail hemispherold to elongate-conoid, sindlar in 
both the sexes. 
lype species: Longidorus elongattis (de Man, 1876) Thorne & Swanger, 1956 
Key to the species of Loneidorus (Based on females) 
1, Spear guiding ring at four lip-region-widths from anterior end - 2 
Spear guiding ring at less than three lip-region-widths frcm 
anterior end 5 
I • 
2. Tail longer than anal-body-width S 
Tail shorter than anal-bo<fy-width 4 
5. Bo<^ thin, a = 125 - 138 j tail two or sli^tly more than two 
anal-bo(^-widths long aiddiqi n.sp. 
Body comparatively robust, a « 79} tail short, slightly 
av&c one-anal-bo<^~width long Israeli n.sp. 
4« ^  Lip region expanded, oesophageal mucro 5»5 - 8»0 ;a long - -macromucronatus Siddiqi, 1962 
Lip region not expanded, oesophageal mucro 2.0 - long -
.ionesi Siddiqi, 1962. 
5. Tail about one anal-bo<^-widtb or longer 6 
Tail shorter than anal-body-width 14 
6« Bo^ length about 3 ima. or shorter - - - - - - - - - - - - - 7 
Body length about S ana. or longer - - 8 
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7, Tail about 3x anal-bo(3y-width long - - longlcaudattts Siddiqi, 1962 
Tall less than Zx anal-body-vdctth long 
laevlcapitatua Williams, 1959 
8» Spear 58 - 68 ju long - - - - - leptocephalus Hooper, 1961 
Spear over 70 ;a Long - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 9 
9. AB$»hid base prolonged into distinct elongated lobes 10 
Amphid base not prolonged into distinct elongated lobes - - 15 
10» Lip region expanded - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 11 
Lip region not esqjanded - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 12 
11. Spear 75 - 84 long - - - - - - attenuattts Hooper, 1961 
Spear 178 - 182 ;a long tar.1ani Siddiqi, 1962 
12, Ajaphid lobes asyMnetrical, tail conoid-rounded - - - - - -
goodeyi Hooper, 1961 
An^hid lobes gynmetrical, tail conoid-subdigi1;ate - - - - -
nirvOai Siddi<^, 1965 
15. Lip region rotinded, narrowed; males absent - - - - - - - - -
srlphus Thorne, 1959 
Lip region truncated, not narrowed; males present - - - - -
- - - - - - - — elonggitus (de tto, 1876) Thome & Swanger, 1936 
14« Bod^ length 8 - U mm 15 
Bo(fy length under 8 m m - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 16 
15, Lip region sligjitly expanded, spear 105.6 u long -
— mgyli Sturhan, 1963 
(Syn; L. vlaeacola St\jrhan & Weischer, 1964) 
Lip region not expanded, spear 122 - 148 u long - macrosomus Hooper, 1961 
16. Lip region anteriorly i»rrowed, coRe shaped 17 
Lip region not anteriorly narrowed 18 
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17, length S,8 - 5»0 mm; tail almost hemispherical 
taaiwha Clark, 1965 
Body length 5.2 » 8,2 mmj tail bliantly conoid 
- - - - - - - - - - - — - - - - - - caesplticola Hooper, 1961 
18. Bo^ length 5,7 - 4,0 mmj c = 94 - 112j v = 45,4^ - - -
nudus Kirjanova, 1951 
Bo(^ length 4.5 - 5.6 amj c = 154.8 - 160.7} v = 48 - 49^ -
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - tardi Cauda Merzheevskaya, 1951 
Species inquirenda: The present author agrees with Luc & Tarjan (1965) 
in listing LongAdorus brevicaudatus (Schuurmans 
Stekhoven, 1951) Thome, 1961 as species inquirenda 
Longldorus siddiqi n.sp. 
S^nt L. brevicaudatus of Siddiqi, 1959, 
non Schuurmans Stekhoven, 1951 
(Fig. E - I, PI. 21. ) 
Ifeasurementsi 
Paratypes; Females (lO)j. Indian Populaticm: L = 5.5 - 3.89 mmj 
a » 125 - 158; b = U.S - 14.8; c = 87.5 -
109^ .4; T = 49.4 - 55.556; spear = 65 - 68 m; 
spear extension = 41 - 45.5 M* 
Female (l)i Israel Population: L = 5.45 mm; a = 122.5; 
b = 11.4; c = 85.7; v = 475^ ; spear = 72 ji; 
spear eixrtension » 52 ;u. 
Holotype; Female: (Measurements after Siddiqi, 1959): 
L = S.55 m ; a = 155; b = 14; c = 91; 
5 5.4/, 
V = 50.1 % 
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Description: Female: Bo^ long and slender assuming a spiral 
form when the worm is killed ty gradual heat, and tapering towards 
both the extremities. Anteriorly l^ ie neck expands and forms a 
knob-shaped head. There are two series of lateral pores arranged 
in two lines in each lateral fiel^ throu^out "ttie major portion of 
the bo<^ jr, 
Bo(^ outicle smooth, apparently in two layers, being thickest 
at tJ!e astffri£tr sad the neck azid the c&adsl temdaas, Amphid 
apertures veiy minute, AmiMds leirge, almost encircling the head. 
Buccal spear long and attenuated, measuring 65 - 72 ,u in length, 
joined posteriorly \ri.th its extension which ranges 41 - 52 ji in 
length. Guiding ring situated usually at a distance of four labial-
diameters from the anterior end. 
Oesophagus comprises of two psarts, the anterior slender 
portion enveloped by nerve ring and the cylindrical posterior hvCUb 
containing oesophageal gland nuclei, Oesojrfiago-intestinal valve well 
developed, bluntly rounded, conoid, projecting into the lumen of the 
anterior end of the intestine. 
Vulva a slit-like aperture, situated almost equatorially. 
Gonads paired, opposed,, reflexed. O^ raries with oocytes arranged 
in single file except for a short region of multiplication \diere 
they form double rows. 
Intestine filled with large-sized food globules. Pre-rectum 
8 - 11J6 of the total body length. Rectum short, opening outside 
throu^ a conspicuous anus. Tail elongate-conoid, with a broadly 
rotmded terminus. Tail two or slightly more than two anal-body-
widths long. 
Plate 21, Eigtires A - D, Longidoms Israeli, 
A. Oesophageal region of female? 
B, Anterior end of female; C, Reproductive 
region of female; D, -Tail end of female; 
E - I, Longidorus siddiqi. E. Anterior 
end of female; F. Oasophageal region of 
female; G. Reproductive region of female; 
H. Tail end of female, Indian population; 
I, Tail end of female, Israel population. 
P L A T E 21, 
40 P .A CFG 
20P .BDEHI 
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Males: Not foinid 
Holotypet Female collected by Dr. M.R. Siddiqi on November 1, 1957; 
slide deposited with the Zoology Moseiim, Aligarh Muslim University, 
Aligarh (U.P.), India. 
Payatypes: Females, deposited viih the Zoology Museum, Aligarh MusHa 
University, Aligarh (U.P.), India. 
T^pe host and locality? Collected ftom soil around roots of sugar-
cane, Sacchaitm offieinarum. in Aligarh (U.P.), India. 
Distribution; India and Israel, {ifeterial flrom Israel collected 
by Dr. Eli CcSin from soil around roots of Citnis trees in Rheovot, 
Israel). 
Diagnosis; Longidorus siddiqi n.sp. comes close to L. elongatus 
(de Man, 1876) Thorne & Swanger, 1956, but can be differentiated 
from it in having more e:q[>anded lip region and posteriorly located 
guiding ring (spear guiding ring at less than 3 lip-region-vddths 
ft'om anterior end in el^gatus). 
Longidorus i sraeli n.sp. 
(Fig. A-D, PI. 21. ) 
Meastgements: 
Paratypes; Females (4): L - S.4 - 4.08 mm; a = 75 - 79.5} 
b = 11 - 15.1; c = 85 - 99.3; v = 45 - 47.4^ 
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Holotypet Female: L « nmj a » 79,5; b = 15#lj c = 87,4j 
r » 47.4^} spear = 76 jxj spear extension = 49 ;q. 
Description: Faaale: Bo<^ y long and slender slightly ventrally arcuate, 
more so in its posterior regicm vjhen relaxed in hot water* Boc|y 
tapering towards both the extremities. Head set off frcaa the bocfcr, 
knob-like and wider than the succeeding portion of ^ e neck. Lateral 
pores on bo(^ in two series* Boc|y cuticle smooth, appearing as 
ccaaprised of two layers, being thickest at the anterior end of the 
neck and the caudal terminus* 
Buccal spear attenuated, 76 long, joined posteriorly with 
its extension \diich is 49 ji in length* Guiding ring situated at 4 
lip-region-widths from the anterior end. 
Oesoijhagus with an anterior slender portion enveloped by nerve 
ring and a posterior cylindrical bulb, Oesoidiago-intestinal junction 
a bluntly conoid cardiac valve. 
Vulva a slit-like aperture, sli^tly pre-equatdri^ in 
location. Gonads paired, opposed, reflexed* Ovaries with oocytes 
arranged singly except for a short region of multiplicatiai vrtiere 
th^ form double rows. Intestine packed with spheroid food granules. 
Pre-rectum 11*5$ of total bo<^ length. Rectum short, opening to 
outside throu^ a conspicuous ante. Tail conoid, slightly over 1 
anal-body-width long. 
Males: Not fotind 
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TVpe material! Hololype and 3 pgratypes deposited with thejVtis&vmf 
Zoology Department, AHgarh Muslim University, Aligarh (U.P.), India, 
!iyp9 host and localily; Collected ly Dr, Eli Cohn from soil around 
the roots of Citrus tree in Rehovot, Israel. 
Diagnosis: Longidorus Israeli n.sp, comes close to siddigi n,sp», 
but differs frcan it in having a more robust boc|y (a = 125 - 158 in 
L» siddigi). more anteriorly located vulva (v = 49 - 53*5^ in 
L. siddigi) and shorter tail (tail two or more than two anal-bo(fy-
widths long in L,. siddigi) • 
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Family Dorylaimldae de Man, 1876 
Dlagncels: Doiylaimol'deas Stcaoa with an axial spear, spear extensions 
sometimes well developed. Anphids with obscure slit-like apertures. 
Posterior third or more of oesophagus enlarged but not surrounded by 
a spiral sheath. Lateral guiding pieces associated with the spicules; 
gubernaculum absent. 
l^pe sub-family I Dorylaj.minae (de Man, 1876) Filipjev, 1918 
Key to the sab-faMli.es of Doiylaimidae 
1, Spear veiy often longj spear extension rod-like, flanged or 
with basal knobs ^lenchqlalMnfie Filipjev, 1934 
Spear short j spear extension not modified 
2, Stoma walls cuticularizedj posterior part of oesophagus 1/2 of 
total oesophageal length - - - j^ctinolate^ Thorne, 1939 
Stoma walls plain; posterior part of oesophagus l/3 of 
total oesophageal length - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
DorrlAimlnae <de Man, 1876) Filipjav, 1918 
Sub-family Actinolaiminae Thorne, 1939 
Syn; £etinola^ (Thorne, 1939) .Mayl, 1960 
Dia-gnosis; Dojylalmidaej Walls of pharynx or vestibule, or of 
both, either partly or complete cutieularized, frequently bearing 
large teeth or denticles. Cuticle minute transverse striae 
except in a few species of Actjnc^aimus. which possess 16 - 40 
longitudinal ridges. Lip region generally ccMpletely amalgamated ' 
and bearing the usual 2 circlets of 6 and 10 papillae ^ Aich are oftai 
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obscure. Spear axial. Oesoidiagus widens near its.middle, the 
anterior region veiy variable; scarcely offset in Actinolaiams. 
while in l^lodiseus and Garcharolaimus it is degenerated to a 
slender, nan-muscular tube. Gomds paired, opposed and reflexed 
except in A. radiatus. Testes and spicules dorylairaoid. Supplements 
doiylaimaid except in certain species of Actin<Aaliai^  where they 
are grouped in bundles. 
Type genus; ActinolaJLmus Cobb, 1913 
Key to the genera of A.ctinqlaiminae 
1. Lip regioi continuous 2 
Lip region set off - - _ - 5 
2 , 4 large phaiyngeal teeth present - - - - - - - - - - - - - S 
4 large pharyngeal teeth absent - - iletinqlaitaoides Meyl, 1957 
5* 4 large lAiaiyngeal teeth distinct - - - - - - - - - - - - - 4 
4 large pharyngeal teeth seomingly amlgamated - - - - -
- Metaetlnqla^tg_ Meyl, 1957 
4. Anterior nmral denticles present - Paractinola^us Meyl, 1957 
Anterior mural denticles absent - Actincdaimus Cobb, 1913 
5. Pharyngeal wall cuticularized - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 6 
Pharyngeal wall muscular, not cuticularized - - - - - - - -
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - I^lqdiscus Thorne, 1939 
6» Lips angular, petaloid, rods and plates form ct^ j-shaped 
anterior part of stoma - - - Antholaimus Cobb, 1913 
Lips not petaloid or armed with rods and plates 
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7» Pharynx with a ribbed basket-like structure present - - - - -
Gycharolaimus Thome, 1959 
Phaiynx with several rows of mural denticles or corrugations -
Trachnalettrostan Andrassv. 1959 
Genus Paraetinolalm^ Mejrl, 1957 
Dlaggosis: Actinolaiminae: Pharyngeal imlls cuticularized, armed 
with 4 large tooth-like projections and a number of denticles on the 
walls of the phaiynx anterior to the teeth. Spear axial, the guiding 
ring appearing double. Anterior part of oesophagus well developed, 
sometimes scarcely set off ft>am enlarged posterior rSgion. Gonads 
paired, o^wsed and reflexed. Female tail elongate. 
!Brpe species: Paractlnolaimus micoletayki {Schneider, 1935) Mqrl, 1957 
Sjyn; Actinolaimus ndcoletzyki Schneider, 1955 
Key to the species of Paractinolaimus 
1« Bo(%r less than Z aaa, vulva equatorial - - - - - - - - - - - - -
micolet^ki (Schneider, 1955) Meyl, 1957 
Bo<ty Z mm, or more vulva pre-equatorial 
2. Tail 14 - 16 times anal-body-widths long fillpjepi (Schneider, 1955) Meyl, 1957 
Tail less than 10 anal-bo^-xddths long - - - - - - - - - - - 5 
5« Vulva at 4356, tail about 9 ai»l-bo<^7-widths long - - - - - - -
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - oryzae n.sp. 
Vulva at 46^, tail less than 7 anal-boi^y-widths long - 4 
- -
4, Bo(37 2,4 urn long, having 24 longitudinal striae, tail 5.5 
anal-boify-widths long striatus (Thome, 1939) Meyl, 1957 
Bog^ 3«2 ntrn long, no longitudinal stzlae seen, tail about 7 
anal-^ )oc^ sr-.widths long - - aicrodentatus (Thorne, 1939) M^l, 1957 
Paractinolaimus oryzae n.sp, 
(fig. C - E,P1. 22 ) 
Measurements; 
Holotypei Female: L = 2.710 mmj a = 64.5; b = S»5j c « 14.04J 
• 45.1^; spear = 23 
Description: Female : Bo^ long, cylindrical, almost straight. 
Head smoothly rounded, continuous with bo(fy contoiir. Stoma vdth 
4 large teeth. Denticles on the walls of the phaiynx anterior to 
the teeth visible. Spear robust, 23 ji long, one-and-a-half times 
lip-region^width long, its aperture sli^tity less than 3/2 of its 
length. 
Oes<^agus with an anterior tubular part gradually expanding 
into the posterior (ylindrical bulb. Bulber portion slightly less 
than half of the total oesophageal length. Oesophago-intestinal 
junction a bluntly conoid cardiac valve, 20 ji long and 20 ;a wide at 
its Td.dest (the base). 
Vulva a slit» Gonads paired, opposed and reflexed. Tail 
elongate, regularly tapering to a finely rounded tei^ Biaus, about 
9 times anal-bo^-width long, 
Male: Not found. 
Plate 22, Ilgnres A, B, Doiylalmellus neoparvulus, 
A» Oesophageal region of femalej B, Posterior 
end of female showing prerectum, C - E, 
Paractinolaimtis oryzae. C, Anterior end of 
female; D, Vulvar region} E. Tail end of 
female. 
P L A T E 22. 
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Trve material: Holoiype female, deposited with the Zoology^  
Itoseum, Aligarh Maslim Universily, Aligarh (UJP«), India, 
!I!rpe habitat and locality: Collected frm soil aromd the roots 
of rice plant, Oryza sativa. in Shahjahazqjiir District (U,P«), India, 
Diagnosis: In its bodf size, location of vxilva and the tail anal-
body-vddth ratio, P« oiyz&e n*sp« comes close to striatus: 
P, microdentatus; and £ilip.1ewi« Prom jP, striatns it differs in 
the absence of longitudinal stxlae, more anteriorly located rulva 
and longer tail (v = 46^} T/ABD ratio = 5»S in striatns)• Prom 
P, microdentatus it differs in having a smaller bods' size, more 
anteriorly located vulva and longer tail (L = 3,2 nm, • = 46; T/ABD 
ratio = 7 in microdentatus) • Prom P. filipjewi it differs in having 
smaller body sisse and shorter tail (L = 5,3 mmj T/ABD ratio = 1 4 - 3 5 
in fiUpjeiA). 
Super family Belondiroidea Thome, 1964 
Diagnosis; Doxylaimida: Moderate-sized nemas. Neck tapering to a 
narrow lip region which varies from rounded to angular. Amphid 
apertures usually about as wide as head, sometimes completely encir-
cling lips, Spesir shorter than width of lip-region, with rod like 
extensions (flanged in Doiylalmellus), Basal portion of oesojdiagus 
surromded by a thick sheath of spiral muscles. Tails of sexes 
similar, blmtly rounded to filiform, except in Roqueus, in which the 
female tail is filiform and that of nale short and rounded. Only 
the posterior ovury is present in several genera. 
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Key to the families of Belondlroidea 
1. Ffflnale tail fiUfom, male blunt romded - - Roqueidae Thome, 1964 
Tails of both sexes similar z 
2, Vestibule with solerotizatlon - - Dojylalmellidae (Jairajpuri, 1964) 
Tliorne, 1964 
VestibTile without sderotization 3 
3. Tails of bo-Ui seses filiform 
QD^dlridae (Jairajpliri, 1964) Thorne, 1964 
Tails of both sexes blunt, rounded - — - 4 
4* Spear on left submedian wall of jdiaiynx - - - - - -
I^gellidae Jairajpuri, 1964 
Spear axial 
5« Bo^r arcxiate, spear extension divergent - - - - - - - - - - - -
l^donomidae Thome, 1964 
Bo(^ 7 straight or sl5.ghtly bent, extensions parallel - - - - - -
Belondiridae Thorne, 1959 
Family Doiylaimellidae (Jairajpuri, 1964) Thome, 1964 
Diagnosist Belondiroidaa: Tails of sexes similar, varying ftom 
blxmtly rounded to filiform. Four sclerotized pieces about oral 
opening. Spear proper followed by a wider section of the extension 
bearing 5 flanges reminiscent of those found in XiidilnenKL at its base. 
Spicula massive with abmpt ventral angle* Ventromedian supplements 
usually arranged in pairs. 
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'^pe g;enti3; Doiylaimellus Cobb, 1915 
Dorylaljnellus Cobb, 1915 
Generic dla^nosig: Doiylalmellidaa: Aajjhids almost completely encir-
cling the head. Spear seldcm longer than head-width with «ctensions in 
two obscurely separated sections which bear broad flanges. Oesophagus 
with a swelling Just behind the spear, then narrowing to a slender, 
non-muscular tvtbe (except in D, nodochordus^ in passing throu^ the 
nerve ring and finally enlarging to form the basal swelling surrounded 
by the spiral sheath. Gonads paired or sin^ej if single pro- or 
opisthodelphia, Spicules very broad proximally with an abrupt ventral 
angie. SupjxLements consisting of an adanal pair and a ventral series which 
are usually arranged in pairs. Tails of both sexes similar, 
lype species: Doiylaimellus vlrginianus Cobb. 1915 
Key to the species of Dorylaimellus 
1, Ovary single - 2 
Ovaries paired -
Z, Ovary anterior to vu3.va a_eQualis (Cobb, 1918) Thorne, 1959 
Ovary posterior to viilva . . . - . - . 5 
5» Tail conoid id.th rouiaded terminus porosus Thorne, 1959 
Tail clavate with greatly thickened cuticle - -
^ clavicaudatus Williams, 1958 
4. Oesophagus short (b = 6 or more) - — 5 
Oesophagus long (b = 5 or less) 8 
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5« Tail elongate-conoid, ventrally arcuate 
andrassyi Heiyns, 1964 
Tail bliantly conoid to hemispheroid 6 
6« Spear with well developed flanges, smll sclerotized bodies 
present in wall of ^ gina - imitator H^ns, 1964 
Spear with feebly developed flanges, sclerotized bodies not 
present in wall of vagina 7 
Bot^ y length 1,6 - 1,8 mm - - - - - bambesae:; de Coninck, 1962 
Body length U.67 m m - digltatus Siddiqi, 1964 
8, Anterior portion of oesophagus not constricted - - - - - -nodochordus Cobb in Thome, 1939 
Anterior portion of oesophagus constricted to a xiarrow non-
muscular tube 9 
9. Cuticle coarsely striated striatus Cobb in Thome, 1939 
Cuticle not coarsely striated - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 10 
10 • Tail hemisp^ierieal 11 
Tail clavate, filifora bluntly conoid, elongate-conoid or 
sub-digitate 17 
11, Body length over 0»8 m m - - ^ 12 
Bo<^ lei^h less than 0»6 m m - - - - - 15 
12. Labial disc present - - - - - - - - projectus Hejrns, 1962 
Labial disc absent - longicollis Loof, 1964 
15« Cuticle on tail much thickened 14 
Cuticle on tail not much thickened 16 
14, Prerectxim about two-boc^ y-iiidths long - - - cafftrae Tfimger, 1965 
Prerectum more than two bo(^-widths long is 
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15, Spear 1V5 times li]?-wldth in length - - neoparvultts n.sp. 
Spear equal to lip-width in length - - parvulus Thome, 1939 
16• Lip region rounded, with a labial disc - - diseocephalia Siddiqi,1964 
Lip region angular, vdthout a labial 4isc yangambiensi^-^ Greart, 196E 
17 • Tail clavate or filifom 18 
Tail bluntly conoid, elongate conoid or sub-digitate - - 25 
18. Tail clavate 19 
Tail filiform 20 
19« Spear 4 - S ;x long - - clavatus Thorae, 1964 
Spear 7 }X long lygellufus Loof, 1964 
20. Bo<^ length 1 mm or more, e = 5 fllioaudattis Thorne, 1964 
length less ttian 1 mm, c = 9 or more - - - - - - - - - - 2 1 
21. Tail 8 times anal-bd^-width long j^liformis Jairajpuri, 1964 
Tail less than 6 times anal-bo(fy-width long - - 2 2 
22. Vulva at 47?S of the bo<fy longieaudatus Jairajpuri, 1964 
Vulva at 51 - 56?5 of the body - - - - - spicatus Loof, 1964 
23. Tail sub-digitate 24 
Tail bluntly conoid, elongate-conoid 27 
24. Length 1.4 m m - - - - - 25 
Length upto 0.9 m m - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 26 
25. Spear aperture half of spear length - - - graminis Kruger, 1965 
Spear aperture less than half of spear length - -
virginianos Cobb, 1913 
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ZQ, Prerectum 4 - 5 times as long aa bocly-\d.dth - - - - - - - - -
labiatxis Thorna, 3564 
Prerectma 2 times as long as boci^ -width - - demani Goodey, 1965 
27« Spear short, its length about 5/4 lip-width vextor He^ rna, 1964 
Spear long and relatively slender, as long as or longer than 
lip width. 28' 
28» Tail bluntly rounded about iVg anal-bo(fy-diaiaeter long - - - 29 
Tail elongate conoid, more than 2 anal-bo<fy-diameter long - - 51 
29« Length 0.6 asn--- tenuldens Thome, 1939 
Length upto l.Smia- 30 
30. Body thick a = 53; oesophagus long, b = 3#6 - - - - - - - -
occddentalis Thorne, 1939 
Bo^ comparatively thin, a = 56$ oesophagus short, b = 7 - 8«S -
indieus Siddiqi, 1964 
51. Oesophagi^ expanded in basal half - - moatenegricus Andras^, 1959 
Oesophagus expanded in basal two-third - - - - - - - - - - - 32 
32• Spear with extensions 20.5 - 22»3 long directus Heyns, 1964 
Spear with extensions about 17 ji long montieolus Clark, 1965 
Doylaimellus neoparvulus n.sp. 
(51g. A,B, PI. 22. ) 
Measurements; 
Paratope: Females (4): L = 0.4 - 0«S2 mmj a = 25 - 29,6} b = 2,1 -
2,8} c = 26 - 27,1} V = 57.5 - 595S. 
Holoiype; Females L = 0.401 nm; a = 26.7j b = 2.8j c = 26.7; 
V = 57.5$Sj spear = 7.5 jij spear extension = 7 
- isr -
Dqscrlptioa; Feraale; BOC^  assuming a slightly, ventrally ciunred 
position vSien relaxed in hot water? slightly tapering towards extremities. 
Cuticle smooth. Lip region set- off by a sli^t constriction, a little 
less than one-third as wide as the bocty at the base of oesc^agus. 
Spear slender 1V5 times as long as lip-region-width. Spear extensions 
about as long as spear. Flanges at the base of spear extensions 3 
across. Well developed soLerotized plates present about the vestibule. 
Oesophagus long, with the usual narrowing at the base of the spear 
extensions, followed a spindle-shaped swelling, then narrowing to a 
very slender non-muscul-ar tube, the latter enlarged in its basal half 
to form the basal oesophageal bulb surroundid by the usual sheath of 
spiral muscles. Gardia cylindroid, half as long as bo^-width at 
neck base. Pre-»rectum 6.5 times anal- boc^ r-widths long. Rectum short. 
Tail hemispherical, slightly over one-anal-boc$r-vldth long, with cuticle 
at its iip thickened to form an area 1/6 of total tail-length. Vulva 
slightly post-equatorial. Gonads paired, opposed, reflexed. 
Males: Not found 
'Z.ocio^u 
lype material; Holotype and 5 i^atypes deposited with the^ tfciseum, 
Soolo^ Department, Aligarh Muslim University, Aligarh (U»P»), India. 
!firpe habitat and locality; Collected from the soil aroimd the roots 
of mango tree, Ifeng3.fera indica in Patna District (Bihar State), India. 
Djiscussion; D, neoparvulus n.sp. comes closest to D. pairmlta. but 
can be differentiated from it in having longer spear, longer pre-rectum, 
and relativ®3y thinner cuticular portion on tail tip, (Cuticular portion 
1 / 4 of tail length, spear equal to lip-width, and pre-rectum about 
5 times anal-bo<^-width long in parvxalus). 
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